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ABSTRACT 

 
 
Distributed rainfall runoff hydrologic models can be highly effective in improving flood 

forecasting capabilities at ungauged, interior locations of the watershed. However, their 

implementation in operational decision-making is hindered by the high dimensionality of 

the state-parameter space and by lack of methods/understanding on how to properly 

exploit and incorporate available spatio-temporal information about the system. This 

dissertation is composed of a sequence of five studies, whose overall goal is to improve 

understanding on problems relating to parameter identifiability in distributed models and 

to develop methodologies for their calibration. 

  

The first study proposes and investigates an approach for calibrating catchment scale 

distributed rainfall-runoff models using conventionally available data. The process, called 

regularization, uses spatial information about soils and land-use that is embedded in prior 

parameter estimates (Koren et al. 2000) and knowledge of watershed characteristics, to 

constrain and reduce the dimensionality of the feasible parameter space. 

 

The methodology is further extended in the second and third studies to improve 

extraction of ‘hydrologically relevant’ information from the observed streamflow 

hydrograph. Hydrological relevance is provided by using signature measures (Yilmaz et 

al 2008) that correspond to major watershed functions. While the second study applies a 

manual selection procedure to constrain parameter sets from the subset of post calibrated 
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solutions, the third develops an automatic procedure based on a penalty function 

optimization approach.  

 

The fourth paper investigates the relative impact of using the commonly used multiplier 

approach to distributed model calibration, in comparison with other spatial regularization 

strategies and also includes investigations on whether calibration to data at the catchment 

outlet can provide improved performance at interior locations. The model calibration 

study conducted for three mid sized catchments in the US led to the important finding 

that basin outlet hydrographs might not generally contain information regarding spatial 

variability of the parameters, and that calibration of the overall mean of the spatially 

distributed parameter fields may be sufficient for flow forecasting at the outlet. This then 

was the motivation for the fifth paper which investigates to what degree the spatial 

characteristics of parameter and rainfall fields can be observable in catchment outlet 

hydrographs.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The development of spatially distributed catchment-scale hydrologic models comes from 

a need to accurately represent hydrologic processes over an entire watershed. Distributed 

models are ones whose structure, inputs, states, parameters and responses are represented 

in a spatially distributed manner, reflecting the heterogeneity of the underlying watershed 

system (Freeze and Harlan 1969, Kamf and Burges, 2007, Singh and Woolhiser 2002, 

Refsgaard 1996 and many more).  

 

Ever since the earliest conceptualization of a distributed catchment-scale model by 

Freeze and Harlan (1969) several distributed model codes have been developed, driven 

by increases in computational power, availability of remote sensing data and, of course, 

the need for spatially distributed model predictions (Kamf and Burges, 2007). Distributed 

models are now applied in various fields including non point source pollutant transport, 

assessing hydrologic responses of a watershed to land use or land cover change, studies 

of land–atmosphere interactions, investigating erosion and sediment transport, forecasting 

of floods, and assessing water resources impacts of climate change, etc (Abbott and 

Refsgaard 1996, Kamf and Burges, 2007).  

 

The state of the art for flood forecasting in the US is currently based on the use of lumped 

conceptual rainfall runoff (CRR) models coupled with hydrodynamic river routing 

methods (Refsgaard and Abbott 1996). Such approaches are able to provide reasonably 
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accurate flood forecasts at the outlet of a watershed in spite of their relative simplicity in 

model structure, minimal data requirements and relative ease of implementation. 

Complementing such models are well-established calibration methods based on manual-

expert strategies, automatic global optimization algorithms like the Shuffled Complex 

Evolution approach (SCE; Duan et al. 1992), or hybrid methods (Boyle et al,2000 Hogue 

et al 2000) which are known to find the global minimum quite effectively.  

 

In contrast distributed models tend to have more complex model structures, require larger 

amount of data to implement and can therefore be extremely difficult to calibrate 

(Refsgaard 1997, Reed et al., 2004, Madsen 2003). In spite of such difficulties, 

distributed models are preferred over lumped models for many applications because they 

can represent the variability of hydrological processes over the entire watershed. By 

better representation of the heterogeneities in the system properties they can, in principle, 

provide more accurate model predictions. One advantage of distributed model in the 

context of flood forecasting is that it allows for the prediction of flood stages along the 

entire river network and can therefore, potentially, be very useful for operational flood 

forecasting and inundation studies. 

 

Recognizing the potential for distributed models to provide more comprehensive and 

accurate predictions of river height and flood potential at the interior un-gauged 

locations, the National Weather Service (NWS) has made the development of a 

distributed modeling framework one of its key focus areas. Recent steps were the 
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development of the Hydrology Laboratory Distributed Hydrologic Modeling System 

(HLDHMS; Koren et al 2004) and the simultaneous hosting of the Distributed Model 

Intercomparison Project (DMIP; Smith et al., 2004a; Reed et al., 2004) Phases 1 and 2. 

DMIP was organized to provide guidance to the NWS on possible 

research/implementation directions, and to address potential or unresolved problems that 

could arise with the introduction of a distributed modeling system into operational flood 

forecasting. DMIP has involved the participation of more than 25 distributed models of 

varying structure and complexity. One of the major agenda of the project has been to 

investigate conditions that favor the implementation of distributed over lumped 

hydrologic models, and to investigate if distributed models can provide improved flood 

forecasting performance.   

 

 This dissertation consists of five research investigations that were conducted in the 

context of phase 2 of DMIP. These studies broadly fit into the NWS overarching goal of 

providing more comprehensive and accurate prediction of river height and flood potential 

to its consumers/stakeholders, and seeks to improve overall understanding of the 

parameter identifiability problem in the context of distributed rainfall runoff models. 

 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The shift from lumped to distributed models is complicated by several factors including 

1) increase in dimension of the state-parameter space resulting from discretization of the 

model domain, 2) poor ratio of data available relative to what is required to handle such 
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an increase, and 3) lack of methods to properly assimilate available spatial and temporal 

information into the model.  

 

High dimensionality of the parameter search space is one of the major problems 

inhibiting the application of distributed hydrological models in operational decision-

making. With the increase in the number of discretized units, the number of unknown 

parameters to be specified increases proportionally. While there has been considerable 

progress in the development of optimization procedures and automatic algorithms for 

calibration of lumped models, relatively little progress has been made in the field of 

distributed model calibration and the problem of how best to identify spatially 

distributed model parameters is not yet well understood (Refsgaard 1997, Reed et al., 

2004, Madsen 2003).  

 

This problem of parameter identification is further complicated by a lack of techniques 

for properly extracting ‘hydrologically relevant’ information from the input-state-output 

response of the system. The conventional practice of using regression based statistics 

such as the Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) or Mean Squared Error (MSE) is inadequate 

to the task of properly extract information relating to major system behaviors (Gupta et 

al. 2008). Recently Yilmaz et al (2008) developed a set of five measurement criteria 

based on signature properties derived from the observed hydrograph that relate to the 

major functional responses of the watershed. However, an effective computerized search 
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procedures does not yet exist that can utilize these diagnostically ‘superior’ measurement 

criteria to constrain the parameter fields of the model.  

 

Furthermore, an important aspect of the parameter identification process is the 

availability of data to calibrate distributed models. In this regard it is always desirable to 

have multi-site, multi-variable dataset (Madsen 2003). However for most practical 

applications runoff data is only available at the outlet, and the calibration either 

implicitly or explicitly assumes that the outlet hydrograph is able to provide sufficient 

information to adequately infer spatial information about the parameters in the 

watershed. By extension, the process also assumes that simulations using a model 

calibrated in this manner actually improve streamflow predictions at interior locations. 

However, studies to properly validate/invalidate such assumptions have not been 

conducted. An increased understanding on these issues will help in the development of 

the improved strategies for distributed model calibration. 
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1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1.3.1 Introduction to distributed models. 

 

In the hydrologic modeling context the term ‘distributed’ loosely applies to models that 

are able to provide a relatively detailed degree of spatial representation of hydrologic 

process across the watershed. In general a hydrologic model is considered to be either 

lumped or distributed depending upon the level of spatial heterogeneity of the system that 

it represents. Lumped models are those whose structure, inputs, states, parameters and 

output are spatially averaged, and in which the system is treated as being spatially 

homogenous. Distributed models are those in which these same components are treated 

as being spatially distributed and in which the system (watershed) is represented as being 

heterogeneous (Clarke 1973, Freeze and Harlan 1969, Todini 1988, VanderKwaak 1999, 

Singh and Woolhiser 2002, Koren et al. 2004, Harbaugh 2005, Kamf and Burges 2007, 

and many more).  However acceptance of the above definition varies based on how the 

hydrologic processes are being represented by the model. While some researchers 

consider a model to be truly “distributed” only if all the aspects (including parameters, 

states, inputs, outputs, boundary conditions, sources and sinks) are distributed in space 

(for example, Singh and Woolhiser 2002), others follow a less rigorous view and define 

model as “distributed” as long as they can simulate the flow of water (surface or 

subsurface) in 2D or 3D space (Kamf and Burges, 2007).   
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1.3.2 Distributed models used in hydrology 

Distributed models used in hydrology can be broadly considered to belong to one of two 

categories; “distributed integral’ and “distributed differential” Todini (1988). The 

distributed integral model is discretized into several small units, each of which behaves 

independently as a lumped model, and is connected together into a network based on 

some representation of the water flow pathway throughout the domain. In contrast, the 

distributed differential model involves an actual distributed flow calculation using some 

form of partial differential equation (such as Richards equation; Richards, 1931). 

 

1.3.2.1 Distributed integral - Conceptual rainfall runoff distributed models 

Most recently developed conceptual rainfall-runoff (CRR) distributed models, such as the 

NWS Hydrology Lab Distributed Hydrologic Modeling System (HL-DHMS; Koren et al 

2004) or the Soil Water Assessment Tool (SWAT, Eckhart and Arnold 2001) or the 

distributed HBV (Bergström 1995), fall under the category of distributed integral models.  

 

The HL-DHMS is typical of distributed models in this class. It consists of a lumped 

conceptual Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting (SACSMA; Burnash et al. 1976) 

component applied at the scale of 4km x 4km grid cells. The SACSMA has a two-layered 

structure representing the upper and lower soil layers. Each layer consists of free and 

tension water storages. The SACSMA generates three fast and three slow lateral 

responses. It uses the saturation excess principle for the upper zone soil moisture 

computations. Partitioning of rainfall into vertical percolation to the lower layers and 
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horizontal redistribution as runoff depends upon a set of non-linear equations that operate 

on a “demand & supply” principle (Burnash et al. 1976, Gupta and Sorooshian 1983, 

Koren et al. 2004) based on “demand” by the lower layer and availability of water at the 

upper layer. The model has 16 parameters and 6 state variables. The model is discretized 

over the Hydrologic Rainfall Analysis Project (HRAP) grid at a spatial resolution of 16 

km2 (Koren et al. 2004). The inputs to the model are precipitation and potential 

evapotranspiration at each grid cell, for which the model generates an estimate of 

precipitation excess.  

 

The precipitation excess generated by SACSMA at each cell throughout the model 

domain is routed to the outlet using hill slope and channel routing. For hill slope and the 

channel routing HL-DHMS utilizes the Kinematic wave approximation to the full 

continuity and momentum equations of the overland flow (Koren et al., 2004).  

 

1.3.2.2 Distributed differential (Physically based distributed model) 

Perhaps the earliest conceptualization of a physically based distributed model was by 

Freeze and Harlan (1969). The Freeze and Harlan design involves solving the partial 

differential equation of flow (developed based on Darcy’s law and the continuity 

equation) in 3D space-time to characterize the flow of water within the domain. Their 

design served as a blueprint for many physically based distributed models that were to 

follow, including for example; Integrated Hydrology Model (InHM) (VanderKwaak 

1999), MODHMS (Panday and Huyakorn, 2004), WASH123D (Yeh et al., 2004, 2006) 
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and MOFLOW (see Harbaugh, 2005), MODHMS, FEMWATER USEPA (Yeh et al., 

1992).  

 

Physically based models typically use numerical solutions to the continuum equations 

governing flows of mass and energy within the domain. For example a typical 

‘physically’ based model might use a numerical solution to the Saint Venant equations 

for overland and channel flow, the Richards equation for unsaturated zone flow, and the 

Boussinesq equation for ground water flow (Refsgaard 1996). In real world applications 

it is rare that ‘physically’ based models actually solve the partial differential equations in 

three dimensional space; for practical purposes the numerical solutions are usually 

facilitated by using simplifying assumptions; for example hydrologic models like MIKE 

SHE (Refsgaard and Storm, 1996), PIHM (Qu 2005) and SHESED (Barthrust et al., 

1995) partition subsurface flow into two parts - saturated and unsaturated flow - to reduce 

the computational burden, and use the 1D simplification of Richards equation for the 

unsaturated flow and the 2D Boussinesq equation for saturated flow.  
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1.3.4 Problems associated with the implementation of Distributed Hydrologic Models 

 

Distributed models typically provide a representation of spatial heterogeneity within the 

watershed, and the ability to utilize measured or remotely sensed data to predict 

flows/hydrologic processes at points throughout the watershed. Yet, despite this promise, 

distributed models have not been widely applied in operational decision-making or in the 

solution of engineering problems (Refsgaard and Abbott 1996, Beven 1996). In addition, 

many cases have been reported where distributed models performed worse than their 

lumped counterparts. In the rainfall runoff modeling context, recent studies by the 

National Weather Service (DMIP 1 and 2; Reed et al., 2004) have shown that lumped 

models typically provide more accurate simulations of streamflow at the watershed outlet 

than corresponding distributed hydrologic models (Reed et al., 2004). Similar 

observations have been reported by Carpenter et al., (2001) and Smith et al. (1999). 

These findings are surprising considering that with better representation of spatial 

heterogeneity the model performance should have improved. In this section we discuss 

some potential problem areas that restrict the utility and performance of distributed 

models. 

 

1.3.4.1 Lack of data availability 

Distributed models require a large amount of data to implement and run (compared to 

lumped models). Detailed information on model parameter values corresponding to local 

geology, soil, vegetation, land use and topography must be specified for each spatial 
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location (represented by the model grid). Most of this data has to be obtained by 

measurement or inferred in some way. However, in practice, such types of data are rarely 

available or collected/measured except in targeted test basins (Refsgaard and Abbott 

1996). Even in case of parameters that have real physical meaning, the point scale 

measurements obtained in the field can result in significant error when extrapolated to the 

grid scale. 

 

Availability of remote sensing (and soil maps) data has the potential to help, however the 

reliability of such data remains in question (Schott 2007, Beven 1996) and apart from the 

use of satellite-based estimates of snow cover, land use, vegetation, precipitation and 

topographic data, other kinds of data have been rarely applied in practice (Refsgaard and 

Abbott 1996). Further, remotely sensed data and maps of soil type/texture do not 

necessarily provide information directly relating to the model parameters, so much so that 

the correlation between observed quantities and the parameters used in a model can be 

very weak. (Wagener et al., 2004, Beven 1996). 

 

Because of the lack of data for specifying the parameters of the model, even the most 

‘physically’ based model generally needs to be calibrated to provide acceptable levels of 

simulation performance. However in most cases only data regarding the streamflow at the 

outlet is available for this purpose (in the context of rainfall runoff models), and the high 

dimensional distributed model calibration problem is ‘solved’ using only the outlet 

hydrograph (Reed et al. 2004, Bandaragoda et al. 2004, Leavesly et al., 2003 and many 
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more). In such cases, it is assumed that the outlet hydrograph can provide enough 

information about the spatial characteristics about the parameters. Although some studies 

have provided support for this assumption (for example Woolhiser and Goodrich (1988), 

Merz and Bardossy 1996), others have reported that the outlet hydrographs might not be 

sensitive to the spatial distribution of the parameters (for example Brath and Montanari 

2000, Bormann et al. 2008). Consequently there is a lack of consensus in the hydrologic 

community regarding whether the spatial characteristics of parameters can be inferred 

from a basin-integrated signal like the outlet hydrograph. One of the possible questions 

arising from this is; if the outlet hydrograph cannot infer spatial information from the 

outlet hydrograph, will a calibration based on outlet hydrograph actually improve the 

quality of simulations at interior points?  

 

1.3.4.2 Model structure 

Lumped conceptual model structure like the classical Stanford Modelling System 

(Crawford and Linsley, 1966) or the SACSMA are combinations of ‘mutually interrelated 

storages representing physical elements in the catchment’ (Refsgaard and Abbott 1996). 

Although there are some physical explanations for most of the components used in the 

model (for example see Koren et al 2000) and prior parameters have been designed based 

on it, they are not based on physical laws governing the flow of water and not considered 

to be ‘scientifically sound’ (Klemes 1988, Refsgaard and Abbott 1996). Therefore their 

extension to the distributed version would obviously have the similar disadvantages.  
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In addition, studies have shown that distributed rainfall runoff models like HLDHM are 

more affected by noise/errors in the rainfall and parameters compared to their lumped 

counterparts. Recent investigations into the influence of parameteric and rainfall 

uncertainties on the model uncertainty (conducted by Carpenter and Georgakakos, 

(2004), Koren et al 2003) have suggested that, for a given amount of noise added to the 

inputs and parameter, the uncertainty in the ensembles of the simulated flow increased 

with the decrease in model resolution. This meant that for a finer resolution spatial 

distcretization the uncertainty in the flow ensembles is higher compared to coarser 

resolution. Based on this, Smith et al 2004 suggested that “non-linearities and/or many 

computational elements in distributed models may magnify rather than smooth errors in 

high-resolution radar rainfall data, making it difficult for distributed models to 

outperform a well-calibrated lumped model in cases of uniform precipitation”. 

Furthermore, while deficiencies in the structure of the lumped models could easily be 

masked, or compensated (to some extent) by calibration, in a distributed model this 

would be much difficult. 

 

Even in the context of physically based models, true ‘physical’ representations of the 

hydrological processes are not possible. Beven (1996) argues that there is a fundamental 

error in the model structure of the “physically” based hydrologic model which relies 

mostly on the Darcy law and the Richards equations. These laws/equations are based on 

laboratory column experiments under controlled (homogenous repacked soil) conditions 

and do not represent complex flows conditions (like differential wetting, preferential flow 
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etc) that typically exists in nature. Furthermore while the process representation in the 

distributed models is not adequate, it cannot be extended to represent the added 

complexity because the model is already over parameterized. Similarly, the laws 

governing flow of fluid in the subsurface (for example Darcy and Richards laws) have 

been proposed for the representative elementary volume (REV) scale and their 

application at the grid scale of a distributed model is fundamentally wrong (Beven, 1996).  

 

1.3.4.3 Problem of parameter specification and estimation 

Hydrologic models, assume universality in their model structure (Gupta et al. 2003), 

which means the model structure is ‘correct’ and is expected to simulate hydrologic 

response in any watershed by just adjusting the parameter values pertaining to a that 

watershed.  However, even the models with very detailed and complex representation of 

physical processes occurring in the watershed are merely simplified representation of the 

watershed, and are known to be ‘false’ (Beven 1996, Gupta et al. 2003, Refsgaard, 1997, 

Madsen 2003, and many more). Furthermore, the parameters used in the model are 

typically not observable or measurable (due difference in the scale of measurement and 

application in the model) and can only be reasonably estimated by conditioning the 

model response on the observed output data (Gupta et al. 2003, Beven 1996, Madsen 

2003).  

 

The process of adjusting the parameter values so that the model response becomes 

consistent with the observed watershed response is known as calibration. In fact, such is 
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the importance of calibration in hydrological prediction that Beven (1996) stated - 

“Hydrological prophecy is only considered successful at all because of a process of 

circular argument called parameter calibration”. Problem of calibration involves trying 

to minimize the distance between the model response and the observed data. A typical 

calibration consists of an objective function (measure of closeness between the model and 

the real world) and an iterative search procedure (implemented using an optimization 

algorithm) that evolves the search towards the optimum estimates for the parameter 

values and results in the minimum distance between observed and simulated responses 

(Duan et al 1992, Gupta et al. 2003, Vrugt et al 2003). There are well defined calibration 

procedures and optimization algorithms for calibration of lumped hydrologic models that 

are capable of finding the global minimum (of a calibration problem) quite effectively 

and efficiently (for example SCE-UA; Duan et al 1992, MOSCEM; Vrugt et al 2003 and 

many more).  

 

In the distributed models the problem of calibration is further complicated by the need to 

address high dimensionality of the parameter estimation problem. The number of 

parameters to be calibrated in a distributed model increases proportionally with the 

number of discretizations of the model domain; for example if n is the number of 

parameters and p is the number of discretized model units, the dimension of the 

parameter estimation problem becomes ‘np’. Usually the numbers of parameters to be 

calibrated are two to three orders of magnitude greater than that of lumped models 

(Refsgaard, 1997). Over parameterization, or in other words high dimensionality of the 
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parameter search space, of the model search space results in the calibration problem 

being ill-posed and numerically intractable (Doherty 2003), and is one of the major 

problems that hinder effective calibration of parameters of distributed hydrologic models 

(Leavesly et al., 2003, Refsgaard, 1997, Beven 1996 and many others). 
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1.3.5 Approaches taken to solve problem of high dimensionality in model calibration 

problems 

 

The problem of over parameterization can be treated with the inclusion of “additional” 

information about the about the parameters (Doherty 2003, Beldring at al. 2003, Madsen 

et al. 2003, Castaings et al. 2007, Khu et al. 2008 and many more). The process of 

including such information to ‘aid’ the calibration process is broadly known as 

“regularization” and have been widely practiced in various fields including petroleum 

engineering, ground water modeling, image restoration, radio astronomy, seismology, 

and many other fields (Press et al. 1986, Smith and Grandy 1987, Tonkin and Doherty 

2005, Prot et al 2006, Castaings et al. 2007). One of the universal assumptions made in 

solving such high dimensional calibration problems is that parameters are correlated with 

each other (for example in space) and the information obtained about this relation can be 

used to either constrain the search space or to result in better conditioned optimization 

problem (Refsgaard 1996, Madsen 2003, Tonkin and Doherty 2005).  

 

In general there are two possible ways to achieve regularization; (1) by reducing the size 

of the parameter search space (2) changing the shape of the objective function space such 

that stable and rapid convergence of the calibration is achieved (Tikhonov and Arsenin 

1977, Prot et al 2006, van Loon and Troch 2002, Doherty 2003, Tonkin and Doherty 

2005). Most of the high dimensional calibration problems, explicitly or implicitly, use 

either or ‘both’ of these methods.    
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1.3.5.1 Regularization techniques aimed at reducing the size/dimension of parameter 

search space 

a. Piecewise constancy or zoning  

One of the efficient ways to reduce the dimension of the calibration problem is to follow 

a ‘rigorous and purposeful parameterization’ prior to the calibration and reduce the 

number of ‘free’ parameters to calibrate. In such a regularization approach parsimony is 

achieved by dividing a spatially distributed parameter field into a small number of zones, 

each having a uniform value (piecewise constancy), and calibrating the representative 

value of the parameter in each zone such that the problem becomes numerically tractable 

(Jain et al 1992, Refsgaard 1996, Madsen 2003, Doherty 2003, Tonkin and Doherty 

2005, Beldring et al 2003 and many more). Such a calibration scheme (typically applied 

to physically-based distributed model) involves rigorous parameterization, also known as 

‘process parameterization’ (Refsgaard 1996, Madsen 2003) based on data available from 

geological logs, soil maps, DEMs, any remotely sensed or field measurement data.  

 

There are many examples (for example Jain et al 1992, Refsgaard 1992, 1996, Madsen 

2003, Beldring et al 2003 and many more) where data from soil, landscape or geology 

have been used to zone, or lump, highly discretized models into zones having uniform 

parameter values, thereby reducing the number of adjustable parameters to be calibrated. 

For example, Jain et al 1992 applied three values of soil parameters, corresponding to 

three major soil types, to simulate hydrological processes in a highly discretized model 
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representing a midsized watershed in central India. Similarly, Beldring et al 2003 

assigned uniform values of parameters to model units having identical landscape types, 

therefore, significantly reducing the number of parameters to be calibrated in the 

distributed HBV model applied to simulate the runoff in the entire Norway. 

 

Although this strategy is easy to implement and can result in numerically stable and 

parsimonious calibration process, a potential drawback (of parameter lumping) occurs 

when the parameters zones do not reflect (or significantly under estimate) the actual 

geological (or spatial) heterogeneity inherent in the watershed. This results in higher 

levels of “model-to-measurement” misfits because the calibration process is mainly 

influenced by the parameterization scheme rather than the information about 

heterogeneity in the calibration data (Tonkin and Doherty 2005).  

 

b. Calibration techniques using the multipliers  

Use of a multiplier to adjust prior estimates of a spatially distributed parameter field is a 

common regularization strategy that reduces the dimensionality of the ‘distributed’ model 

optimization problem to that of an equivalent ‘lumped’ model calibration problem 

(Bandaragoda et al. 2004, Canfield and Lopes 2004, Eckhardt and Arnold 2001, Frances 

et al. 2006, Vieux et al. 2004, Yatheendradaas et al 2008, Leavesly et al. 2003 and many 

more). One major assumption underlining such a strategy is that the spatial distribution of 

the watershed characteristics is “correctly” represented by the spatial distribution of the 

prior parameter estimates. Therefore by applying a scalar multiplier to the prior 
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parameter fields one can adjust the magnitude of the parameter values such that the 

model closely matches the observation. 

 

The National Weather Service applies such an approach to calibrate HL-DHMS. The 

method first calculates prior estimates of the SACSMA parameters using measurements 

of watershed characteristics, including soil (taken from STATSGO or SSURGO 

database), land use and vegetation (Koren et al., 2000).  These priori estimates have been 

shown to provide quite reasonable initial approximations for manual calibration (Koren et 

al 2000, Anderson et al 2006). Then adjusting the prior estimates by using a multiplier 

for each distributed parameter field and finally using a local search algorithm like 

“stepwise line search” (Kuzmin et al 2007) to adjust the value of the scalar multiplier 

(Koren et al 2004). Results from the first and second phase of the DMIP indicate that this 

strategy works quite well for the HL-DHMS model (Reed et al. 2004) and have also been 

used in the operational forecasting. There have been numerous applications of the so 

called ‘multiplier’ method (Bandaragoda et al. 2004, Canfield and Lopes 2004, Eckhardt 

and Arnold 2001, Vieux et al. 2004, Yatheendradaas et al 2008 and many more), 

however use of this method has some obvious disadvantages.  

 

First the use of multiplier, to adjust a parameter distribution, simultaneously changes both 

the mean and the variance of the distribution; for example, a small value of a priori 

parameter field will be changed by a smaller amount while the larger value are changed 
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by a larger amount and the variance of the parameter field decreases (or increases) as the 

mean decreases (or increases).  

 

Second, recent work on identification of spatially distributed parameters conducted by 

van Werkhoven et al 2008 and Tang et al 2007 suggested that, the regions of parameteric 

sensitivity are not evenly distributed in space, but are significantly influenced by the 

spatial location of the storm and the model cell from the outlet. And even in the case of 

rainfall being uniformly distributed, the parametric sensitivity is mostly concentrated on 

cells that are closer to the outlet (while the upstream portions are insensitive). Therefore 

application of a scalar multiplier or, an adder, essentially changes the values of parameter 

in the pixels that are insensitive to the information provided by the outlet hydrographs.   

 

c. Sensitivity analysis aimed at reducing the parameter search dimension  

Parameter sensitivity analyses have been often recognized as a useful tool to reduce the 

number of ‘calibratable’ parameters (Muleta and Nicklow 2005, Sieber and Uhlenbrook, 

Wagener and Kollat 2007, Tang et. al 2007, Wagener et al 2009) in a distributed model. 

The theory behind this type of approach is that the parameters insensitive to spatial 

variation can be used as a uniform parameter, or in some cases held constant during 

calibration, thereby reducing the number of parameter to be calibrated. For example, 

Muleta and Nicklow 2005 conducted global sensitivity analysis to aid the calibration of 

the SWAT parameters and found that significant reduction in the numbers of parameters 

(from 35 to 20) could be achieved. Similarly Tang et al 2007, report that global 
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sensitivity analysis (like SOBOL; Saltelli 2002) can be used to provide sensitivity 

rankings of a distributed model, which could be then used to significantly reduce the 

number of parameters to be calibrated. However, global sensitivity requires a large 

number of function evaluations, which may be very computationally inefficient for a 

distributed model. Further, even after identifying a significant number of insensitive 

parameters, the number of parameters to be calibrated can still be quite large. Therefore 

in many cases a rigorous sensitivity analysis process has to be followed by other 

regularization techniques (for example zoning or the multiplier methods; Muleta and 

Nicklow 2005, Refsagaard 1996). 

 

1.3.5.2 Regularization techniques aimed at better conditioning of the objective function 

space  

An alternate approach to improve the conditioning of an illposed calibration problem is to 

modify the shape of objective function space such that faster and stable convergence 

towards the global minimum can be achieved. The shape of the objective function space 

can be improved by inclusion of additional information (also called regularization 

constraints) about the parameters (Skaggs and Kabala, 1998; van Loon and Troch, 2002; 

Tonkin and Doherty, 2005; Doherty and Skahill, 2005) such that it penalizes the solutions 

that deviate from satisfying the constraints imposed by such information. A simple and 

most commonly used application of this approach is the Tikhonov regularization 

(Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977, Tikhonov et al., 1995) and has been widely used in inverse 

modeling problems in various fields including petroleum engineering, ground water 
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modeling, image restoration, radio astronomy, seismology, and many others (Press et al. 

1986, Smith and Grandy 1987, Tonkin and Doherty 2005, Prot et al 2006, Castings 

2007). A typical formulation of Tikhonov regularization used in ground water calibration 

problem by Doherty (2003) and Tonkin and Doherty (2005) is shown below (equations 1 

to 5).  

 

mr φμφφ +=           (1) 

                         (2) 
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Here, φ  represents a composite objective function composed of two parts, with 

mφ  being the weighted least square objective function computed from the data (equation 

2), and  φr  representing a penalty applied on solutions that deviate from satisfying the 

regularization constraints (equation 5).  Here the factor μ  is a regularization weight that 

performs a role similar to a Lagrange multiplier in constrained optimization (Haber 1997, 

Tonkin and Doherty 2005). Further, Q is the weight matrix representing variability in the 

data measurement error, h is the observed output and m(p) is the model output simulated 

using the parameter set p under consideration. The estimate of parameter set p is 

computed iteratively using equation 3, where po is the current estimate, ho is the 
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corresponding simulated output and X is the Jacobian matrix whose rows contain the 

derivatives of the model output with respect to all elements of parameter p. The factor λ  

in equation 3 is known as the Marquardt lambda, and is selected to be large enough to 

ensure that the matrix inversion can be properly performed. 

This formulation reflects the fact that, in principle, the problem of too many parameters 

in relation to too little information can be remedied by the inclusion of additional 

information, in the form of observations j about the parameters, via the regularization 

relationship (equation 4; Z is an operator that matches the parameter to the regularization 

observation) the calibration problem, with the inclusion of the regularization relationship 

and the regularized objective function “ rφ ” (equation 5) is to minimize the composite 

objective function “φ ” (equation 1), which now resembles the formulation of a penalized 

least squares approach (Engl et al. 1996).  

 

The choice of the regularization weight (μ) greatly affects the calibration result; a small 

value of μ results in the solution being unstable, while a large value results in the poor fit 

of the model to observed data. Therefore a compromise between the error and the 

stability must be chosen.  In addition, the choice of the regularization relationship 

(equation 4) can be varied and be very subjective, depend upon the prior information 

available. For example Doherty 2003 uses assumed correlation structure of the parameter 

field as a regularization constraint to solve an over parameterized inverse ground water 

modeling problem. In contrast Prot et al 2006 used entropy measure (relative information 
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content; based on Shore and Johnshon 1980) as regularization constraint to find a well 

posed solution to their unstable wave-energy modeling problem.   

 

Tikhonov regularization, or any form of penalized least square can be very useful in 

improving the stability of an ill posed calibration problem, however, use of such strategy 

will not reduce the size of the parameter search space. Therefore for large dimension 

calibration problems it might not be useful, unless used in conjunction with other 

methods that can reduce the size of the parameter search space (Tonkin and Doherty 

2005, Doherty and Skahill, 2005). 

 

1.3.5.3 Hybrid regularization methods 

Hybrid regularization strategies combine strength of ‘parsimony’, achieved through 

reduction of dimensionality of parameter search space, with parameter reasonableness 

(and stability) achieved through ‘Tikhonov’ type regularization strategies. The 

combination of the two have been very effective strategy in solving ill posed ground 

water modeling problems (Doherty 2003, Tonkin and Doherty 2005, 2009).  

 

a. Pilot point methods 

Pilot points are a small subset of points distributed throughout the model domain that 

represent the hydraulic property of the entire domain. De Marsily et al. (1984), Certes 

and de Marsily (1991), and LaVenue and Pickens (1992) all suggested a method where 

calibration on a small number of representative points (pilot points) could be expanded to 
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represent the heterogeneity over the entire model grid by using a suitable interpolation 

scheme like Kriging. Later Doherty (2003) combined Tikhonov regularization with the 

De Marsily’s pilot point to improve the stability of the ground water model calibration 

problem. In this case the variogram used for kriging was also used as the regularization 

constraints. 

 

However the number of pilot points required increases with the heterogeinty of the 

system to be modeled. In a highly heterogenous system, with a large number of parameter 

fields to be calibrated, the number of pilot points required to characterize the 

heterogeneity of the system could be large and high dimensionality of parameter search 

space still be a major problem (Lavenue and De Marsily 2001).  

 

b. Subspace method TSVD 

Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD) methodology applied to model 

calibration works by using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method to 

decompose the parameter sensitivity covariance matrix [XTQX, also see equation 3], into 

left, right eigenvectors and eigenvalues (Lawson and Hanson 1995, Anderson et al 1999), 

then excluding search directions that are associated with little or no function sensitivity 

(corresponding to very small eigenvalues of XTQX). The calibration process involves 

updating the ‘k’ numbers of dominant eigen vectors (which are usually much less in 

number than the original parameters to be calibrated) using multipliers (also called super 

parameters). Thus, by conducting a search in the subspace of the ‘original’ problem, the 
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computational burden is reduced substantially. The potential problem with this method is 

that search is conducted only in the directions of some major eigen vectors which might 

not span the entire search space and parameter reasonableness might not be guaranteed 

(Tonkin and Doherty 2005).  

 

To improve parameter resonableness Tonkin and Doherty (2005) suggested a hybrid 

method, where the TSVD approach is merged with Tikhonov regularization. Using this 

method, speed and parameter resonableness could be improved substantially. However, 

the formulation suggested by Tonkin and Doherty requires extensive calculation of the 

jacobians, which means that the response surface of the model being calibrated should be 

continuous and differential. The objective function space of many rainfall runoff 

hydrologic models, that have a large number of threshold parameters, typically have 

discontinuous derivatives (Johnston and Pilgrim, 1976; Gupta and Sorooshian, 1985; 

Duan et al. 1992; Gupta et al. 2003), which complicates the implementation of any 

regularization scheme that involves the calculation of derivaties. This severely limits the 

scope of this type of method to differentiable ground water (or empirical or stochastic) 

models.  

 

c. Diagnostic approach 

The classical approach to model calibration involves using some aggregated statistical 

measures like mean squared error (MSE) or Nash Sutcliff efficiency (NSE) to adjust 

parameters of the model (Duan et al 1992). Except for some very parsimonious models, 
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with three or four parameters, calibrations based on statistical regression theory might not 

be able to discriminate among the varied causes of poor model performance (Gupta et al 

2008). This becomes even more important as the model grows more complicated because 

“more complex process representations lead (unavoidably) to greater interaction among 

model components” (Gupta et al 2008).  

 

Based on this premise and the need for model evaluation criteria that enables a diagnostic 

approach to detection and resolution of model inadequacy, Yilmaz et al 2008 suggested 

six signature measures that can extract hydrologically meaningful information from the 

observed hydrograph. The measures directly correspond to three behavioral functions of 

the watershed; 1) to maintain overall water balance in the watershed, 2) vertically 

redistribute excess rainfall into surface runoff and subsurface flow and 3) redistribute 

runoff in time. The signature measures thus suggested included runoff ratio, percentage 

bias at various parts of flow duration curves (corresponding to high, mid and low flows) 

differences in the mid section slope of the flow duration curve, and watershed lag time.  

 

To calibrate the HLDHM model applied to Blue River basin in Oklahoma, Yilmaz et al 

(2008), used a combination of multiplier and constrained random sampling approach. 

First the dimension of the search space was reduced by the application of a scalar 

multiplier to each distributed SACSMA a priori parameter field. Then, the value of 

multiplier was randomly sampled in a stepwise fashion, with the first batch of random 

sampling done to identify the narrow range of ‘feasible parameter space’ that results in 
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good signature behavior. Then a second batch of sampling, done within those narrow 

ranges to identify the ‘hydrologically’ consistent sets of parameters. The calibration 

strategy, however, was very inefficient and was not very effective at providing improved 

performance with respect to matching the observed hydrograph.   
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1.3.6 Summary of the literature review 
 
 
1.3.6.1 Summary 

Distributed hydrologic models have the ability to represent spatially heterogeneous 

processes in the watershed. There are basically two types of distributed hydrologic 

models; distributed integral, and the distributed differential more popularly called 

conceptual rainfall runoff (CRR) and the physically based distributed models 

respectively. The CRR distributed models are discretized into several small units that 

behave independently as a lumped model, but are connected together in a network while 

the physically based model involves actual distributed flow calculation using some forms 

of partial differential equations. However, despite their ability to represent heterogeneity 

in the watershed, distributed hydrologic models have rarely been used in operational 

decision making. Some potential problem areas that prevent successful implementation of 

distributed models are; lack of data to parameterize or calibrate the model, ‘incorrect’ 

model structure that fails to represent the complex processes occurring in the nature and 

the high dimensionality of the parameter search space that makes it difficult to specify the 

values of parameter at each model grid cells. 

 

The high dimensionality of the parameter search space can be solved by incorporating 

additional information, which can be either spatial information about the parameters from 

spatial watershed characteristics, or quantitative data like the relationship between 

neighboring parameters or information extracted from the input state output response 

(observed hydrograph) of the system. The process of including such information to ‘aid’ 
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the calibration process is known broadly as “regularization”. In general there are two 

possible ways to achieve regularization; (1) by reducing the size of the parameter search 

space and (2) by changing the shape of the objective function space so that stable and 

rapid convergence of the calibration is achieved. A third approach can be the combination 

(or hybrid) of two. Some of the regularization methods that reduce the dimension of the 

parameter search space are zoning or clustering, use of multipliers, and sensitivity 

analysis aimed at reducing the number of parameters to calibrate. Tikhonov or penalized 

least square is the most conventionally used regularization method that works to improve 

the conditioning of the objective function space. The most effective methods are the 

hybrid methods that combine both the regularization strategy of reducing the dimension 

and improving the conditioning of the objective function space. The recently suggested 

TSVD-Tikhonov combination is a calibration strategy that has been widely utilized in 

ground water hydrology and is considered to be very effective. Other hybrid methods that 

have been used to calibrated models are the pilot point method and the model diagnostic 

approach. The model diagnostics approach uses signature measures that can extract 

hydrologically meaningful information from the observed hydrograph to further constrain 

the parameter search.  

 

1.3.6.2 Discussion and the need for research identified 

There are, in general, three major problems restricting the implementation/performance 

of distributed models; 1) inadequacy of the model structure and 2) difficulty in solving 
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the high dimensional calibration problem, and 3) lack of data and methods to assimilate 

data into distributed models, 

 

The choice of model structure is usually fixed for practical reasons; modeling studies 

typically start with a given model structure and assume it to be correct and universally 

applicable to all watersheds (for example NWS uses HLHDMS). One then tries to 

improve the model performance by adjusting the values of the parameters (calibration). 

For the calibration of ground water models various hybrid regularization techniques have 

been investigated; for example, TSVD-Tikhonov and pilot points-Tikhonov combinations 

are considered to be effective (of course each method having limitations; see section 

1.3.5) in solving ground water inverse problems. Such methods, however, rely on the 

calculation of gradients or Jacobians, and can only be applied when the model response 

surface is relatively smooth and differentiable. They are therefore not easily applied to 

distributed CRR models composed of ‘tanks’ with threshold properties that render them 

highly discontinuous and undifferentiable (Duan et al. 1992, Gupta et al. 2003). As a 

consequence, there are very few techniques available for calibration of distributed 

conceptual rainfall runoff models.  The need to develop an effective calibration scheme 

for such models cannot therefore be overemphasized. 

 

Further, the current state of the art in solving calibration problems in distributed CRR 

models typically involves adjusting the spatially distributed prior parameter estimates by 

means of a scalar multiplier. While this reduces the dimension of the calibration problem, 
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it has obvious limitations (see 1.3.5.1), including the fact that there is no obvious 

hydrological reason for a ‘multiplier’ to be used rather than an ‘adder’ or even a ‘power’ 

term. Furthermore, no existing study has adequately analyzed the usefulness or the 

limitations of using the multiplier approach. Given the simplicity and the popularity of 

this method, it is clear that it should be investigated in more detail.  

 

The problem of lack of data is further compounded by lack of methods to extract 

hydrologically relevant information from the available data. In the context of model 

calibration, current strategies for calibrating models via measuring criteria such as MSE 

and NSE are “weak at the task of simultaneously discriminating between the varied 

influences of multiple model components or parameters on the model output” (Yilmaz et 

al 2008) and are therefore not adequate for properly extracting (from the hydrograph) the 

hydrologically relevant information needed to constrain parameters to be ‘hydrologically 

consistent’. Calibration methods that utilize diagnostically superior measuring criteria 

such as those suggested by Yilmaz et al 2008 to extract hydrologically relevant 

information during the calibration process are therefore very important., There are 

currently very few studies that have made use of such measuring criteria to improve the 

calibration performance of a distributed model.  

 

Finally, the use of outlet hydrographs to calibrate spatially distributed parameters 

assumes that the basin integrated signal from the data contains spatial information about 
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the parameters that can be utilized to constrain the values of the parameter fields. 

Currently, no rigorous study has been conducted to prove/or disprove this assumption.  
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1.4 ARRANGEMENT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

The dissertation consists of three peer reviewed published articles, a conference paper 

and a manuscript in preparation to be submitted to a WRR. The ‘INTRODUCTION’ 

(pages 1 – 32) is followed by the chapter on ‘PRESENT STUDY’, which describes the 

goal, major findings and contribution of each paper to the field of hydrology. The five 

papers resulting from this dissertation are presented in Appendices A to E. The papers are 

consistent with the overall goal of improving understanding of the parameter 

identification problems in conceptual rainfall runoff distributed models. The title and 

brief description of each paper appear below. 

 

APPENDIX A: “Pokhrel, P., H. V. Gupta, and T. Wagener (2008), A spatial 

regularization approach to parameter estimation for a distributed watershed model, 

Water Resour. Res., 44, W12419, doi:10.1029/2007WR006615.” This paper presents a 

spatial regularization strategy that utilizes information embedded in prior estimates 

(developed by Koren et al 2000) of parameter fields and data regarding watershed 

characteristics to calibrate a rainfall runoff distributed hydrologic model. My 

contributions proposing and developing the spatial regularization strategy, programming 

the model (DHMUA), developing the regularization constraints, performing the model 

calibrations, analyzing the results, and preparing the first draft of the manuscript. 
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APPENDIX B: “Pokhrel, P., K.K. Yilmaz and H. V. Gupta (2009), Multiple-criteria 

calibration of a distributed watershed model using spatial regularization and 

response signatures, J. Hydrol., doi:10.1016/2008.12.004 (in press).”. This paper builds 

on the first paper and develops a semi-automated method that utilizes the signature 

measures suggested by Yilmaz et al 2008 to manually constrain the values of the 

parameters. My contributions include collaborating with Yilmaz to develop the concept 

of the study, conducting the calibration runs, testing several alternative optimization 

strategies using the signature measures, analyzing the results, and collaborating with 

Yilmaz on development and implementation of the manual selection procedure. I 

collaborated with Yilmaz on preparing the first draft of the paper. 

 

 

APPENDIX C: “Pokhrel, P. and H.V. Gupta (2009), Regularized Calibration of a 

Distributed Hydrologic Model Using Available Information About Watershed 

Properties and Signature Measures, Proceedings of Symposium HS2: New Approaches 

to Hydrological Prediction in Data Sparse Regions, IAHS 2009 Symposium in 

Hyderabad, India, 6-12 September.” This paper provides a further development of the 

methodology presented in the previous paper and presents an automated ‘penalizing’ 

scheme that applies signature measures directly during the parameter search. My 

contributions include developing the penalization approach, conducting the model 

calibration runs, analyzing the results, and preparing the first draft of the manuscript. 
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APPENDIX D: “Pokhrel, P., and H. V. Gupta (2010), On the use of spatial 

regularization strategies to improve calibration of distributed watershed models, 

Water Resour. Res., 46, W01505, doi:10.1029/2009WR008066. This paper investigates 

the commonly used multiplier approach to model calibration, analyzes the sensitivity of 

the calibration results to use of different types of super-parameters (multiplier, adder, 

power), investigates whether calibration improvements can be achieved by increasing the 

degrees of freedom of the problem, and investigates whether calibration at the outlet 

improves model performance at interior points. My contributions include developing the 

conceptual and theoretical framework, implementing the model calibration runs, 

analyzing the results, and preparing the first draft of the manuscript. 

 

APPENDIX E: “Pokhrel, P. and H.V. Gupta (2010), On the Observability of Spatial 

Catchment Variability using Streamflow Hydrographs (Manuscript in preparation)”. 

This paper investigates whether the effects of spatial variability in parameters and rainfall 

can be detected in the outlet hydrograph and investigates whether the observability of the 

parameters (or rainfall) can be improved by use of different (non-conventional) 

measurement criteria. My contributions include developing the conceptual and theoretical 

framework, implementing the perturbation analyses, analyzing the results and preparing 

the first draft of the manuscript. 
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2.  PRESENT STUDY 

 

The study responds to the need to provide improved parameter identification 

methodologies for implementation of distributed rainfall runoff hydrologic models to 

meet the requirements of applications such as operational flood forecasting. In general 

the studies target the need for 1) improved methodologies to calibrate conceptual rainfall 

runoff (CRR) distributed models, 2) improved methods to exploit hydrologically relevant 

information (as embodied in the signature measures proposed by Yilmaz et al. 2008) 

from the input-state-output behavior of the system, 3) improved understanding on 

whether the input-state-output response of the watershed holds sufficient information to 

adequately infer the spatial characteristics of parameters in a watershed, and 4) whether 

calibrations done using catchment outlet hydrographs can provide satisfactory 

performance at interior locations. The methods, results, and conclusions of this study are 

presented in the papers appended to this dissertation. The following is a summary of the 

most important findings. 

 

2.1 A SPATIAL REGULARIZATION APPROACH TO PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
FOR A DISTRIBUTED WATERSHED MODEL 
 

2.1.1 Goal of the paper  

The major goal of this paper is to develop a regularization methodology for calibration of 

high dimensional distributed rainfall runoff models using spatial information available 

about the watershed.  
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2.1.2 Scope of the paper 

This paper develops a regularization scheme that 1) Exploits spatial relationships 

between prior parameter estimates developed via the Koren et al (2000) approach and 

available information regarding static physical system characteristics, 2) Reduces the 

dimension of parameter search space to enable commonly available global optimization 

algorithms (designed for lumped model calibration) to be used for calibrating distributed 

conceptual hydrologic models, and 3) Tests a number of single and multiple calibration 

methods on a mid sized watershed in Oklahoma. 

 

 

2.1.3 Major findings of the paper 

A) For the Blue River basin, the dimension of the calibration problem was reduced from 

860 to 35, which allows effective and efficient implementation of conventional global 

optimization schemes (both single and multi criteria). This resulted in significant 

improvements in model performance as measured by MSE and MSEL (MSE of the log 

transformed flows) criteria, when compared with model simulations that use the Koren et 

al (2000) prior parameter estimates, or with a calibration based on the classic multiplier 

approach. A compromise solution selected from the Pareto optimal solution set was able 

to provide better reproduction of the observed hydrograph when compared with the 

baseline case (prior parameter estimates) and the classic multiplier approach. 
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B) In general, the regularization scheme was able to achieve improvements in 

performance regardless of whether single or multiple criteria optimization strategies were 

used, indicating that the strategy is not very sensitive to choice of optimization 

methodology and can work well with any reliable global optimization strategy. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: The posterior parameter distribution obtained by calibration of 

the model indicated that the most significant change in the model parameters was caused 

by changes in the additive super parameter (rather than the multiplier or power term). 

This suggests that an additive constant might be a better strategy for adjusting the a priori 

parameter fields, compared to using a multiplier.  Further investigation should be done to 

analyze the sensitivity of the calibration process to the choice of regularization strategy 

super parameters.  

 

2.1.4 Contributions to hydrology 

The regularization strategy proposed in this study allows significant reduction in the 

dimension of parameters search space while at the same time maintains parameter realism 

by preserving the spatial characteristics of the watershed. The strategy works by using 

regularization relationships to constrain the model parameters while conducting an 

optimization in an alternative (lower dimensional) space of super parameters.  However, 

unlike the hybrid regularization strategy implemented (eg Tonkin and Doherty 2005) for 

ground water model calibration, the proposed methodology is not restricted by the 
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requirement for a ‘continuous and differentiable’ model response surface, and can be 

applied to all types of conceptual or physically based distributed hydrologic models. 

 

This method allows easily obtainable watershed properties (such as curve numbers and 

soil depth) to be exploited during the calibration process, so that a priori parameter 

estimates are not absolutely required. This can greatly simplify the calibration process, 

and can be easily applied to other watersheds and models that do not have a well 

specified method for developing a priori parameter estimates.  

 

In principle, the method can be easily implemented for operational forecasting using a 

distributed model and allows more degrees of freedom (flexibility) during calibration 

than the methodology currently adopted by the NWS.  

 

 

2.2 MULTIPLE-CRITERIA CALIBRATION OF A DISTRIBUTED WATERSHED 

MODEL USING SPATIAL REGULARIZATION AND RESPONSE SIGNATURES 

 

2.2.1 Goal of the paper 

This study builds on the spatial regularization strategy developed in Pokhrel et al 2008. 

Its main goal is to develop a semi automated method for calibration of distributed 

hydrologic models that uses signature measures to extract information about major 
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system behaviors from the observed time series to guide the manual selection of 

hydrologically consistent parameter sets.  

 

2.2.2 Scope of the paper 

This study implements the spatial regularization strategy developed in paper 1 and a 

multi-criteria calibration strategy based on classic optimization measures MSE and 

MSEL. The approach then develops and implements a manual selection strategy using 

the five ‘hydrologically relevant’ signature measures developed by Yilmaz et al 2008 to 

further constrain the solutions (from the MSE, MSEL space) to ones that provide 

hydrologically consistent output response. The proposed method is compared with and 

evaluated against the more traditional approach using an independent set of observations 

on a mid sized catchment in Oklahoma. 

 

2.2.3 Major findings of the paper  

The spatial regularization strategy and the signature measure approach clearly 

complement each other. Spatial regularization with multi-criteria optimization results in 

simulations that better reproduce the historical streamflow data, and the signature 

measure approach facilitates effective selection of parameter sets. 

 

The solution that satisfies the thresholds imposed by all five ‘signature’ measures is 

located close to but outside of the Pareto optimal region defined by MSE and MSEL. 

However, it provides a more consistent reproduction of system behavior during an 
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independent evaluation period. Although the parameters sets generated using the 

traditional method provided closer fits to the calibration data (in terms of MSE and 

MSEL), they were not able to reproduce the system behavior (especially the system 

response towards the low flow events) as well as the solutions selected using the new 

method.    

 

RECOMMENDATION: Although post calibration manual selection of the solutions (as 

proposed and tested) is simple to implement and effective. A productive direction 

forward would be to implement signature measures directly during the optimization 

process.   

 

  

2.2.4 Contributions to hydrology 

This study addresses the need for an effective methodology that can exploit 

hydrologically relevant information obtained from the observed time series to improve 

the identification of spatially distributed model parameters. We developed a novel 

methodology that uses signature measures, corresponding to the major watershed 

functions, to guide the user towards selection of parameters that are able to provide more 

consistent reproduction of the major system behaviors.  

 

This strategy differs from the traditional approaches (see for example Boyle et al 2000) of 

selecting compromise solutions from the Pareto optimal region. The proposed method 
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allows the user to ‘screen’ from a larger subset of post calibrated, good (in terms of MSE 

and MSEL) solutions and effectively allows greater flexibility in choosing solution that 

corresponds to hydrologically relevant system behaviors. This is important because often 

the traditional approach of using statistical regression based measuring criteria in 

distributed model calibration might not be able to include solutions that provide 

consistent representation of hydrologically relevant system properties in the Pareto 

optimal region,. 

 

2.3 REGULARIZED CALIBRATION OF A DISTRIBUTED HYDROLOGIC MODEL 

USING AVAILABLE INFORMATION ABOUT WATERSHED PROPERTIES AND 

SIGNATURE MEASURES 

 

2.3.1 Goal of the paper 

This study builds on the recommendations made in Pokhrel et al 2009 (see section 2.2). 

Its main goal is to develop a distributed model calibration strategy that exploits the 

information provided by the signature measures, applied to the input-state-output 

response of the system, directly during the calibration. 

 

2.3.2 Scope of the paper   

The study develops a fully automated distributed model calibration approach that 

implements a regularization scheme, based on a penalty function approach. The scheme 

is combined with multi-criteria optimization, and implemented for a midsized watershed 
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of Oklahoma. The proposed methodology is evaluated using an independent set of 

observations. 

 

 

2.3.3 Major findings of the paper 

The penalty function multi-criteria calibration strategy and the regularization approach 

complement each other. The combination allows simultaneous optimization on seven 

objective functions during the calibration. The formulation enables efficient information 

extraction from the observed hydrograph by penalizing solutions that deviate from 

satisfying the signature measures (proposed by Yilmaz et al 2008) during the calibration 

process. 

 

The inclusion of signature measure constraints results in a well behaved optimization 

problem with smoother objective function properties and avoids the problem of multiple 

regions of attractions. In addition, the proposed approach gives a more consistent 

reproduction of the streamflow duration curve and provides hydrologically more 

consistent model performance (as measured by the signature measures) during the 

evaluation period. 

 

2.3.4 Contributions to hydrology 

The method addresses the problems of high dimensionality in both the parameter and 

objective function space. It allows the user to set signature measure thresholds that 
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control the levels of goodness of fit between the model response and the observed data 

(in terms of those signature measures).  

 

The formulation is novel and different in two ways from the ‘Tikhonov regularization’ 

scheme commonly applied in distributed hydrologic model calibration problems. First, 

the strategy applies a penalty if, and only if, the specified threshold on each signature 

measures is crossed. Second the formulation extracts the information from the observed 

times series (calibration data) as opposed to the commonly used ‘Tikhonov’ strategy of 

constraining parameters using a priori information.  

  

2.4 ON THE USE OF SPATIAL-REGULARIZATION STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE 

CALIBRATION OF DISTRIBUTED WATERSHED MODELS 

 

This research builds on the recommendations from Pokhrel et al 2008 (see section 2.1). 

 

2.4.1 Goals of the paper  

 The goals of the study are,  

1) To investigate the impact and relative value of using each of the regularization super 

parameters (multiplier, adder and power) individually or in combinations. 

 2) To investigate whether the increased degrees of freedom achieved by application of 

combinations of adder, multiplier or power terms to the prior parameter estimates 

actually improves the calibration performance. 
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3) To investigate the effects on calibration performance of restrictions imposed by the 

feasible parameter bounds, on the adjustment of parameters during the search.  

4) To investigate whether calibration using the outlet hydrographs actually provides 

improved streamflow simulations at interior points of the basin. 

 

2.4.2 Scope of the paper 

This paper applies the regularized calibration strategy based on multi-criteria 

optimization using the super parameters (adder, multiplier and the power term) 

individually, in combinations and simultaneously to three mid sized basins in the US. It 

investigates the impact of the restrictions provided by the feasible parameter bounds on 

the calibration performance using four different types of boundary conditions. For each 

calibration it compares performance against four benchmark cases, including prior 

parameter estimates, parameter sets obtained from manual calibration, and calibrated 

uniform parameter fields. It evaluates calibration performance using independent sets of 

evaluation period data and at interior gauging points. 

 

 2.4.3 Major findings  

In general all of the multicriteria regularized calibration super-parameter combinations 

tested gave improved performance at the outlet of the watershed during calibration and 

evaluation. However, they also all resulted in worse performance at interior points of the 

watersheds compared to that obtained using the Koren et al 2000 prior parameter 
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estimates. This study clearly demonstrates that there is value in using Koren a prior 

parameter estimates at interior locations.   

 

For all types and combinations of super parameters used, the outlet performance in each 

basin was very similar. In fact, calibration using uniform parameter fields resulted in 

performance that is similar to that of the spatially-distributed calibrations. Investigation 

revealed that, in most cases, the calibrations resulted in very similar values for the means 

of the parameter fields, but different variances (and shapes) of the posterior parameter 

distribution. This result suggests that calibrations to match the outlet hydrographs may 

not be able to infer spatial properties of the parameter fields in the watershed and may 

only be sensitive to the means of the parameter distributions.  

 

The increases in degrees of freedom during calibration, and the use of squashing 

functions was helpful only in cases where the parameter distributions were so wide that 

the parameter feasible limits restricted the adjustment of parameters during the 

calibration. We found that this could be corrected by using a super-parameter 

combination of a multiplier and an adder or by using a squashing function. In general, we 

found no value to increasing the degree of freedom to three super parameters. 

  

2.4.4 Contributions to hydrology 
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The study suggests that the current practice of calibrating distributed hydrologic models 

using only catchment outlet hydrographs, as employed by the NWS and the hydrologic 

community in general, may not be able to extract information about the spatial 

distribution of the parameters. This implies that a calibration using uniformly distributed 

parameter fields set to the mean of the parameter distribution can be equally effective for 

predictions at the catchment outlet. Although we do not claim that there is no spatial 

information embedded in the outlet hydrograph, we demonstrate that the current practice 

of using a time aggregated measure like MSE or MSEL may not be effective in extracting 

it. Although, this has been mentioned in the literature (Gupta et al 2008), here we 

demonstrate it using several test cases. 

 

In addition, the fact that a calibration to catchment outlet hydrographs has the potential to 

degrade performance in the interior (as demonstrated by our study) has significant 

implications to the ways in which we calibrate distributed models. First it brings into 

question the common practice (and assumption) that a distributed rainfall-runoff model 

calibrated at the outlet should be able to provide reasonable flood estimates at the interior 

locations. Second, it demonstrates a potential disadvantage (not demonstrated before) of 

adjusting the entire parameter field using a scalar multiplier (or adder or power term); 

which strategy is currently practiced by the NWS and the hydrologic community in 

general. It tells us that in doing so we are inadvertently changing the values of parameters 

at locations that are not sensitive to the outlet hydrograph and could thus even be 

disregarding important information that is present in of the a priori parameter estimates.  
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In addition, the study demonstrates that feasible parameter bounds can impose restrictions 

on parameter movement during calibration, when the variance of the priori parameter 

estimates is large. We suggest implementation of a squashing function or use of a 

combination of an adder and a multiplier to counter this effect. The impact of the feasible 

parameter bounds on the calibration performance had not been previously investigated. 

 

 
2.5 ON THE OBSERVABILITY OF SPATIAL CATCHMENT VARIABILITY USING 

STREAMFLOW HYDROGRAPHS 

This paper builds on the results obtained in Pokhrel et al 2010 (see section 2.4). 

2.5.1 Goal of the paper 

The goal of the study is 1) to investigate whether the spatial characteristics of the 

watershed and rainfall can be detected using a basin-integrated runoff hydrograph, and 2) 

to analyze whether there are alternative measuring criteria that are more capable of 

detecting the variations, however subtle, between the model responses using spatially 

distributed and lumped representations of catchment properties and input. 

2.5.2 Scope of the paper  

The studies, implemented in two mid-sized catchments in Oklahoma; 1) conducts one 

factor at a time perturbation analysis using prior estimates of parameters (Koren et al 

2000) and observed rainfall to investigate the degree to which spatial variability and 
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structure in the parameter and rainfall fields have a detectable effect on the properties of 

the simulated streamflow hydrograph. The perturbation study consisted of replacing the 

spatially distributed parameter fields and/or the precipitation fields by its “equivalent” 

spatially uniform value, and comparing the response with the baseline case (consisting of 

fully distributed rainfall and parameter fields). 2) Uses various summary statistics for 

quantitative evaluation of the model responses generated by the perturbed and the 

baseline cases. 3) Conducts a Monte Carlo study aimed at investigating the influence of 

an increase in the degree of variability; using randomly generated synthetic parameter 

fields, with similar correlation structure as that of the prior estimates, but with increased 

spatial variability. 4) Analyzes the sensitivity of measures (of spatial variation) with 

respect to the dampening effect of the runoff routing mechanism.  Finally, 5) conducts 

Monte Carlo study to analyze the ability of the measures to distinguish between the 

various similar (in terms of mean, variance and the correlation structure) spatial patterns 

in the parameter field.  

 

2.5.3 Major findings 

 

a) The effect of spatial variability in parameters and precipitation is greatly 

diminished by the damping effects of routing and may not be observable at the 

outlet when using traditional statistical measures like NMSE and the NMSEL 
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unless the degree of spatial variability in the parameter field, or precipitation, is 

sufficiently large (Coefficient of variation > 0.75). 

b) The impact of spatial variability in precipitation tends to be higher than that in 

parameter fields. There can be various reasons for this; one might be the fact that 

the coefficient of variation in the rainfall is higher than that of prior parameter 

estimates.  

c) The sensitivity of the spatial variation is larger in interior regions of the 

watersheds compared to the outlet. This might be because the damping effects are 

less at the interior due to shorter channel routing lengths, or the degree of spatial 

variability are larger in the headwater regions.  

d) The entropy based measuring criteria, the Uncertainty Coefficient (UC), seem to 

be more immune to the dampening effects of the watershed and consistently 

showed significant sensitivity to spatial variability at the outlet.  

2.5.4 Major contribution 

The major contribution of this study, to the hydrologic community, will be the implied 

suggestion that there is a need to divert the attention currently given to calibrating the 

distributed models using outlet hydrographs towards exploiting different kinds of 

catchment information, including soil moisture, evapotranspiration and higher densities 

of streamflow gauging along the river. This study clearly points out that the routing 

mechanism in the model acts as a low pass filter to dampen the effects of spatial 

variability as measured by the conventional measuring criteria like NMSE and NMSEL. 
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Thus any calibration using those criteria at the outlet will not be able to extract the spatial 

information about the parameters or the rainfall from the watershed. 

As expected we found that the information theory based UC can be very sensitive to 

subtle variations in the spatial watershed properties, but this sensitivity should be viewed 

with caution because the errors in model structure and the data were ignored in this 

synthetic study and the model’s sensitivity to the spatial variability is largely unknown in 

the presence of these errors. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Environmental models have become increasingly complex with greater attention being 

given to the spatially distributed representation of processes. Distributed models have 

large numbers of parameters to be specified, which is typically done either by recourse to 

a priori methods based on observable physical watershed characteristics, or by calibration 

to watershed input-state-output data, or by some combination of both. In the case of 

calibration, the high dimensionality of the parameter search space poses a significant 

identifiability problem.  This paper discusses how this problem can be addressed utilizing 

additional information about the parameters through a process known as regularization. 

Regularization, in its broadest sense, is a mathematical technique that utilizes additional 

information or constraints about the parameters to reduce problems related to over-

parameterization. This paper develops and applies a regularization approach to the 

calibration of a version of the Hydrology Laboratory Distributed Hydrologic Model (HL-

DHM) developed by the US National Weather Service. A priori parameter estimates 

derived using the Koren et al. (2000) approach were used to develop regularization 

relationships to constrain the feasible parameter space and enable existing global 

optimization techniques to be applied to solve the calibration problem. In a case study for 

the Blue River basin, the number of unknowns to be estimated was reduced from 858 to 

33, and this calibration strategy improved the model performance while preserving the 

physical realism of the model parameters. Our results also suggest that the commonly 

used parameter field ‘multiplier’ approach may often not be appropriate. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Over the past few decades, considerable progress has been made in the development 

of highly sophisticated hydrologic models. At the same time, reliable global optimization 

techniques such as the Shuffled Complex Evolution algorithm (SCE-UA: Duan et al. 

1992) have been developed that are known to be effective and efficient at finding the 

global minimum of a parameter estimation problem even for complex watershed models 

(e.g., Duan et al. 1992, 1993, 1994; Sorooshian et al. 1993; Luce and Cundy 1994; Gan 

and Biftu 1996; Tanakamaru 1995; Kuczera 1997; Hogue et al. 2000; Boyle et al. 2000; 

Wagener and Gupta, 2005; among others).  Powerful computers now allow us to handle 

large volumes of data and calculations. These developments, the increasing availability of 

spatial data (such as precipitation estimates provided by NEXRAD weather radar), and 

the pressing need for accurate predictions of river stage at all points along the river 

network of a watershed as well as the need to provide spatial estimates of soil moisture 

and other hydrological variables, have led to the development of spatially distributed 

watershed models (see e.g., Havno et al. 1995; Ivanov et al. 2004; Carpenter and 

Georgakakos 2004; Smith et al. 1995; Koren et al. 2004, among many others).  

In principle, a spatially discretized model of a system is expected to provide better 

predictions than its lumped counterpart, because by aggregating the data for the latter we 

lose valuable information about spatial heterogeneity and non-linearity that can influence 

the system response. Further, lumped watershed models can only simulate the aggregate 

average hydrologic behavior of the system, and in particular only the streamflow 

response at the watershed outlet, while a spatially distributed model can simulate the 
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spatial distribution of processes throughout the model domain. However, while spatial 

discretization of the domain can provide more useful information, it also significantly 

increases the number of unknown model parameters that must be specified. When dealing 

with complex physical processes over a large spatial domain discretized at a fine spatial 

resolution, the number of unknowns can quickly become unmanageable.  The high 

dimensionality of this parameter estimation problem imposes severe restrictions on the 

use of available optimization schemes for model calibration. Without suitable methods to 

address this problem, the practical application of distributed watershed hydrologic 

models is hampered. 

The solution to this problem lies, of course, in a recognition that the model 

parameters are not, in fact, independent entities that can take on arbitrary values in the 

parameter space. Rather, the spatial distribution of their values must be related to the 

spatial variability of hydrologically relevant watershed properties over the model domain, 

as is recognized, for example, by the literature on parameter regionalization (Hundecha et 

al. 2008, Wagener et al., 2004; Schumann et al. 2000, Seibert 1999, Wagener and 

Wheater, 2006; Götzinger and Bárdossy 2007 among others).  This spatial variability 

typically exhibits various kinds of structures and patterns, being related to the spatial 

distribution of watershed characteristics such as geology, soil type, vegetation, and 

topography (Grayson and Blöschl 2000). Properly recognized, this fact can enable the 

implementation of additional relationships that constrain the dimensionality of the 

parameter estimation problem.  
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In other words we can exploit the fact that the values of the unknown parameters 

within a watershed are not spatially independent of each other and can be related to 

parameter values at nearby locations by means of properly chosen relationships. The 

objective of this paper is to discuss an approach to establishing regularization 

relationships for distributed environmental models that results in a better conditioned 

specification of the parameter estimation problem and allows the use of existing global 

optimization techniques for model calibration.  The approach is demonstrated by 

application to calibration of the University of Arizona version of the Hydrology 

Laboratory-Distributed Hydrologic Model (HL-DHM) developed by the National 

Weather Service for flood forecasting throughout the continental US (Smith et al 2004; 

Reed et al. 2004). 

Section Two of the paper briefly discusses the principles of regularization and 

how available information about the relationships between model parameters and spatial 

distributions of observable (or inferable) physical watershed characteristics can be used 

to condition and reduce the dimensionality of the optimization problem.  Section Three 

describes the study area, data, and model used. Section Four discusses the regularization 

relationships used in this work. Sections Five and Six describe the formulation and 

application of the calibration methodology and discuss the results. Finally Section Seven 

presents a discussion of this work along with our conclusions and some suggestions for 

further research. 

 

2. REGULARIZATION  
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Over-parameterization of a model can result in an ill posed and numerically 

intractable calibration problem (Doherty 2003). This problem of over-parameterization 

has been studied in a variety of fields including petroleum engineering and groundwater 

modeling (Crook et al. 2003, Doherty 2003, among others) and addressed by use of a 

mathematical technique known as regularization.  

In its broadest sense, regularization is a technique that facilitates the inclusion of 

additional information, in the form of regularization relationships or constraints, to help 

in the stabilization and solution of ill-posed problems (Doherty and Skahill 2005, Linden 

et al. 2005). There are two general approaches by which this can be achieved.  The first is 

the so-called Penalty Function approach (Fletcher 1974).  Consider the optimization 

problem:  

minimize
wrtθ

F(θ)         (1) 

in which we seek values for the parameters θ that minimize the performance criterion 

F(θ) which measures the distance between the system response data and the model 

output. If the dimensionality ℜθ of the parameter space in this optimization problem is 

sufficiently large compared to the information content ℜI of the system response data, 

this problem can become poorly conditioned.  However, if we can provide additional 

information about the values of parameters θ in the form of constraints G(θ) ≥ 0, we can 

use this information to restrict the set of feasible solutions thereby constructing a better 

conditioned optimization problem.  An important example of this approach is Tikhonov 

regularization (see Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977), in which a penalty is applied on 

solutions that deviate from satisfying the regularization constraints. Of course, while such 
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imposition of constraints can result in improved parameter reasonableness and stability, 

this can come at the cost of a reduced ability of the model outputs to match the 

observations. 

In the Penalty Function approach we retain the original parameter dimension ℜθ (i.e., 

the optimization search is conducted in the original parameter space) while the shape of 

the function F(θ) to be optimized is modified (to become better conditioned) via the 

inclusion of additional information through the regularization criterion. An alternative 

approach is to constrain the solution through control of (or reduction of) the 

dimensionality of the solution space (Demoment 1989). For example, the Truncated 

Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD) approach confines the calibration problem to a 

subspace of the full problem (Lawson and Hanson 1995; Weiss and Smith 1998) by 

excluding search directions that are associated with little or no function sensitivity (very 

small Eigenvalues of the Hessian Matrix ∇2F(θ)). By conducting the search along the 

directions of “super-parameters” that exist in a lower dimensional subspace, the TVSD 

approach can dramatically improve the speed of convergence of the optimization 

algorithm..  However, the result can be sensitive to the initial starting point and the 

method offers no guarantee for reasonableness of the “optimal” parameters (Tonkin and 

Doherty 2005). 

Each of these approaches has its strengths and weaknesses, and hybrid approaches 

have emerged. For example, Tonkin and Doherty (2005) present a hybrid regularization 

methodology that uses Tikhonov regularization (imposing constraints in the original 

parameters space) to improve the conditioning of the optimization problem, while using 
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TSVD to speed up convergence by searching only in the smaller subspace of super-

parameters.  Such strategies have been used to address high dimensional inverse 

modeling problems in hydrology (see for example; Skaggs and Kabala 1998, van Loon 

and Troch 2002, Tonkin and Doherty 2005, Doherty and Skahill 2005, etc).  

The two principles at work in the regularization methodologies discussed above are 1) 

to use additional information to improve conditioning of the optimization problem, and 2) 

to reduce the dimension of the parameter search space. Here, we implement a 

regularization methodology that exploits both of these principles in a different manner, 

by constraining the extent of the search space using additional information about the 

relationships between the spatial distributions of static system characteristics X and the 

model parameters θ. These relationships can be expressed in the general form: 

θ = H(X / φ)          (3) 

such that their shape is controlled by a small set of super-parameters φ , where the 

dimension ℜφ << ℜθ . For example, X could refer to spatial maps of soil properties (e.g. 

soil type and depth), and the functional relationship H(./.) could describe how the 

parameters controlling horizontal and vertical movements of water at the model grid scale 

depend on these soil properties. By substituting equation (3) into equation (1) we obtain 

the regularized optimization problem: 

( ))/()(min φφ
φ

XHFRimize
wrt

=        (4) 

where the regularization relationships (equation 3) constrain the θ space of feasible 

parameter solutions, while the actual optimization search is conducted in the lower 

dimensional space of super-parameters φ.  In contrast to the TSVD approach, the 
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relationships between the super-parameters φ and the original parameters θ will not be 

restricted to simple linear transformations.  

Of course, while our approach to spatial regularization bears functional similarity to 

parameter “regionalization” wherein regression relationships are used to specify transfer 

functions that relate model parameters to observable physical characteristics at the 

watershed scale via calibration (Hundecha and Bàrdossy 2004, Götzinger and Bàrdossy 

2007). However, while the goal of regionalization is primarily to transfer information 

regarding parameter values from gauged/calibrated basins to ungauged ones, the object of 

regularization is simply to better condition the optimization problem within a basin by 

constraining the degrees of freedom of the search space in a physically meaningful 

manner.  

In this paper, we discuss how this regularization methodology can be the applied to 

the problem of modeling the spatial rainfall-runoff processes in a watershed, and 

demonstrate this approach for the case of the HL-DHM model applied to the Blue River 

basin in Oklahoma, one of the study areas for the Distributed Model Intercomparison 

Project (DMIP; http://www.nws.noaa.gov/oh/hrl/dmip/2/index.html). Information 

regarding the spatial distribution of a variety of observable (or inferable) static watershed 

characteristics is used to develop regularization constraints that constrain the dimension 

of the conceptual watershed model calibration problem and facilitate a practical approach 

to its solution. These relationships are inferred from a priori estimates of spatial 

parameter fields provided by the methodology developed by Koren et al. (2000).  
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3. THE STUDY AREA AND MODEL USED 

The Blue River Basin in southern Oklahoma is a narrow and elongated gently sloping 

river valley (see Figure 1), approximately 56 miles long and ranging in elevation from 

400 m to 158 m. The basin has a drainage area of approximately 476 square miles, and is 

characterized by shallow depth to bedrock with soil depths of less than 2 m, the dominant 

soil types being sand, clay and loam. A U.S. Geological Survey stream discharge station 

(number 07332500) is located at the outlet of the basin (node 14 in Figure 1). The 

average annual flow at the outlet is 317 cfs, the long-term runoff ratio is approximately 

0.2, and the maximum observed flow of 65000 cfs occurred in the year 1982. The 

streamflow observations consist of hourly measurements of instantaneous river discharge.  

Spatially distributed Stage III precipitation estimates are available for the basin from 

Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) coverage of the area. The estimates were 

derived using a Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler system (WSR-88D) combined 

with rain gage data, quality controlled by the NWS. The data are available at a temporal 

resolution of 1 hour and a spatial resolution of approximately 4 x 4 km2, over a rectilinear 

HRAP (Hydrologic Rainfall Analysis Project) grid based on a polar stereographic 

projection. The HRAP grid is a “subset” of the Limited Fine Mesh (LFM) grid used by 

the Nested Grid Model (NGM) available from the NWS 

(www.weather.gov/oh/hrl/dmip/2/ok_precip.html ). The HRAP grid over the Blue River 

Basin consists of 78 units (see Figure 1) and precipitation estimates are available for each 

grid cell.  
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Evaporation data for the basin consists of free water surface evaporation estimates 

available from the DMIP website (www.weather.gov/oh/hrl/dmip/2/evap.html). These 

estimates are based on annual free water surface (FWS) evaporation maps and mean 

monthly station data (Koren et al. 1998).  One limitation is that the FWS evaporation 

estimates vary seasonally but not annually, which means that the same evaporation data 

set is repeated every year. In the HL-DHM model, the FWS estimates are multiplied by 

potential evaporation adjustment (PE) values to account for the effects of vegetation. The 

product of FWS evaporation estimates and the PE adjustment values gives estimates of 

potential evapotranspiration demand (PET) for use by the model. 

The conceptual distributed watershed model used in this study is the University of 

Arizona research version of the HL-DHM distributed modeling system, programmed in 

MATLABTM (version 7.0.1, www.mathworks.com ) and designed to run on a personal 

computer. The water balance component consists of the Sacramento Soil Moisture 

Accounting Model (SACSMA; Burnash et al. 1973), applied to each HRAP grid cell. A 

simplification has been implemented to the grid routing component by removing the 

hillslope routing component and using the Muskingum method instead of the kinematic 

wave approach for channel routing. Using a synthetic study the impact of this 

modification was found to be insignificant for the Blue River Basin. 

The model generates precipitation excess in each grid, which is then accumulated at 

the nearest downhill river node positioned along the main river channel as shown in 

Figure 1. The river nodes are defined at cells where two or more lower order stream 

branches meet and contribute to the flow; fourteen such nodes appear in the Blue River 
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basin connectivity map (Figure 1). The drainage area represented by each node is based 

upon the connectivity scheme used by the NWS (Koren, 1992). The precipitation excess 

generated at each grid is assumed to travel instantaneously to the associated river node, 

where it is added to the flow from the upstream node and routed to the downstream node 

via a Muskingum routing scheme.  

The water balance component of the SACSMA model consists of 16 parameters and 

6 state variables (see Table 1) for each grid cell. Five of these parameters are assumed to 

be spatially lumped and fixed at values specified by the NWS. With 11 parameters taking 

on spatially distributed values at 78 grid locations. Including the 2 channel routing 

parameters, the total number of unknowns to be estimated is 860 (11 x 78 + 2). 

 

4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE REGULARIZATION RELATIONSHIPS 

In our regularization approach, we seek to exploit any relationships that exist among 

the physically observable structural properties of the system, which must be preserved to 

properly characterize the spatial distribution of functional responses of the system.  In the 

case of watershed modeling these functional responses are controlled by the distribution 

of surface and subsurface hydraulic properties, and we are therefore primarily concerned 

with the distributions of soils, vegetation, and topography etc. For this study, the 

observable watershed characteristics investigated included gridded watershed elevation 

and slope, depth of soil, average soil moisture content of the soil horizon, soil type, 

topographic aspect and vegetation. Properties derivable from these characteristics include 

the NRCS based curve numbers, curvature of the landscape, specific catchment area and 
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topographic index. Meanwhile, a priori estimates of the 11 spatially distributed SACSMA 

model parameters were derived from information about antecedent soil moisture, soil 

sand-silt-clay factions, depth of soil horizon, vegetation type and land use, using the 

procedure reported by Koren et al. (2000); hereafter we call these the KAP (Koren A 

Priori parameter estimates). 

To infer the form of the regularization equations, we assume that the KAP are 

reasonably representative of the actual spatial relationships among the parameters 

(although perhaps not the magnitudes), and therefore contain information about the 

dominant patterns of spatial correlation that should be preserved during calibration. We 

then use a regression approach to derive empirical equations that relate the a priori 

estimates of each parameter to one or more observable (or inferable) watershed 

characteristics. This results in a set of 11 non-linear regularization equations that are valid 

over the spatial domain (one for each model parameter field) in the sense that they 

capture the pattern of relative magnitudes among the parameters.  We proceed by 

assuming that these patterns of parameter variability are reasonable, but that the model 

simulation performance can be improved by allowing the parameter magnitudes within 

the field to vary in ways that preserve these patterns.  This effect can be achieved by 

allowing the 3 tunable coefficients of each of the 11 regularization equations to be varied 

in such a way that the model provides a better simulation of the input-state-output 

behavior of the watershed.   

In terms of the language introduced in Section 2, the 11 regression equations 

constitute the regularization relationships described in equation 3, and the 33 regression 
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coefficients (3 per equation) constitute the super-parameters φ to be optimized.  By 

varying φ, we allow the spatially distributed values of the parameters θ to vary, but only 

in a way that preserves the pattern of spatial relationships embedded in the regularization 

equations.  Further, because the number of super-parameters φ is much smaller than the 

number of unknown parameters θ, the dimension of the calibration problem is reduced 

considerably. Because the regularization equations are tied directly to the watershed 

characteristics, which remain fixed, the spatial relationships among the parameters are 

only allowed to change to the extent that is allowable by the variations in the values of 

the super-parameters. 

A comprehensive study of relationships between the KAP and various watershed 

characteristics (see Pokhrel 2007) revealed that much of the parameter variability could 

be related to variations in two watershed properties - the soil depth (ZMAX) and the 

curve number (CN); this is not surprising since these two variables play a strong role in 

the Koren formulation. In particular, the parameters LZTWM and LZFSM showed an 

increasing linear trend with increasing soil depth (see Figure 2) and the parameters 

UZTWM, UZFWM, UZK, REXP, PFREE and ZPERC showed linear, exponential, 

logarithmic or quadratic trends with changes in curve number (see Figure 3). We also 

found that some of the parameters displayed strong inter-parameter correlations that 

could be exploited; for example LZSK co-varies strongly with UZK, LZFPM co-varies 

strongly with PFREE and REXP, and parameter LZPK co-varies strongly with LZTWM 

(see Figure 4). The outcome of this analysis is the 11 regularization relationships shown 

below (see Table 1 for the coefficients values derived during the regression).  
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UZFWM  =   αUZFWM ⋅ e−βUZFWM ×CN + γUZFWM      (5) 

UZK   =  UZK
CN

UZK
UZKe γα β +⋅ ×−       (6) 

UZTWM = UZTWMUZTWM
UZTWMCN γα β +⋅ −      (7) 

REXP   =  αREXP ⋅ ln(CN)β REXP + γREXP      (8) 

LZTWM  =  αLZTWM ⋅ ZMAX βLZTWM + γLZTWM      (9) 

LZFSM   =   αLZFSM ⋅ ZMAX β LZFSM + γLZFSM      (10) 

LZSK  = αLZSK ⋅UZKβLZSK + γLZSK      (11) 

PFREE = αPFREE ⋅ ln(CN)βPFREE + γPFREE      (12) 

LZPK   =  LZPKLZPK
LZPKLZTWM γα β +⋅ −      (13) 

LZFPM = LZFPM
Ratio

LZFPM
LZFPMe γα

β
+⋅

×
     (14) 

where   Ratio  =   
)/max(log(

)/log(
PFREELZFSM

PFREELZFSM   

ZPERC = μZPERC ⋅CN 2 +ψZPERC ⋅CN + γZPERC     (15) 

As a check on the validity of the regression relationships, the model input-state-

output response generated using these Regularized A Priori parameter estimates (RAP) 

was compared with the input-state-output response generated by KAP estimates – the 

model simulations were found to be virtually indistinguishable even though there are 

some observable differences in the parameter distributions (see Figure 9). This indicates 

that any loss of information regarding spatial parameter variability caused by the 

regularization process is not significant.  
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Note that 10 of the regularization equations can be expressed in a generalized way 

using the form expressed in equation 16.  Each equation has three coefficients; ‘α’ which 

controls the slope of the equation, ‘β’ (the power term) which controls the strength of the 

non-linearity, and ‘γ’, which controls the intercept. If we use X to denote a spatially 

varying watershed characteristic (CN or ZMAX) or one of the model parameters (e.g., 

UZK, LZTWM), the general form of the regularization equations (5) to (14) can be 

expressed as: 

θi =α i ⋅ X[ ]β i + γ i         (16) 

Only one of the regularization equations, the relation of ZPERC with respect to CN, is 

better expressed in a different form, as a quadratic equation as shown below: 

φ = μX 2 +ψX + γ          (17) 

Also, note that three of these regularization equations (8, 10 and 11) describe, and 

therefore help to preserve, the dominant inter-parameter correlations discovered during 

our analysis.  

It is interesting to note that the general regression form expressed by equation (16) 

has a strong functional similarity to the “multiplier” approach commonly used to reduce 

the dimensionality of the calibration problem for spatially distributed hydrological 

models (Bandaragoda et al. 2004; Vieux et al. 2004; Du et al 2006; NOAA 2007; 

Yatheendradas et al. 2008). For example, a common approach is to assume that the a 

priori parameter fields θp properly represent the spatial distribution pattern but that the 

relative magnitudes of the parameters in each field need to be adjusted up or down via a 

single multiplier (i.e. super-parameter) α applied to the field, so that θ =α ⋅θ p
.  Less 
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common, but also possible, is to assume that the a priori parameter fields θp properly 

represent the spatial distribution pattern but that the absolute magnitudes of the 

parameters in each field need to be adjusted up or down via a single additive constant γ 

applied to the field, so that θ = θ p + γ . The general form of regularization equation 

provided here is considerably more flexible because it includes the possibility of either or 

both of these effects, plus a non-linear transformation via the β super-parameter.  Further, 

the general approach includes consideration for preserving dominant inter-parameter 

relationships. 

 

5. REGULARIZED CALIBRATION OF THE MODEL PARAMETERS 

The regularization strategy discussed above was used to conduct a regularized 

calibration of the HL-DHM model for the Blue River Basin, where we sought to improve 

the simulated input-state-output performance while preserving the spatial patterns of the 

model parameter distributions. The 11 spatially distributed SACSMA parameters 

described via equations (5-15) were allowed to vary while the five spatially lumped 

parameters (ADIMP, RIVA, RSERV, PCTIM and SIDE) were kept fixed at the values 

previously determined by the NWS via manual calibration (Table 1). With 3 super-

parameters per regularization equation, and including the 2 channel routing parameters of 

the Muskingum equation, the total number of unknowns to be estimated was 35 (11 x 3 + 

2).   

Because two different calibration strategies have previously been shown to provide 

good results when pursuing lumped parameter calibration of the SACSMA model, we 
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decided to test and compare both approaches here.  The first is a stagewise multi-criterion 

parameter estimation approach called the Multistep Automatic Calibration Scheme 

(MACS; Hogue et al. 2000), which uses the single-objective Shuffled Complex Evolution 

optimization algorithm (SCE-UA; Duan et al. 1992) to search for the optimal model 

parameters while varying the performance criteria in a stagewise manner.  The second is 

a simultaneous multi-criterion parameter estimation approach we call the Multi Criteria 

Optimization Scheme (MCOS, see e.g., Gupta et al. 1998) using the Multi-Objective 

Shuffled Complex Evolution Metropolis optimization algorithm (MOSCEM; Vrugt et al. 

2003) to conduct a simultaneous search for the Pareto-optimal set of model parameters. 

 

5.1 MACS Calibration 

MACS is a stage wise multi-criterion parameter estimation approach that emulates, in 

a simple manner, the steps performed during manual parameter estimation. First, all of 

the super-parameters are adjusted to improve the model performance as measured by the 

Log Mean Squared Error criterion (MSEL, equation 18), which emphasizes matching 

recessions and low flows:  

( )∑
=

−=
n

i
ii flowSimflowObs

n
MSEL

1

2).log().log(1      (18) 

where n is the number of time steps.  Next, only the super-parameters that control the 

hydrograph peaks are further adjusted to improve the model performance as measured by 

the Mean Squared Error criterion (MSE, equation 19), which emphasizes matching of the 
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hydrograph peaks, while keeping the other parameters fixed at values determined in the 

first step: 

∑
=

−=
n

i
ii flowSimflowObs

n
MSE

1

2)..(1       (19) 

Finally, only the super-parameters that influence the hydrograph recessions and low 

flows are re-adjusted to improve the model performance as measured by the Log Mean 

Squared Error criterion. The approach results in a single “optimal” set of model 

parameters. 

 

5.2 MCOS Calibration 

MCOS is a simultaneous multi-criterion parameter estimation approach that enables 

global search for the Pareto-optimal parameter sets that optimize two or more model 

performance criteria at once; see Gupta et al (1998, 2003) for a discussion of multi-

criteria optimization in the context of hydrological models. Here, we use the MOSCEM 

stochastic sampling optimization scheme developed by Vrugt et al. (2003). The approach 

provides a final set of mutually non-dominated (Pareto-optimal) parameter combinations, 

in terms of the criteria being optimized; i.e., moving from parameter combination to 

another improves at least one criterion while at least one other criterion gets worse, and it 

is not possible to find feasible parameter sets for which all the criteria can be 

simultaneously improved compared to the final set. In this paper, to maintain consistency, 

we used the same two model performance criteria as in the MACS approach – MSE and 

MSEL. 
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To obtain a better understanding of the sensitivity of model performance to different 

model parameter fields, we tested three different variations of the MCOS approach. In the 

first, we varied only one of the sets of regularization super-parameters (either α including 

µ, or β including ψ, or γ), while fixing the others at their a priori values, to see which 

provides the most significant improvement; in each case we also include optimization of 

the routing parameters. As discussed in section 4, varying α is similar to the conventional 

parameter-field “multiplier” approach while varying γ is similar to adding a spatially 

constant value to each parameter-field. This individual super-parameter adjustment 

approach will be referred to as MCOS-Ind. 

In the second approach, we use a three-stage strategy to successively allow all of the 

super-parameters to be varied in succession.  So, one of the three types of super-

parameters was first calibrated (α including µ, or β including ψ, or γ) while keeping the 

other super-parameters fixed at their a priori values; then the second type of super-

parameter was calibrated with the first type fixed to its newly calibrated value; and finally 

the third type of super-parameters was calibrated with both of the other types fixed at 

their newly calibrated values. With this approach, 13 quantities were adjusted at each step 

(11 super-parameters plus two routing parameters). Given that we have three super-

parameter types, there were six possible stagewise combinations (α-β-γ, α-γ-β, β-α-γ, β-γ-

α, γ-β-α and γ-α-β) to be tested; perhaps not surprisingly, the best model calibration was 

obtained using the order γ-β-α (intercept–power–slope). This three-stage super-parameter 

adjustment approach will be referred to as MCOS-Stage.  
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In the third approach, called MCOS-All, all three sets of super-parameters were 

calibrated simultaneously. Finally, as an independent basis for comparison, we calibrated 

the model using the common multiplier approach, wherein the 11 KAP fields were 

adjusted using scalar multipliers (we call this MCOS–Mult). 

For all optimization runs, the period used for calibration was one water year of data 

from 1st Oct 2001 to 31st Sept 2002.  To initialize the model states, the model was run 

for a five-year warm up period prior to the start of the simulation using the a priori 

parameter set; the ending value of all the SACSMA states and river heights at each node 

were used as initial state estimates for all model runs in this study. 

 

6. CALIBRATION RESULTS 

This section presents and discusses the results of the different regularized calibration 

runs described above.  First we examine the improvement in model performance as 

measured by the two criteria MSE and MSEL; the former is more biased towards model 

performance on high-flow events while the latter is more biased to towards model 

performance on low-flow and recession events.  The results are summarized in Table 2 

and Figure 5a.  Notice, that both calibration strategies provided significant improvements 

in the model performance criteria when compared to the two a priori model runs, with 

~50-70% reductions in both MSE and MSEL.  However, there is a clear trade-off in 

ability of the model to simultaneously reproduce both the peak and recession portions of 

the hydrograph, suggesting unresolved errors in the model structure. The white triangle 

towards the top right corner of Figure 5a represents the model performance using the 
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Koren a priori parameter estimates (KAP) and the black triangle represents the 

Regularized a priori parameter estimates (RAP); i.e., before calibration. The gray box 

with a black cross indicates the MACS calibration solution. The dark gray squares 

represent the MCOS-Ind Pareto-optimal solutions for the case of varying only the α (plus 

µ) super-parameters; only this case is shown as it resulted in the maximum reduction in 

the criterion values. The white dots represent the MCOS-Stage Pareto-optimal solutions 

for the order γ-β-α (intercept–power–slope); only this case is shown as it gave the best 

results. The black dots represent the MCOS-All Pareto-optimal solutions when all super-

parameters are adjusted simultaneously. As can be seen, the lowest MSE value was 

obtained by the MCOS-Stage approach while the lowest MSEL value was obtained by 

the MCOS-All calibration.  

Figure 5a indicates that our implementation of the MCOS-All approach was unable to 

find the global Pareto-optimal solution to the problem, since superior results on the MSE 

criterion were obtained using the MCOS-Stage approach. To obtain a better estimate of 

the Pareto-optimal solution set we next compiled all of the MCOS-Stage and MCOS-All 

solutions into a single set and used these as the starting point for subsequent MCOS-All 

multi-criterion optimization of all of the super-parameters simultaneously. The Pareto 

solution set for this “MCOS-Final” calibration run is shown in Figure 5b (dark grey 

circles). This final calibration achieves 10 – 20 % improvement in the mid Pareto region.  

For an independent comparison, Figure 5b also shows the calibration results obtained 

using a classic “multiplier” approach wherein multipliers on each of the 11 KAP 

parameter fields are optimized using the multi-criteria approach (MCOS-Mult). Whereas 
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both methods give similar performance at the minimum MSEL end of the Pareto frontier, 

it is clear that the regularization approach (MCOS-Final) provides significantly better 

performance in terms of MSE.  

Figures 6 and 7 show the model’s performance in reproducing the hydrograph at the 

watershed outlet. Single compromise solutions were selected from the mid-regions of the 

MCOS-Final and MCOS-Mult Pareto frontiers, in the manner discussed by Boyle et al 

(2000), such that the selected solution gives the best (minimal) overall and monthly flow 

volume bias. The MCOS-Final hydrograph shows significant visual improvement 

compared to the hydrograph simulated by the a priori parameter estimates. While the 

MCOS-Mult hydrograph shows fairly good performance (including excellent simulation 

of the magnitude of the flood peak in Figure 7), we see that the MCOS-Final hydrograph 

shows better representation of the low flows (see for example flow periods ranging from 

2000 hrs to 7000 hrs; Figure 6), and better timing of the flood peaks (see enlarged part of 

the hydrograph shown in Figure 7). Note the interesting flood peak timing error in the 

MCOS-Mult hydrograph (Figure 7), which contributes to the higher MSE and lower NSE 

values compared to the MCOS Final solution. In general, MCOS-Final underestimates 

the peak magnitudes of certain large flood events (see between 4000 and 5000 hrs).  All 

of the methods exhibit problems matching the last 1500 time steps, indicating some other 

form of systematic error either in the model or the input data. Further, all methods 

simulate the initial 2000 hours poorly, indicating error in initialization of the model states 

not resolved by use of a 5-year warm-up period. It is also encouraging to note that all the 

cases considered achieve a relatively small percentage volume bias, with the smallest bias 
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given by MCOS-Final (Table 2). Both MCOS–Final and MCOS-Mult hydrographs show 

a slight positive overall bias while the KAP hydrograph shows a negative bias. On a 

monthly basis (Figure 8), the volume bias is also generally small except during the month 

of September when none of the solutions perform well (as mentioned earlier), indicating 

other problems. 

Finally we compare the distributions of the MCOS-Final and MCOS-Mult calibrated 

(a posterior) parameter fields with the pre-calibration KAP and RAP (a prior) estimates 

(Figure 9).  The left column shows the KAP prior and MCOS-Mult posterior parameter 

distributions and the right column shows the corresponding RAP prior and MCOS-Final 

parameter distributions. While both the MCOS-Final and MCOS-Mult calibrations 

preserve aspects of the spatial relationships among the parameters there are some 

important differences. MCOS-Final allows more flexibility to modify the shape of the 

distribution (allowing changes in the mean, variance, skew and other properties) by 

allowing changes in the intercept, slope and curvature of the regularization equations, 

while maintaining direct connection with the underlying physical properties of the 

watershed, and preserving inter-parameter relationships. In contrast, MCOS-Mult allows 

only for scalar changes to the prior KAP parameter distributions, and the inter-parameter 

interactions are not necessarily preserved. A common trend seen in both calibrations is an 

increase in the mean values for parameters UZTWM, UZK, ZPERC, REXP and LZSK 

and a decrease in the mean values for parameters PFREE, LZTWM and LZFSM.  The 

major difference between the MCOS-Final and MCOS-Mult calibrations (apart from 

obvious differences in the variances), is the values for parameter UZFWM. For MCOS-
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Final both UZTWM and UZFWM increase to result in a larger upper soil zone storage 

capacity, while for MCOS-Mult the parameter UZTWM increases slightly while 

UZFWM decreases substantially indicating a rather different soil type and soil storage 

capacity.  Similarly differences are seen in the lower zone, with MCOS-Final moving 

towards a larger lower primary free water capacity (the store contributing mainly to long-

term baseflow). 

7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The availability of powerful computers and hydrologically relevant spatial data sets, 

and the growing interest in finer temporal and spatial scale hydrological predictions, are 

driving the development of increasingly more sophisticated models that simulate the 

spatial variability of watershed processes. Although such models have the potential to 

provide better predictions than their lumped counterparts, spatial discretization of the 

domain significantly increases the number of unknown model parameters that must be 

estimated. The parameter estimation problem can therefore become severely ill 

conditioned.   

In this paper we present an approach to spatial parameter regularization for the 

calibration of environmental models, which improves conditioning of the optimization 

problem by use of additional information and improves efficiency by reducing the 

dimension of the parameter search space. The basic strategy is to exploit additional sub-

watershed scale information about the relationships between model parameters and 

typically available static physical system characteristics. This information can be 

expressed in the form of non-linear regularization equations whose shape is controlled by 
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a small number of super-parameters. Therefore, we seek to exploit any relationships that 

exist among the physically observable structural properties of the system, which must be 

preserved in order to properly characterize the spatial distribution of functional responses 

of the system. These regularization relationships constrain the feasible solution space in 

the original parameter dimension, while the actual optimization search is conducted in a 

much lower dimensional space of super-parameters.   

The reduced problem dimension allows effective and efficient global optimization 

techniques to be used for model calibration. Further, our approach is considerably more 

flexible than the commonly applied technique of using either multipliers or additive 

constants applied to the parameter fields; while including the possibility of either or both 

of these effects, it also enables non-linear transformations and the preservation of inter-

parameter relationships.   

An important point to note here is that the imposition of regularization constraints is 

done primarily to obtain improved parameter realism and stability of the optimization 

problem, but this does not mean that model performance at the outlet (or measurement 

points, if multiple) will necessarily be improved. In fact, the benefits stated above might 

actually come at the cost of a slightly reduced ability of the model outputs to match the 

observations, while hopefully providing better spatial "consistency" of the model 

performance, resulting in a more plausible model. For example, if a uniform parameter 

field gave better results, we might not necessarily trust it over one with spatially 

distributed parameters – particularly when the latter is based on sound physical 
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reasoning. Unfortunately, this case study did not allow testing at internal points. We plan 

to investigate this in future work with other basins.  

The usefulness of the approach was demonstrated using a research version of the HL-

DHM hydrologic model developed by the National Weather Service for flood forecasting 

throughout the continental US. To infer the form of the regularization equations, we 

assume that the a priori parameter estimates derived via the Koren et al. (2000) method 

are representative of the actual spatial relationships among the parameters, and therefore 

contain information about the dominant patterns of spatial correlation that should be 

preserved during calibration. We use a regression approach to derive 11 empirical 

equations that are valid over the spatial domain in the sense that they capture the patterns 

of relative magnitudes among the parameters. By tuning the super-parameters of these 

regularization equations, we preserve the patterns of parameter variability (and their 

inter-parameter interactions) while allowing the actual parameter magnitudes to vary in 

ways that improve the match between the model input-state-output response and the 

observed data. When applied to the Blue River basin, this reduced the number of 

unknowns to be estimated from 860 parameters to 35 super-parameters. 

These 35 super-parameters were calibrated for the Blue River basin using a multi-

criteria approach that seeks to achieve a balance in the fitting of peak and recession 

components of the hydrograph. A Pareto-optimal solution set was obtained, indicating an 

inability of the model to simultaneously reproduce both the peak and recession portions 

of the hydrograph, and suggesting unresolved model structural problems. However, the 

Pareto frontier did achieve a 50-70% improvement in both measures of overall model 
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performance, compared with the Koren a priori parameter set, and about 40% 

improvement in MSE over the classic multiplier approach. The selected final solution 

was shown to provide a better simulation of the streamflow hydrograph (within the 

limitations achievable by the HL-DHM model structure), including improved Nash 

Sutcliffe efficiency and overall flow volume bias, compared to the classic multiplier 

approach or the prior parameter estimates provided by the Koren approach.  

Of interest is the particular form of parameter adjustments achieved by the 

regularization approach in improving the model performance. For several of the 

parameters, the predominant change was an upward or downward shift of the mean of the 

parameter frequency distribution, corresponding to an increased depth of the upper soil 

zone and a reduced depth of the lower soil zone. Overall, these changes manifest 

themselves as more water available for evapotranspiration and for the quick response 

components of the hydrograph, and less water available for the slower long-term 

hydrograph recession response.  

Comparison of the regularized calibration approach with the classical multiplier 

approach brings into question the common use of the latter for adjusting parameter fields. 

Table 1 lists the a priori and calibrated values of the super-parameters for selected 

MCOS-Final solution; gray shading of a cell indicates a significant change. For all but 

three of the parameter fields, the γ super-parameter (additive constant) has changed 

significantly thereby changing the mean of the parameter distribution either upward or 

downward. Meanwhile, the α super-parameter (multiplicative factor) changes 

significantly for only five of the parameters; e.g., for LZFPM the α value becomes 
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smaller, narrowing the parameter range (while γ increases shifting the distribution to the 

right). Similarly, the β super-parameter (non-linearity factor) changes for only 3 of the 

parameter fields. While the flexibility of the proposed regularization formulation allows 

the optimization algorithm to select appropriate combinations of these three kinds of 

adjustments (additive constant, multiplier, and non-linear transformation), more 

exploration of this issue seems warranted. 

In general, the overall regularized calibration results were not strongly sensitive to the 

choice of multi-criteria calibration strategy, all performing quite well. However, we 

noticed that the stagewise strategy allowed the parameters to vary through a greater range 

of values, while the simultaneous strategy facilitated greater freedom of parameter 

movement. There may therefore be some advantage to performing multiple calibration 

runs using different approaches.   

The regularization approach presented here is generally applicable to any situation 

where spatial parameter variability can be related to observable properties of the 

watershed. Clearly, the strength of the proposed approach depends on a) how well the a 

priori parameters can be estimated from available watershed information, and b) how 

well the spatial variability of the a priori parameter estimates can be modeled using 

regularization equations. Recent publications have indicated that use of high resolution 

land use data coupled with the recently available Soil Survey Geographic Database 

(SSURGO), considered to be superior to STATSGO, may provide a more accurate basis 

for a priori estimation of model parameters (Anderson et al. 2006). We plan to examine 

this hypothesis in ongoing research. Further, although there seems to be no reason why 
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the general form of the regularization equations developed here should not be applicable 

for other locations, their transferability needs to be studied. 

In addition to more rigorous testing of the regularization approach on several basins 

to investigate the generality of the proposed relationships, future work will explore the 

use of signature type objective functions selected specifically for their enhanced 

diagnostic power and information extraction ability (Gupta et al 2008; Yilmaz et al 

2008), and the use of parallel computing to enable the use of larger data sets. As always 

we invite and encourage ongoing dialogue with other scientists interested in these and 

related model identification issues. 
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Figure 1: Model Domain showing HRAP grid and locations of nodes for the Blue River 

Basin.  Nodes 5, 8 and 14 are observation nodes. 

 

Figure 2: Plots showing relationships between spatially distributed a priori parameter 

estimates and maximum soil depth ZMAX; each circle represents one HRAP grid. The 

solid lines show the fitted regression equations. Note the end effects caused by NWS 

imposed feasible limits on the parameter estimates. 

 

Figure 3: Plots showing relationships between spatially distributed a priori parameter 

estimates and curve number CN; each circle represents one HRAP grid. The solid lines 

show the fitted regression equations.  

 

Figure 4: Plots showing inter-parameter relationships between spatially distributed a 

priori parameter estimates; each circle represents one HRAP grid. The solid lines show 

the fitted regression equations. Note the end effects caused by NWS imposed feasible 

limits on the parameter estimates.  

 

Figure 5: Calibration results. a) Multi-criteria plot showing tradeoff solutions for 

different regularized calibration strategies; White triangle = a priori parameter estimates; 

Black triangle = a priori regularized estimates (before calibration); Black dots = MCOS-
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All calibration; White dots = MCOS-Stage calibration; Dark grey squares = MCOS-Ind 

(α and μ) calibration; Black ‘x’ on grey background = MACS calibration b) Multi-criteria 

plot showing the final set of non-dominated solutions (MCOS-Final and MCOS – Mult); 

Light Grey dots = calibration using MCOS-Mult; Dark grey dots = Calibration using 

MCOS-Final; White square = selected compromise solution from MCOS-Final; Grey 

square = selected compromise solution from MCOS – Mult. The black dashed lines (in 

both figures) represent the lowest objective function values achieved during the 

calibration process (achieved by the MCOS-Final calibration). 

 

Figure 6: Comparison of observed and simulated hydrographs; Grey area = observed 

data; Top figure: Solid line = a priori parameter estimates (KAP); Middle figure: Dash-

dot line = MCOS-Mult. (selected compromise solution); Bottom Figure: Dashed line = 

MCOS - Final (selected compromise solution); The flow are in the Log10 space 

[Log10(Flow)]. 

 

Figure 7: Enlarged portion of the flood hydrographs (between 4000 and 5000 hrs) 

showing the largest flood peak; Grey area = observed data; Top figure: Solid line = a 

priori parameter estimates (KAP); Middle figure: Dash-dot line = MCOS-Mult. (selected 

solution); Bottom Figure: Dashed line = MCOS - Final (selected solution). 
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Figure 8: Monthly % volume bias; KAP = monthly volume bias using a priori parameter 

estimates; MCOS-Mult = monthly volume bias using classic multiplier approach; 

MCOS–Final = monthly volume bias using the regularization approach. 

 

Figure 9: Frequency distribution of parameter estimates; Left – MCOS-Mult vs. KAP; 

Right - MCOS-Final vs. RAP; MCOS-Mult = parameter distribution after calibration 

with classic multiplier approach; MCOS–Final = parameter distribution after calibration 

with the regularization approach; KAP = a priori parameter estimates; RAP = 

Regularized A Priori parameter estimates. 
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Table 1: List of the SACSMA parameters and states 

Values of regularization super parametersList of the SACSMA parameters that were 
distributed 

SACSMA Parameter 
Calibration range α β γ

Name Description Min Max A priori Calibrated A priori Calibrated A priori Calibrated 
UZTWM Upper zone tension water capacity (mm) 5 300 19304 24719 1.53 1.56 0 13.73 
UZFWM Upper zone free water capacity (mm) 5 150 561 4478 0.047 0.077 0 86.57 
UZK 
  

Fractional daily upper zone free water 
withdrawal rate (mm/hr)  

0.1 0.95 
3.18 3.46 0.032 0.029 0 0.122 

REXP Percolation equation exponent 1 5 1.38 1.43 1 1.02 -3.08 -1.63 
LZTWM Lower zone tension water capacity (mm) 5 500 0.111 0.107 1 0.832 -1.02 -41.61 
LZFSM  Lower zone supplemental free water 

capacity (mm)  
5 500 

0.028 0.022 1 0.99 -8.49 -2.89 
LZFPM  Lower zone primary free water capacity 

(mm) 
5 500 

0.583 -0.103 5.51 5.25 0 172 
LZSK 
  

Fractional daily supplemental withdrawal 
rate (mm/hr) 

0.01 0.4 
0.366 0.452 1 1.47 -0.012 -0.001 

LZPK 
  

Fractional daily primary withdrawal rate 
(mm/hr)  

0.001 0.05 
8.8E-06 1.23E-05 1.26 1.17 0 0.007 

PFREE  Fraction of percolated water going directly 
to lower zone free water storage  

0 0.8 
0.500 0.492 1 0.97 -1.72 -1.87 

μ ψ γ ZPERC  Maximum percolation rate coefficient
  

5 350 
0.047 0.048 5.2 4.39 185.8 263.9

List of SACSMA parameters that were lumped 
RSERV  Fraction of lower zone free water not transferable to 

lower zone tension water storage
0.3 ADIMP  Additional impervious area (decimal fraction)

 
0.00 

SIDE Ratio of deep recharge to channel baseflow 0.00 RIVA Riparian vegetation area (decimal fraction) 0.03 
PCTIM  Minimum impervious area (decimal fraction)  0.005    
State Variables of SACSMA model 
ADIMC  Tension water contents of the ADIMP area (mm) LZTWC  Lower zone tension water contents (mm) 
UZTWC  Upper zone tension water contents (mm) LZFSC  Lower zone free supplemental contents (mm) 
UZFWC Upper zone free water contents (mm) LZFPC  Lower zone free primary contents (mm)  
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Table 2: Calibration Results 

Effectiveness of the Calibration  

Minimum 
MSE 

Minimum 
MSEL 

Vol. Bias 
at selected 
point 

Nash Sutcliffe 
(NSE) at 
selected point 

Function value at 
selected points 

A priori (Koren) 
 

688 0.0663 -5.3 % 0.73 - 
 

A priori 
(Regularization) 

705 0.0639 -4.3 % 0.72 - 
 

MCOS-Mult 351 0.0211 2.4 0.83 437 - MSE 
0.032 - MSEL 

MACS (step 3) 450 0.0248 6.0 % 0.82 
 

- 
 

MCOS-Ind (αµ) 338 0.0310 8.2% 0.83 433 - MSE 
0.040 - MSEL 

MCOS-Stage 225 0.0294 3.1 % 0.88 293 - MSE 
0.041 - MSEL 

MCOS-All 299 0.0207 4.7 % 0.85 388 - MSE 
0.028 - MSEL 

MCOS - Final 222 0.0190 0.5 % 0.88 296 – MSE 
0.032 - MSEL 
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Figure 1: Model Domain showing HRAP grid and locations of nodes for the Blue River 

Basin.  Nodes 5, 8 and 14 are observation nodes.  
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Figure 2: Plots showing relationships between spatially distributed a priori parameter 

estimates and maximum soil depth ZMAX; each circle represents one HRAP grid. The 

solid lines show the fitted regression equations. Note the end effects caused by NWS 

imposed feasible limits on the parameter estimates. 
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Figure 3: Plots showing relationships between spatially distributed a priori parameter 

estimates and curve number CN; each circle represents one HRAP grid. The solid lines 

show the fitted regression equations.  
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Figure 4: Plots showing inter-parameter relationships between spatially distributed a 

priori parameter estimates; each circle represents one HRAP grid. The solid lines show 

the fitted regression equations. Note the end effects caused by NWS imposed feasible 

limits on the parameter estimates.  
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Figure 5: Calibration results. a) Multi-criteria plot showing tradeoff solutions for 

different regularized calibration strategies; White triangle = a priori parameter estimates; 

Black triangle = a priori regularized estimates (before calibration); Black dots = MCOS-

All calibration; White dots = MCOS-Stage calibration; Dark grey squares = MCOS-Ind 

(α and μ) calibration; Black ‘x’ on grey background = MACS calibration b) Multi-criteria 

plot showing the final set of non-dominated solutions (MCOS-Final and MCOS – Mult); 

Light Grey dots = calibration using MCOS-Mult; Dark grey dots = Calibration using 

MCOS-Final; White square = selected compromise solution from MCOS-Final; Grey 

square = selected compromise solution from MCOS – Mult. The black dashed lines (in 

both figures) represent the lowest objective function values achieved during the 

calibration process (achieved by the MCOS-Final calibration). 
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Figure 6: Comparison of observed and simulated hydrographs; Grey area = observed 

data; Top figure: Solid line = a priori parameter estimates (KAP); Middle figure: Dash-

dot line = MCOS-Mult. (selected compromise solution); Bottom Figure: Dashed line = 

MCOS - Final (selected compromise solution); The flow are in the Log10 space 

[Log10(Flow)]. 
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Figure 7: Enlarged portion of the flood hydrographs (between 4000 and 5000 hrs) 

showing the largest flood peak; Grey area = observed data; Top figure: Solid line = a 

priori parameter estimates (KAP); Middle figure: Dash-dot line = MCOS-Mult. (selected 

solution); Bottom Figure: Dashed line = MCOS - Final (selected solution). 
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Figure 8: Monthly % volume bias; KAP = monthly volume bias using a priori parameter 

estimates; MCOS-Mult = monthly volume bias using classic multiplier approach; 

MCOS–Final = monthly volume bias using the regularization approach. 
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Figure 9: Frequency distribution of parameter estimates; Left – MCOS-Mult vs. KAP; 

Right - MCOS-Final vs. RAP; MCOS-Mult = parameter distribution after calibration 

with classic multiplier approach; MCOS–Final = parameter distribution after calibration 
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with the regularization approach; KAP = a priori parameter estimates; RAP = 

Regularized A Priori parameter estimates. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper explores the use of a semi-automated multiple-criteria calibration 

approach for estimating the parameters of the spatially distributed HL-DHM model to the 

Blue River Basin, Oklahoma.  The study was performed in the context of Phase 2 of the 

DMIP-2 Project organized by the Hydrology Lab of the NWS. To deal with the problem 

of ill conditioning, we employ a regularization approach that exploits the information 

contained in a priori estimates of the spatially distributed parameter fields developed 

from soils and other geo-spatial datasets. The approach reduces the number of unknowns 

to be estimated using historical input-output data from 860 to 35. Two commonly used 

summary statistics of the model residuals, MSE and MSEL, are used to optimize fitting 

of the model to both the peaks and the recession periods of the time series data.  A 

signature measure approach is used to select parameter sets that are close to Pareto 

optimal in terms of MSE and MSEL, but which provide more consistent representation of 

the hydrologic behavior of the watershed as summarized by measures derived from the 

flow duration curve. While the results support the methods used in this analysis and show 

considerable improvement over the a priori parameter estimates, we find that the basin 

has some peculiar behaviors (including time non-stationarity) that the HL-DHM model as 

implemented is not set up to reproduce. 

 

Keywords: Distributed watershed models, Regularization, Multiple-criteria Calibration, 

Diagnostics, Parameter Estimation, Watersheds, Information, Optimization. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

“Distributed” watershed models provide the ability to simulate the spatial distribution 

of hydrologic processes over the landscape (Refsgaard and Storm, 1995; Ivanov et al. 

2004; Carpenter and Georgakakos, 2004; Smith et al. 1995; Koren et al. 2004), as well as 

to provide estimates of discharge volume along the entire length of the channel network. 

Their spatially distributed structure makes them favorable as predictive tools because 

they are capable of representing, to some degree, the spatially heterogeneous processes 

within the watershed, and because their parameters and structure can (in principle) be 

inferred from data about watershed physical characteristics. However, the complexity of 

these processes is perceived to be an obstacle to the proper identification of spatially 

distributed model components and parameters (Beven and Freer, 2001) and controversy 

persists regarding how such models should be implemented (Beven 1989, 2002; Grayson 

et al. 1992). For example, Phase One of the recent Distributed Model Intercomparison 

Project (DMIP-1; Smith et al. 2004) concludes that “reliable and objective procedures for 

parameter estimation, data assimilation, and error correction” still need to be developed. 

In general, even ‘physically-based’ watershed models, continue to require some degree of 

calibration (adjustment of the model parameter fields) to ensure that the input-state-

output behavior of such models remains consistent with the available data (Gupta et al. 

1998; Madsen, 2003; Vieux and Moreda, 2003; Reed et al. 2004). 

The calibration of spatially distributed watershed models is complicated by two 

factors: 1) the dimension of the estimation problem can be very high due to the spatial 

distribution of the parameter fields, and 2) the strategies and techniques for assimilating 
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information from the (typically large) spatio-temporal datasets into the parameter 

estimates are not well established. For the full operational decision-making potential of 

distributed watershed models to be realized, suitable methods are needed to address these 

problems. Part of the solution is, of course, to recognize that the spatially distributed 

elements of the model parameter fields are not, in fact, independent entities that can take 

on arbitrary values in the parameter space (Pokhrel et al. 2008). Instead, their values are 

somehow related to the spatial distributions of various hydrologically relevant watershed 

characteristics including, for example, geology, soil type, vegetation, and topography, 

etc. (Grayson and Blöschl 2000). The nature of these dependencies, if well understood, 

can facilitate both a) the development of prior estimates for the parameter fields (e.g. 

Koren et al. 2000), and b) the implementation of regularization relationships that 

constrain the dimensionality of the parameter estimation problem (e.g., Pokhrel et al. 

2008).   

Another part of the solution is to develop enhanced (and automated) strategies for 

extracting information about various properties of the parameter fields from historical 

input-output time series data (e.g. precipitation, potential evapotranspiration, streamflow, 

etc.). Over the past decade, traditional “Single-Criteria” methods that use a single overall 

measure of closeness (e.g., Sorooshian and Dracup 1980; Duan et al. 1992) have given 

way to “Multiple-Criteria” methods that allow the user to compensate for differences 

(inconsistencies) in the ability of the model to match various aspects of the watershed 

response (e.g., Gupta et al. 1998; Yapo et al. 1998; Vrugt et al. 2003). Going further, 

Gupta et al. (2008) have argued that the proper way to maximize information extraction 
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is to formulate the various criteria to be ‘Diagnostic’, meaning that they aid in 

understanding the causes of poor model performance. In this vein, Yilmaz et al. (2008) 

demonstrated that a carefully selected set of “Signature Measures” based in hydrological 

context can be used to constrain the model parameters (and therefore its input-output 

response) in a hydrologically meaningful way. 

 The objective of this paper is to devise and test a semi-automated approach for the 

calibration of spatially distributed watershed models, that: 

a) Exploits the availability of spatially distributed prior parameter estimates 

developed from soils and other geo-spatial datasets, 

b) Uses parameter field regularization to reduce the dimensionality of the 

optimization problem in a meaningful way, 

c) Implements a multi-criteria global optimization approach that minimizes two 

classical measures of model performance, and 

d) Uses a set of signature measures to guide the selection of ‘hydrologically 

consistent’ parameter sets. 

The approach is demonstrated using a research version of the Hydrology Laboratory-

Distributed Hydrologic Model (HL-DHM) developed by the National Weather Service 

(NWS) for flood forecasting throughout the continental US (Smith et al. 2004; Reed et al. 

2004).  

Section 2 sets the context for this work and describes the study area, the data, and the 

model. Section 3 describes the methods including the multi-criteria approach, derivation 

of regularization relationships, and choice of signature measures. Section 4 presents the 
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results from the application of the methodology to Blue River Basin. Section 5 discusses 

the results and makes suggestions for future work. 

 

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

This study was conducted in the context of Phase 2 of the Distributed Model Inter-

comparison Project (DMIP-2; Smith et al. 2008, this issue) organized by the Hydrology 

Lab of the NWS (HL-NWS). The overall goal of DMIP-2 is to facilitate the development 

of distributed watershed models that are capable of using operational quality data. The 

project spans a number of watersheds in the southern Great Plains and several 

hydrologically more complex (including snow) watersheds in the mountainous western 

US. Here we present results only for the Blue River Basin located in southern Oklahoma. 

 

2.1. The study area and data 

The Blue River Basin has an elongated shape, gently sloping topography with 

elevation ranging from 154m to 427m, and an area of 1233 km2 (Figure 1). The soils are 

characterized by shallow depths of less than 2m to bedrock, and the dominant textures are 

clay, loam and sandy loam. A U.S. Geological Survey stream discharge station (number 

07332500) is located at the outlet of the basin (node 14 in Figure 1). The watershed is 

characterized by an average annual runoff coefficient of less than 0.3. Data sets for the 

basin are available for the period October 1, 1995 to September 30, 2006 from the DMIP-

2 website (http://www.nws.noaa.gov/oh/hrl/ dmip/2/index.html), including hourly 
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streamflow observations at the outlet, and hourly precipitation and monthly potential 

evaporation estimates over a 4 km x 4 km hydrologic rainfall analysis project (HRAP) 

grid (Reed and Maidment, 1999; see Figure 1). The potential evaporation estimates are 

converted to potential evapotranspiration (PET) estimates via a land cover correction 

factor. One limitation of these PET estimates is that they vary seasonally, but not 

annually, so that the same potential evapotranspiration data is used for all of the years in 

the data set. 

 

2.2. The HL-DHM model 

The research version of the HL-DHM (Hydrology Laboratory Distributed Hydrologic 

Model; Koren et al. 2004) used in this study is maintained at the University of Arizona 

(Pokhrel et al. 2008). It consists of a vertical water balance component based on the 

Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting Model (SAC-SMA; Burnash 1995) applied to each 

cell of the HRAP grid covering the study area, and a horizontal channel routing 

component based on the Muskingum method (Gill 1978). Our version differs from the 

Hydrology Lab version in that the hill-slope routing component has been removed, and 

the original kinematic wave channel routing model has been replaced; testing has verified 

that the impacts of these modifications are insignificant for this Blue River Basin study 

(Pokhrel et al. 2008) . The model is run at an hourly time step. 

The SAC-SMA water balance component requires the specification of 16 parameters 

and 6 initial state variables (see Table 1) for each HRAP grid cell. Five of these 

parameters are treated as spatially lumped over the basin, fixed at values specified by the 
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NWS. The remaining 11 parameters are assumed to take on spatially distributed values 

over the 78 HRAP grid cells that define the study area. The channel routing component 

has 2 spatially constant parameters. Altogether, the total number of unknowns to be 

estimated is 860 (11 parameter fields x 78 HRAP grids + 2 routing parameters). 

 

2.3. Specification of a priori estimates of the model parameters 

A priori estimates of the 11 HL-DHM parameters having spatially distributed fields 

(Table 1, parameters 1-11) were derived using the procedure reported by Koren et al. 

(2000). The approach exploits the fact that the structures of HL-DHM type conceptual 

models are consistent with observations of the soil moisture profile obtained from 

experimental studies such as those by Green et al. (1970) and Hanks et al. (1969). A set 

of functional relationships is used to map gridded information about antecedent soil 

moisture, sand-silt-clay factions of the soil, depth of the soil horizon, type of vegetation, 

and category of land use into spatially distributed estimates for the 11 major parameters 

of the HL-DHM. Key to the procedure is a conceptual mapping (a combination of 

physically based and empirically derived relationships) that relates the sizes and drainage 

rates of the various model storage components (tanks) to the hydraulic properties of the 

soil and other watershed characteristics; for example, the procedure assumes that the 

“tension water capacity” corresponds to soil available water (the difference between field 

capacity and wilting point) and the “free water capacity” corresponds to soil gravitational 

water (the difference between porosity and field capacity). The procedure is described in 

detail by Koren et al. (2000; 2003), Duan et al. (2001) and Anderson et al. (2006). 
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Spatially distributed a priori estimates of the parameter fields for the Blue River Basin 

can be downloaded from the DMIP-2 website. 

 

3. MULTIPLE-CRITERIA MODEL CALIBRATION APPROACH 
 

3.1. Multiple-criteria optimization 

A multiple-criteria optimization approach can be used to assimilate different kinds of 

information from input-output time series, by using each criterion as a filter to emphasize 

a specific aspect of model performance (Gupta et al. 1998). For example, one criterion 

can be designed to emphasize the matching of hydrograph peak events, while another 

emphasizes the matching of the hydrograph recessions. The multiple-criteria optimization 

problem (MOP) is then set up to achieve the simultaneous minimization of the chosen set 

of criteria, stated as: 

min
w.r.t.θ

F (θ) = F1(θ),F2(θ),...FNc (θ){ } θ ∈ Θ      (1) 

where F(θ) = F1(θ),F2(θ),...FNc(θ){ } represents a set of Nc criteria, each measuring model 

performance in a different manner and defined in such a way that smaller values 

correspond to ‘better’ performance. As is well known, the solution to this MOP is 

generally not unique, because it is not usually possible (due to model and data errors) to 

satisfy all of the criteria simultaneously. Instead, the feasible parameter space can be 

partitioned into “good” (non-inferior) points and “bad” (inferior) points, where good 

points are those for which it is not possible to find another point in the parameter space 

where all of the criteria take on better (smaller) values. This set of good points is said to 
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belong to the ‘Pareto-Optimal’ solution (POS) set for the problem, and it has the property 

that moving from point to point within the POS set will result in the improvement of at 

least one of the criteria while causing the deterioration of at least one of the other criteria. 

The POS therefore characterizes the trade-off in the ability of the model to 

simultaneously satisfy all of the competing criteria.  

In general it will not be possible to solve the MOP explicitly. Instead a global 

optimization strategy is used to iteratively evolve a finite population of points sampled 

within the feasible parameter space to converge towards a discrete approximation of the 

POS region.  A number of algorithms for this purpose are in common use by hydrologic 

community (e.g. Yapo et al. 1998; Vrugt et al. 2003). In this work, we use a stochastic 

sampling optimization scheme called the “Multi-Objective Shuffled Complex Evolution 

Metropolis algorithm” (MOSCEM; Vrugt et al. 2003), which has been shown to 

efficiently arrive at a good (representative) approximation of the desired solution set.  

 

3.2. Constraining the parameter search space via regularization 

The strategy for solving the MOP described above (Equation 1) is to characterize the 

properties of the problem space by means of a finite number of points sampled within the 

feasible region, and use this information to iteratively evolve the sampled points in an 

improvement direction. However, in the case of watershed models having spatially 

distributed parameter fields (e.g., HL-DHM), the number of values to be estimated can be 

quite large (860 in our case), resulting in an ill-posed optimization problem. Note that the 

watershed outlet streamflow time series represents the integrated response of the 
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catchment, and therefore the effects of sub-catchment (local) scale variability in hydraulic 

properties has been damped (averaged) out to some extent. Therefore, it will typically 

only contain information about (i.e., its behavior will be responsive to) the catchment 

scale properties of the parameter fields (the mean values and the broad scale spatial 

patterns), rather than the smaller scale patterns of variation.  As a consequence, the 

number of unknowns will be larger than that which can be identified based on the 

information content of the time-series data. 

To help in the stabilization of ill-posed problems of this kind, we can use the 

mathematical technique of regularization, which allows us to: 1) improve conditioning of 

the optimization problem by use of additional information, and/or 2) reduce the 

dimensionality of the parameter search space (Doherty and Skahill 2005, Linden et al. 

2005, Pokhrel et al. 2008). For example, Tikhonov regularization (TR; Tikhonov and 

Arsenin 1977) employs a penalty function approach (Fletcher 1974) in which the original 

parameter dimension is retained, while the shape of the function to be optimized is 

modified. Alternatively, Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD) truncates the 

parameter search space to a lower dimensional subspace by excluding search directions 

that are associated with little or no function sensitivity (Demoment 1989, Lawson and 

Hanson 1995, Weiss and Smith 1998). In general, these two strategies work well, and 

either or both Tikhonov regularization and TVSD have been used to address high 

dimensional inverse modeling problems in hydrology (see for example; Skaggs and 

Kabala 1998, Loon and Troch 2002, Tonkin and Doherty 2005, Doherty and Skahill 

2005, etc). However, TR maintains the high dimensionality of the search space posing a 
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computational problem for population evolution type global optimization strategies while 

the TVSD strategy remains sensitive to selection of the initial starting point and offers no 

guarantee for reasonableness of the final solution. 

Recently, Pokhrel et al. (2008) proposed a regularization methodology that allows for 

inclusion of additional information while also conducting the search in a lower 

dimensional subspace of “super-parameters” that more closely matches the information 

content of the input-output data. The approach exploits known (or assumed) relationships 

among the physically observable structural properties of the system that must be 

preserved to properly characterize the spatial distribution of the functional responses of 

the system. For example, Pokhrel et al. (2008) showed how the available a priori 

information developed by Koren et al. (2000) about the relationships between the spatial 

distributions of static system characteristics X and the model parameters θ can be used to 

regularize the problem. These relationships are expressed as: 

θ = H(X /φ)         (2) 

where the form of the relationships is controlled by a small set of super-parameters φ 

(with dimension ℜφ << ℜθ). The regularized multiple-criteria optimization problem 

(RMOP) therefore is: 

min
wrt φ

R(φ) = {R1(φ),R2(φ),...RNc (φ)}      (3) 

where 

Ri(φ) = Fi H(X /φ)( )        (4) 

Here, the regularization relationship (Equation 2) constrains the possible values that can 

be reached in the feasible parameter space θ, while the actual optimization search is 
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conducted in the lower dimensional space of super-parameters φ. Assuming that the 

Koren et al. (2000) a priori parameter estimates reasonably represent the actual spatial 

and interdependence relationships among the parameters, Pokhrel et al. (2008) developed 

a set of non-linear regularization equations (one for each model parameter field) that 

captures the spatial pattern of relative magnitudes among the parameters. These 

regularization equations exploit the parameter-to-watershed characteristics and 

parameter-to-parameter interdependencies via the following general form:  

θi =α i ⋅ X[ ]β i + γ i   i=1, …. Np        (5) 

Each of these regularization equations contain 3 tunable coefficients (super-parameters) 

that allow variation of the parameter magnitudes within the parameter fields, while 

preserving the patterns of spatial relationships embedded in the a priori estimates. In the 

case of the HL-DHM model each of the 11 spatially distributed parameter fields is 

represented by one such regularization equation, giving rise to 33 super-parameters to be 

estimated. This reduces the dimensionality of the MOP considerably, from 860 unknowns 

(11 parameter fields x 78 grids + 2 routing parameters) to 35 unknowns (11 parameter 

fields x 3 super-parameters/field + 2 routing parameters). For simplicity we will refer to 

all 35 of these unknowns as ‘super-parameters’. 

3.3. Selecting one or more parameter sets from the Pareto solution set 

Based on the above discussion, the solution of the regularized multi-criteria 

optimization problem will consist of a Pareto Optimal region in the 35 dimensional space 

of super-parameters �. Since this region consists of a large number of solutions, each of 
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which represents a different trade-off in the ability of the model to simultaneously satisfy 

the competing criteria, a strategy is required for selecting the final “best” solution set(s). 

One common approach reported in the literature (e.g., Madsen 2000) is to select a 

compromise POS that give a ‘balanced’ degree of importance to the multiple competing 

criteria; i.e. one that lies close to the mid-way point between the ‘extreme’ solutions that 

optimize each of the individual criteria separately. This, of course, assumes that the 

competing criteria are all equally important. Alternatively, Boyle et al. (2000) suggested 

that additional information could be introduced after multiple-criteria optimization to 

help narrow the range of ‘acceptable’ solutions. For example, they selected a solution 

within the POS that simultaneously minimizes a) the overall long-term water balance 

error and b) the total residual variance of the model. 

Recently, Gupta et al. (2008) and Yilmaz et al. (2008) pointed out that while the MOP 

is commonly based on the optimization of various statistical measures of overall model 

performance, this does not necessarily constitute a guarantee that various hydrological 

characteristics of the watershed input-output response will be properly preserved. 

Further, because it is difficult to establish direct relationships between the properties of 

these statistical performance measures and the parameters of the model, the conventional 

MOP formulation is diagnostically weak. To help resolve this problem, Yilmaz et al. 

(2008) developed a set of hydrologically relevant Signature Measures (SM) that quantify 

the performance of the model in ways that correspond to the major behavioral functions 

of a watershed system (overall water balance, vertical redistribution and temporal 

redistribution).  In this work, we show that these Signature Measures can be used to 
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properly select solutions on or close to the POS so as to preserve the hydrological 

consistency of the model response (and hence the parameter estimates) and help to ensure 

better performance on independent evaluation periods. 

3.4. Specification of the signature measures 

Following Yilmaz et al. (2008) we use 5 signature measures in this work, all based on 

different properties of the flow exceedance probability curve, more commonly called the 

‘flow duration curve’ (FDC, Vogel and Fennessey 1994; Smathkin 2001).  The approach 

partitions the FDC into three segments, 1) the high-flow segment which characterizes 

watershed response to large precipitation events, 2) the mid-flow segment which 

characterizes watershed response to moderate size precipitation events as well as the 

medium-term baseflow relaxation response of the watershed, and 3) the low-flow 

segment which characterizes the long-term sustainability of flow and the influence of 

riparian evapotranspiration during extended dry periods. The measures are a) BRR which 

quantifies the % bias in the overall runoff ratio, b) BFHV which quantifies % volume bias 

in the highest 5 percent of the flows, c) BFMS which quantifies the % difference in the 

mid-segment slope of the FDC, d) BFLV which quantifies the % volume bias in the 

lowest 30 percent of the flows, and e) BFMM which quantifies the % difference in the 

median flow. The mathematical formulation of these measures is presented in the 

Appendix. 
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4. CASE STUDY – BLUE RIVER BASIN, OK 

In this case study, the multiple-criteria optimization approach described in section 3 is 

used to calibrate the HL-DHM model to the Blue River Basin in southern Oklahoma. For 

optimization criteria we use two popular measures of model performance that 

characterize different aspects of model behavior, the Mean Squared Error (MSE) criterion 

which emphasizes the fit to high flows (hydrograph peaks) and the Mean Squared Error 

Log (MSEL) criterion which emphasizes the fit to low flows (hydrograph recessions); 

while the MSE criterion measures the average size of the squared model residuals, the 

MSEL does the same after first performing a log10 transformation of the simulated and 

observed output. The Pokhrel et al. (2008) regularization approach is used to re-define 

the optimization problem into a space of 35 super-parameters, and the MOSCEM 

optimization algorithm is used to conduct the iterative search with 40 complexes. The 

optimization was found to convergence fairly quickly and was terminated after 35 loops. 

A simple non-linear transformation function is used to ensure that the spatially distributed 

parameter estimates θ remain within their feasible ranges.  For calibration we use the 

17½ month period [02/15/2001 – 07/31/2002, with the preceding 6-months [08/15/2000 – 

02/14/2001] used for model spin-up to minimize sensitivity to state-value initialization 

errors. The spatially distributed model states at the beginning of the warm-up period were 

initialized to fixed values obtained by running the model for the 4-year period prior to the 

model spin-up using the Koren et al. (2000) a priori estimates of the parameter fields. 

The three-year period [10/01/2002 – 09/30/2005] was used to conduct an independent 

evaluation of the calibrated model performance.  
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4.1 Results of the bi-criteria optimization 

The results of the MSE-MSEL bi-criteria optimization search are shown in Figure 2. 

The grey dots in the figure represent each of the npts=16,220 points in the super-

parameter space visited by the search algorithm, while the black dots indicate the final 

Pareto Optimal solution set. Note that this plot only shows the points within the ‘domain’ 

of the POS set (133 to 286 on the MSE axis, and 0.021 to 0.1175 on the MSEL axis) so 

that points with worse performance (including the a priori parameter set having MSEap = 

534 and MSELap = 0.077) do not appear. Further, each axis of the lower-left subplot is 

scaled to vary between the minimum and maximum of each criterion within the POS. 

Several alternative possible solutions are indicated on this plot: 

S1) The POS solution giving best MSE performance (BestMSE, Δ symbol) 

S2) The POS solution giving best MSEL performance (BestMSEL, ∇ symbol) 

S3) The POS solution that gives ‘balanced’ importance to the two competing criteria 

and therefore falls close to the diagonal line (PrtoDiag, symbol) 

Also shown in this figure are two subplots that show how BRR, the runoff ratio (overall 

flow volume) bias, varies along the Pareto frontier. It is interesting to note that the 

solutions to the MSE-MSEL optimization problem all tend to have significant negative 

bias varying from -15% for the BestMSE solution to -8% for PrtoDiag and -11% for 

BestMSEL; in contrast, the a priori parameter set has BRR = +11.6% (not shown).  

Following Boyle et al. (2000) another possible solution is given by: 

S4) The POS solution giving the minimum BRR, which happens to be -6.6% 

(PrtoBias, � symbol)  
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4.2 Selection of Hydrologically Consistent Solutions 

The next step is to find solutions that, while simultaneously giving good MSE and 

MSEL performance in the multiple-criteria sense, are also superior in that they are 

characterized by hydrologically consistent behavior. Our goal, therefore, is to find 

solutions that give good performance as indicated by the 5 signature measures. It is 

important to note that because the bi-criterion optimization emphasizes fitting MSE and 

MSEL, there can exist solutions close to, but not exactly on, the bi-criterion Pareto 

frontier that give superior performance in terms of these SMs (which were not used for 

optimization). Note also that the SMs can take on both positive and negative values – we 

are therefore interested in solutions for which their values approach zero. 

Figure 3 helps to illustrate these points, and to explain how the SMs can be used in 

selection of superior solutions.  There are three rows of subplots.  The second and third 

rows each show 5 subplots that are similar to the MSE-MSEL bi-criteria function plots 

shown in Figure 2; the grey dots represent the solutions close to the POS that were visited 

during the bi-criteria optimization, and each column is associated with one of the 5 SMs. 

The top row shows the number of solutions (grey points) for which the absolute value of 

each SM falls below a certain threshold. By specifying a threshold for each SM we can 

establish a set of “behavioral” solutions in a manner similar to the approach used by 

Hornberger and Spear (1981). Alternatively, we can decide to choose a certain fraction 

(frac) of the total solution set as being behavioral and find the SM threshold that 

corresponds to that fraction.   
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Row 2 of Figure three indicates using black dots the subset of solutions 

corresponding to the best 20% (3,244) of the points, in terms of each of the SMs taken 

individually. The title on each subplot indicates the corresponding SM threshold. Notice 

that the black points remain close to the Pareto Frontier, but in some cases (see e.g. 

|BRR|) do not completely (or even partially) include it. We see, for example, that the BRR 

(column 1) and BFMM (column 5) behavioral sets tend to cluster towards better MSEL 

performance, while the BFHV (column 2) behavioral sets tend to cluster towards better 

MSE performance. If we progressively apply the SM thresholds obtained in this manner 

(see Row 3 going from left to right) we arrive at the common set of behavioral solutions 

which happens to be 7 points in this case, but because two of these behavioral solutions 

have criteria values outside of the axis limits (MSE=800, MSEL=0.04; MSE=678, 

MSEL=0.03) they do not appear on the plot (Note that a larger behavioral solution set 

could be achieved by increasing the selected best % fraction of points). From these 7 

points we select the one that is closest to the Pareto frontier while giving best 

performance on a majority of the signature measures.  This solution is called:  

S5) The solution close to the POS constrained to give better SM performance using a 

fixed fraction of points (SignConF, ◊ symbol in Figure 2) 

An alternative way to select solutions based on the SMs is to progressively identify 

the best 20% of the behavioral points obtained by applying the SMs in a preferred order; 

i.e., we first find the best 20% (3,244 points) in terms of the |BRR| measure of the points 

visited by the multi-criteria optimization, then find the best 20% (648 points) of those in 

terms of the |BFHV|, and so on in sequence from left to right on Figure 4. This approach 
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enables us to specify the final number of solutions (nsol) in advance since 

nsol = npts ⋅ fix frac Nsm{ } where Nsm is the number of signature measures. This 

procedure arrives at a different set of 5 points as shown in Figure 4. From these 5 points 

we select the one that is closest to the Pareto frontier while giving best performance on a 

majority of the signature measures.  This solution is called:  

S6) The solution close to the POS constrained to give better SM performance using a 

progressive application of behavioral thresholds (SignConP, o symbol in Figure 

2) 

4.3. Comparative Evaluation of the Alternative Solutions 

To evaluate the hydrological consistency of the model performance using the 

parameter estimates selected in different ways, we generate model simulations for the 

three-year evaluation period immediately following the calibration period. However, one 

difficulty that we encounter immediately is that the input-output climatology of the basin 

is non-stationary with respect to time, complicating the analysis. Compare, for example, 

the observed streamflow FDC’s (o—o lines) and statistics for the calibration period with 

the first and second halves of the evaluation period shown in Figure 7 - we see that the 

calibration period is wetter (larger mean and median flow levels) and more variable 

(larger flow variance) than the evaluation period. Similarly the second half of the 

evaluation period is wetter and more variable than the first. Because of this non-

stationarity in the statistical properties of the time series, it is not strictly correct to 

directly compare values of the MSE and MSEL statistics across periods.  
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Nonetheless, in the absence of a better approach Figure 5 shows bi-criteria NMSE-

NMSEL plots in which the MSE statistic has been normalized to the variance of the 

observed flows and the MSEL statistic has been normalized to the variance of the log10-

transformed flows. This normalization corrects for the variability, but not for the mean or 

any other statistical property of the time series. However, it is closely related to the Nash-

Sutcliffe index (e.g., NS = 1 - NMSE) commonly used to compare model performance; 

for a discussion of limitations of the NS measure see (Schaefli and Gupta 2008). 

Meaningful performance requires NMSE and NMSEL values less than 1.0 (i.e., NMSE≥1 

corresponds to the observed mean being a better predictor than the model, and NMSEL≥1 

is the same for the log transformed flows).  Of course, we would like to see NMSE and 

NMSEL values smaller than (say) 0.3, indicating better than 70% performance efficiency. 

Figures 5a and 5b show results for the first and second halves of the evaluation period 

respectively.  On each plot, the black dots indicate values for the POS sets obtained 

during calibration, while the grey lines and dots show to where these points have moved 

for the evaluation period. Similarly the various symbols (connected by black lines) show 

the performance of the various solution sets selected in section 4.2, while x—x indicates 

the location and trajectory of the a priori parameter set. We first discuss Figure 5a 

corresponding to the first half of the evaluation period. Note that the performance of all 

points appears to degrade significantly (in terms of this specific normalization of the 

measures), with the BestMSE and a priori parameter sets moving well outside the axis 

limits, and the BestMSEL (and several other POS points) showing the smallest 

performance deterioration. However, in Figure 5b, corresponding to the second half of 
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the evaluation period, the results appear to be more consistent; the Pareto frontier moves 

more or less uniformly to a new location (suggesting that some additional normalization 

of the statistical properties of the time series may possibly be required for proper 

comparison), and all of the selected solutions except BestMSE and a priori give 

evaluation efficiencies of around 60-70%.  The plot also indicates that the POS solutions 

favoring better MSEL values are generally better (remain consistent during evaluation). 

While Figure 5 facilitates a classical evaluation of model performance in terms of the 

NMSE and NMSEL statistics, it only tells part of the story.  Figure 6 provides further 

information about model performance in terms of the Signature Measures that quantify 

the hydrological consistency of the model response. Figure 6a is for the calibration period 

and Figures 6b and 6c are for the first and second halves of the evaluation period 

respectively. Each figure shows SM values for the a priori parameter set plus the six 

selected solutions; values close to zero are desirable. Beginning with the a priori 

parameter set, we see generally good performance on the calibration period, but the 

performance deteriorates significantly in terms of BRR & BFHV for the evaluation 

periods, indicating significant positive overall bias and overestimation of the high flow 

volumes. During the calibration period, BestMSE shows reasonably good reproduction of 

high flow volumes (BFHV) but poor reproduction of BRR (negative bias in overall flow 

volume), BFMS (large positive error in slope of the FDC), BFLV (strong underestimation 

of the low flows) and BFMM (strong underestimation of the median flow) – this is a 

consequence of putting strong emphasis on fitting the high flows. During evaluation, the 

BestMSE performance deteriorates on all measures. In general the a priori parameter set 
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and the extreme solutions on the Pareto frontier, BestMSE and BestMSEL, give the worst 

reproduction of overall flow volume (BRR) for all three periods. 

The remaining five solutions show much better overall SM behavior than a priori and 

BestMSE, although there is a general deterioration in SM performance going from 

calibration to evaluation period. By design the SignConF and SignConP solutions 

generally give the best calibration period reproduction of the five SMs. In general the 

solutions tend to overestimate the high flows (BFHV) and underestimate the medium and 

low flows (BFLV & BFMM), although on the second half of the evaluation period the 

high flow performance is generally better. 

Figures 7a,b & c show the FDCs for all three periods, and these provide additional 

insight into what is happening. In these plots, the grey-shaded areas represent the ranges 

of flow levels simulated by all of the parameter sets within the Pareto solution set. From 

Figure 7a it is clear that the a priori parameter set tends to overestimate the hydrograph at 

all flow levels, while the POS solutions tend to underestimate. The behavior of the POS 

solutions changes during the first half of the evaluation period when the highest 15% of 

the flows tend to be overestimated while the lower 85% tend to be underestimated. 

During the second half of the evaluation period, the POS overestimation of high flows is 

reduced but the medium and low flows are still underestimated. The BestMSE and 

PrtoDiag solutions clearly show the largest deterioration in reproduction of the FDC, 

while the SignConF solution arguably gives the least deterioration. Overall, the solutions 

sets selected via the SM constraining approach (SignConF & SignConP) generally result 
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in flow levels that are closer to the observations during the evaluation period when 

compared to the other Pareto solutions. 

Finally, Figure 8 shows the hydrographs (in the log space) for the a priori parameter 

set (dashed line) and three of the selected solutions – BestMSE (dotted line), PrtoBias 

(thin solid line) and SignConF (thick solid line). The shaded area represents the observed 

flows. The tendency of the a priori parameter set to overestimate the flows is clear. The 

BestMSE is included for reference since it generally gives the worst performance (strong 

underestimation except at hydrograph peaks). The PrtoBias is included since this is 

similar to the choice recommended by Boyle et al. (2000), choosing the Pareto solution 

having minimum overall volume bias. The SignConF represents our preference between 

the two solutions generated by the SM constraining approach. Here the PrtoBias and 

SignConF show similar behavior and both provide relatively good representation of the 

observations. Note also that the observed hydrograph displays some anomalous behavior 

during time steps 8500 to 11500 where the flows do not display the characteristic 

recession behavior that the model is designed for, and are in fact almost constant with 

time. It has been suggested recently (Smith et al, this issue) that there may be subsurface 

leakage into and out of the basin, and this may explain some of the deterioration in 

evaluation period performance seen in this study. 

5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

This paper explores the use of a semi-automated multiple-criteria calibration 

approach for estimating the parameters of the spatially distributed HL-DHM model to the 

Blue River Basin, Oklahoma.  The study was performed in the context of Phase 2 of the 
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DMIP-2 Project organized by the Hydrology Lab of the NWS. To deal with the problem 

of ill conditioning, we employ a spatial regularization approach that exploits the 

information contained in a priori estimates of the spatially distributed parameter fields 

developed from soils and other geo-spatial datasets. The approach reduces the number of 

unknowns to be estimated using historical input-output data from 860 to 35. Two 

commonly used summary statistics of the model residuals, MSE and MSEL, are used to 

optimize fitting of the model to both the peaks and the recession periods of the time series 

data.  A signature measure approach is used to select parameter sets that are close to 

Pareto optimal in terms of MSE and MSEL, but which provide more consistent 

representation of the hydologic behavior of the watershed as summarized by measures 

derived from the flow duration curve. 

Our method for selecting the final parameter sets follows in the footsteps of Boyle et 

al. (2000), but differs in three respects: 1) We use traditional easy to compute 

optimization criteria (MSE & MSEL) to search for ‘good’ solutions in the parameter 

space; 2) We use several signature measures to constrain the final solution set to those 

that are ‘behavioral’, in the sense that they provide more consistent reproduction of 

various hydrologically meaningful properties of the input-output response; and 3) Since 

the MSE-MSEL multi-criteria optimization is used mainly as a guide towards ‘better’ 

solutions in the parameter space, we allow the selection of final solutions, using the 

signature-measure approach, to include points that are not right on the Pareto frontier.  

The results of this study generally support the methods used in this analysis; the 

regularization approach maintains spatial consistency in the parameter sets while 
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exploiting available a priori information and facilitating the use of conventional global 

optimization algorithms. The optimization run took approximately 26 hours on a 

Macintosh Xserve Quad Xeon 2.66GHz, 4GB RAM machine, and improved the model 

performance significantly compared to the a priori parameter estimates derived from 

watershed characteristics using the Koren et al. (2000) approach. The signature-measure-

based solutions act together to constrain the selection of parameter sets to ones that 

provide more hydrologically consistent behavior. However, the results seem to be 

somewhat clouded by the facts that a) the basin has some peculiar behaviors that the HL-

DHM model as implemented is not set up to reproduce (see Smith et al. this issue), and b) 

the input-output response of the basin appears to be non-stationary, so that the 

assumption of time-constant values for the optimal model parameter estimates might be 

suspect. 

Finally, one might reasonably ask why we do not use the signature measures as 

optimization criteria in the first place (rather than using MSE and MSEL). There are two 

main reasons for this. First, and foremost, our understanding of how best to use signature 

measures to help constrain the solution set is in its infancy, and it seems reasonable that 

the set of five measures used in this work is neither comprehensive nor complete in its 

ability to extract information from the data. Considerable work still needs to be done to 

understand how to construct a relatively complete set of signature measures that are 

complementary (see Gupta et al. 1998) and diagnostic (see Gupta et al. 2008 and Yilmaz 

et al. 2008), while being representative of all the watershed response behaviors that we 

wish the model to reproduce. Further, the difficulty and computational burden of the 
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multiple-criteria optimization problem grows quickly with the number of criteria. The use 

of MSE and MSEL in this work helps to ensure that the set of points from which the final 

solution is selected is ‘good’, in the sense that the average statistical properties of the 

observed hydrograph are being reproduced. Meanwhile, the use of a post-calibration step 

for constraining the final solution set using signature measures is both efficient and 

simple to implement. However, one productive direction for future research might be to 

implement the signature measures as penalty function type constraints during the 

optimization procedure rather than at the end.  In ongoing work, we will continue to 

explore these and other powerful ways for extracting hydrologically relevant information 

from both static and dynamic watershed data, and methods for their proper assimilation 

into hydrological models.  As always we invite dialogue with others interested in these 

and related topics. 
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APPENDIX 

This Appendix presents the mathematical formulation of the signature measures used 

in this study. These measures are based on an earlier work reported by Yilmaz et al. 

(2008). However, BFLV and BFMM measures have been slightly modified.  

The diagnostic signature measure for water balance is the percent bias in overall 

runoff ratio (BRR). Note that since the runoff ratio computations for the observed and 

simulated cases use the same observed precipitation dataset, the definition of BRR simply 

requires time series (t = 1,2,…N) of observed flow (QO) and simulated flow (QS):  

BRR =
QSt −QOt( )

t=1

N

∑

QOt
t=1

N

∑
x100        (A.1) 

The diagnostic signature measures for vertical redistribution are the percent bias in 

FDC mid-segment slope (BFMS) and the percent bias in FDC high-segment volume 

(BFHV).  The first is computed as: 

BFMS =
log(QSm1) − log(QSm 2)[ ]− log(QOm1) − log(QOm 2)[ ]

log(QOm1) − log(QOm 2)[ ]
x100    (A.2) 

where m1 and m2 are the lowest and highest flow exceedance probabilities (0.25 and 0.7 

respectively) within the mid-segment of the flow duration curve, and second is computed 

as: 

BFHV =
QSh −QOh( )

h=1

H

∑

QOh
h=1

H

∑
x100       (A.3) 
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where h = 1,2,…H are the flow indices for flows with exceedance probabilities lower 

than 0.05. 

The diagnostic signature measure for long-term baseflow is the percent bias in FDC 

low-segment volume (BFLV): 

BFLV =
log(QSl ) − log(QOl )[ ]

l=1

L

∑

log(QOl ) − log(Qmt )[ ]
l=1

L

∑
x100         (A.4) 

where l = 1,2,..L is the index of the flow values located within the low-flow-segment 

(0.7-1.0 flow exceedance probabilities) of the flow duration curve. To avoid very small 

values in the denominator we used a lower flow threshold value, Qmt = 0.01cms, as a 

baseline value.  

The signature measure BFMM was calculated using the median value of the observed 

(QOmed) and simulated (QSmed) flows as an index: 

BFMM =
log(QSmed ) − log(QOmed )

log(QOmed ) − log(Qmt )
x100      (A.5)  
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solution (MSE = 534, MSEL = 0.077 and BRR = +11.6%) is off the scale.  

 

Figure 3. The effects of fixed constraining of the solution space using signature measure 

(SM) performance thresholds. The first row shows the number of solutions having SM 

value less than some threshold; a 20% threshold is indicated. The second row shows 

constrained solutions (black dots) corresponding to the best 20% points for each 

signature measure taken individually. The third row shows common constrained solutions 

(black dots) corresponding to progressive application of the 20% threshold going from 

left to right; 7 common solutions remain but two are beyond the axis limits. 
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Figure 4. The effects of progressively constraining the solution space using signature 

measure (SM) performance thresholds. The first row shows number of remaining 

solutions at each stage having SM value less than some threshold; a 20% threshold is 

indicated. The second row (left to right) shows retained solutions (black dots) as each SM 

threshold is progressively applied, retaining 20% of the existing points; 5 solutions 

remain at the end. 

 

Figure 5. Bi-criteria NMSE .vs. NMSEL plot. Black and grey dots indicate the 

calibration and corresponding evaluation period performance (respectively) of the Pareto-

optimal solutions. The lines show how the performance of each solution changes from 

calibration to evaluation, in terms of these two criteria.  

 

Figure 6. Signature measure values for the calibration and evaluation periods. 

 

Figure 7. Flow duration curves for the calibration and evaluation periods comparing the 

selected solutions with the observed data (o—o) and the a priori solution (x—x). 

 

Figure 8. Hydrographs for the evaluation period. 
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Table 1. Parameters to be specified for the HL-DHM model. 

No Param.* Description Range 
1 UZTWM The upper layer tension water capacity, mm 2-150 

2 UZFWM The upper layer free water capacity, mm 2-150 

3 UZK Interflow depletion rate from the upper layer free water storage, 
(mm/hr) 0.05-0.95 

4 ZPERC Ratio of maximum and minimum percolation rates 5-255 

5 REXP Shape parameter of the percolation curve 1.5-5 

6 LZTWM The lower layer tension water capacity, mm 2-500 

7 LZFSM The lower layer supplemental free water capacity, mm 2-500 

8 LZFPM The lower layer primary free water capacity, mm 2-500 

9 LZSK Depletion rate of the lower layer supplemental free water storage, 
(mm/hr) 0.01-0.35 

10 LZPK Depletion rate of the lower layer primary free water storage, 
(mm/hr) 0.001-0.15 

11 PFREE Percolation fraction that goes directly to the lower layer free water 
storages 0.01-0.8 

12 PCTIM Permanent impervious area fraction 0.001 

13 ADIMP Maximum fraction of an additional impervious area due to 
saturation 0 

14 RIVA Riparian vegetation area fraction 0.001 

15 SIDE Ratio of deep percolation from lower layer free water storages 0 

16 RSERV Fraction of lower layer free water not transferable to lower layer 
tension water 0.3 

17 K Storage time constant for Muskingum routing (hr) 0.07-4.3 
18 X Proportionality constant for Muskingum routing 0.01-0.115 

No State* Description  
1 ADIMC Tension water contents of the ADIMP area, mm  

2 UZTWC The upper layer tension water content, mm  

3 UZFWC The upper layer free water content, mm  

4 LZTWC The lower layer tension water content, mm  
5 LZFSC The lower layer supplemental free water content, mm  
6 LZFPC The lower layer primary free water content, mm  

7 Vin,Vout Volume in and out of the reach, mm   
* Parameters 1-16 and States 1-6 belong to the SAC-SMA model, Parameters 17-18 and State 7 belongs to 
the routing model. 
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Figure 1. Blue River Basin (Oklahoma) study area showing digital elevation map and the 

model grid overlay. 
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Figure 2. Plot showing results of the MSE .vs. MSEL bi-criteria optimization. Grey dots 

indicate points visited during the search. Black dots indicate the Pareto-optimal solutions. 

Different symbols are used to indicate selected solutions. The top and right subplots show 

BRR (Bias in Runoff Ratio) for the Pareto-optimal and selected points. The a priori 

solution (MSE = 534, MSEL = 0.077 and BRR = +11.6%) is off the scale.  
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Figure 3. The effects of fixed constraining of the solution space using signature measure 

(SM) performance thresholds. The first row shows the number of solutions having SM 

value less than some threshold; a 20% threshold is indicated. The second row shows 

constrained solutions (black dots) corresponding to the best 20% points for each 

signature measure taken individually. The third row shows common constrained solutions 

(black dots) corresponding to progressive application of the 20% threshold going from 

left to right; 7 common solutions remain but two are beyond the axis limits. 
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Figure 4. The effects of progressively constraining the solution space using signature 

measure (SM) performance thresholds. The first row shows number of remaining 

solutions at each stage having SM value less than some threshold; a 20% threshold is 

indicated. The second row (left to right) shows retained solutions (black dots) as each SM 

threshold is progressively applied, retaining 20% of the existing points; 5 solutions 

remain at the end. 
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Figure 5. Bi-criteria NMSE .vs. NMSEL plot. Black and grey dots indicate the 

calibration and corresponding evaluation period performance (respectively) of the Pareto-

optimal solutions. The lines show how the performance of each solution changes from 

calibration to evaluation, in terms of these two criteria.  
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Figure 6. Signature measure values for the calibration and evaluation periods. 
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Figure 7. Flow duration curves for the calibration and evaluation periods comparing the 

selected solutions with the observed data (o—o) and the a priori solution (x—x). 
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Figure 8. Hydrographs for the evaluation period. 
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WATERSHED PROPERTIES AND SIGNATURE MEASURES 
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ABSTRACT 

Physically based distributed models are increasingly being used to predict the behavior of 

hydrological processes in data sparse regions. However, a model is a simplified 

representation of the real system and some form of calibration cannot be avoided. 

Because, distributed models have large numbers of parameters to be specified, the 

resulting parameter estimation problem becomes ill conditioned. In this study we 

investigate a calibration approach that uses a) a simple form of spatial regularization 

(using scalar multipliers) to reduce the dimension of the calibration problem and b) 

signature measures targeting specific behavioral response of a watershed system to guide 

the parameter search towards a more ‘hydrologically consistent’ set of parameters. 

Signature measures are applied as ‘regularization constraints’, in an approach that is 

functionally similar to ‘Tikhonov regularization’, and which results in a better-

conditioned optimization problem compared to the benchmark case. The approach is 

demonstrated for the Blue River Basin in Oklahoma. 

Keywords: Regularization, Multicriteria optimization, parameter estimation, distributed 

hydrologic model. 
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1. BACKGROUND 

While spatial discretization of the domain in a distributed hydrologic model can provide 

more useful information about the spatial heterogeneity of the watershed, it also increases 

the complexity of the parameter estimation problem by increasing the number of 

unknown parameters. One way to tackle the problem of high dimensionality is to 

recognize that the spatially distributed elements of the model parameter fields are not 

independent entities that can take on arbitrary values in the parameter space. Instead, 

their values are somehow related to the spatial distributions of various hydrologically 

relevant watershed characteristics including, for example, geology, soil type, vegetation, 

and topography, etc. (Grayson and Blöschl, 2000). The nature of these dependencies, if 

well understood, can facilitate both: (a) the development of prior estimates for the 

parameter fields (Koren et al., 2000) and (b) the implementation of regularization 

relationships that constrain the dimensionality of the parameter estimation problem 

(Pokhrel et al., 2008). The other way, to tackle high dimensionality, is to develop 

enhanced strategies for extracting information about the parameter fields from the 

historical time series. For example, Yilmaz et al. (2008) demonstrated that a set of 

signature measures, properly selected from the historical time series, can be used to 

constrain the model performance in hydrologically meaningful way.  

 

1.1 Spatial regularization  

Problems associated with high dimensionality of the parameter search space during 

calibration can be treated by inclusion of additional (prior) information about the 
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parameters, through a process known as regularization. In its broadest sense, 

regularization involves the use of additional information to help stabilize ill posed 

problems (Doherty and Skahill, 2005). The use of scalar multipliers to reduce 

dimensionality when dealing with spatially distributed parameter fields is a common 

form of regularization, that both reduces the dimension of the optimization problem while 

simultaneously improving its conditioning. In Pokhrel et al. (2008), we used information 

embedded in the prior parameter estimates of 11 spatially distributed parameters of the 

Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting Model (SACSMA; Burnash et al., 1973), to 

introduce regularization constraints on parameter variability and facilitate a stable 

solution to the calibration problem. The prior estimates were derived from information 

about antecedent soil moisture, soil sand-silt-clay factions, depth of soil horizon, 

vegetation type and land use, using the procedure reported by Koren et al. (2000).  To 

infer the form of the regularization constraints, we assumed that the Koren a priori 

parameter estimates (KAP) are representative of the actual spatial relationships among 

the parameters, and therefore contain information about the dominant patterns of spatial 

correlation to be preserved during calibration. We used a regression approach to derive 

empirical equations that relate each KAP estimate to one or more observable (or 

inferable) watershed characteristics, resulting in a set of non-linear regularization 

equations that were valid over the spatial domain (one for each model parameter field). 

This resulted in substantial reduction in the dimension and stable solution to the 

calibration problem. By optimizing on the coefficients of the regularization equations, a 

better simulation of the input-state-output behavior of the watershed was achieved.  
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1.2 Response signatures 

Recently, efforts have been made at formulating ‘diagnostic’ criteria that aid in 

understanding the causes of poor model performance (Gupta et al., 2008). For example, 

Yilmaz et al. (2008) used properties of the flow duration curve (FDC) to develop a set of 

‘signature measures’ that target three specific behavioral response of a watershed system; 

the overall water balance, and redistribution of water to slow and fast components. The 

FDC was divided into (1) the high flow segment which characterizes watershed response 

to large precipitation events, (2) the mid-flow segment which characterizes watershed 

response to moderate size precipitation events as well as the medium-term baseflow 

response of the watershed, and (3) the low flow segment which characterizes the long-

term sustainability of flow and the influence of riparian evapotranspiration during 

extended dry periods. The response signatures developed were (a) BRR which quantifies 

the % volume bias in the overall runoff ratio, (b) BFHV which quantifies % volume bias 

in the highest 5% of the flows, (c) BFMS which quantifies the % difference in the mid-

segment slope of the FDC, (d) BFLV which quantifies the % volume bias in the lowest 

30% of the flows, and (e) BFMM which quantifies the % difference in the median flow. 

For details, see Yilmaz et al. (2008). 

In Pokhrel et al. (2009) we used spatial regularization (Pokhrel et al., 2008) and response 

signatures to estimate a set of ‘hydrologically consistent’ parameters for a distributed 

version of SACSMA model. In this paper we extend the methodology using an approach 

that is ‘functionally’ similar to Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977). 

The approach is demonstrated using data for the Blue River Basin in Oklahoma. 
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2. WATERSHEDS, MODEL AND DATA 

The Blue River basin in southern Oklahoma is a narrow and elongated gently sloping 

river valley, with an area of approximately 476 square miles. The average annual rainfall 

in the basin is 1036 mm and the average annual flow at the outlet is 302 mm (Smith et al., 

2004b). The Distributed Hydrologic Model University of Arizona (DHMUA) (Pokhrel et 

al., 2008) consists of a vertical water balance component based on the SACSMA applied 

to each cell of the HRAP (Hydrologic Rainfall Analysis Project) grid covering the study 

area, and a horizontal channel routing component based on the Muskingum method (Gill, 

1978). Inputs to the model are spatially distributed precipitation derived from Next 

Generation Weather Radar coverage (NEXRAD; 4 x 4 km2, 1-hour) and potential 

evaporation estimates based on annual free water surface evaporation maps and mean 

monthly station data (Smith et al., 2004b). Six years of data was used for the study 

(10/01/99 to 09/30/05) including a model spin-up period (WY 99-00), a calibration 

period (WY 00-02), and an evaluation period (WY 02-05). 

 

3. METHODS USED IN THE STUDY 

 

3.1 Regularization method  

To reduce the dimension of the calibration problem this study employs a simple spatial 

regularization method using scalar multipliers (Bandaragoda et al., 2004) to adjust the 

magnitudes of KAP estimates. The assumption here is that KAP estimates contain 

information representative of the dominant patterns of spatial correlation that should be 
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preserved during calibration. However, their magnitudes need to be adjusted to match the 

output response of the watershed.  Of the 16 SACSMA parameters, we adjust the 

magnitudes of 11 KAP fields and treat five as uniform and fixed (not adjusted). This 

reduces the dimension of the calibration problem from 860 (78 grid cell x 11 parameters 

in each cell + 2 lumped routing parameter) to 13 (11 multipliers for each KAP field + 2 

routing parameters).  

 

3.2 Conditioning using signature measures 

We use the five signature measures defined earlier to help condition the optimization 

problem and to guide the calibration towards a ‘hydrologically’ consistent set of 

parameters. For each signature measure, a pre-specified ‘acceptance’ threshold was 

selected and deviations beyond this threshold were penalized. Optimization was 

implemented by solving the following minimization problem, 

L(ϕ,α ) = Fk Xi ⋅ϕ i( )⋅α         (1) 

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

=
n

n
n T

B
,1maxγ          (2) 

),,max( 21 nγγγα K=         (3) 

where, Xi  is the KAP estimate iφ  is the scalar multiplier to the ith parameter field (i = 

1…NP are the parameters to be optimized), Tn is the threshold value specified for the nth 

signature measure and Bn is the computed value (n = 1 ... NS are the multiple signature 

measures to be satisfied). In this formulation, Fk is the criteria measuring model 

performance against the data (k = 1 … NC are the multiple criteria to be optimized; in our 
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case, k=2 and the criteria are mean squared error [MSE] and mean squared error of the 

log flows [MSEL] ), and �n measures deviations of the signature measure values from the 

acceptable threshold values. Therefore, α represents the overall penalty applied whenever 

deviations to satisfying one or more of the regularization constraint occur.  

 

3.3 Calibration 

For optimization we use the Multiple Objective Shuffled Complex Evolution Metropolis 

(MOSCEM) stochastic sampling scheme (Vrugt et al., 2003) with 20 complexes 

terminated after 65 loops. Each optimization run involved a population size of 540 and 

approximately 36000 function evaluations, requiring approximately 24 hours on a 

Macintosh 2.66GHz, 4GB RAM machine. As a benchmark, we calibrated the model 

without using the signature measures (case B-MC), to match the observed flows at the 

basin outlet. A compromise solution was selected from the final set of non dominated 

solutions (Pareto frontier) by further constraining the solutions to the one having 

minimum value of the modified correlation coefficient (ModR ; see  Smith et al., 2004b). 

For calibration using the signature measures (case SI-MC), the thresholds (Tn) were 

initially specified as the minimum values obtained by the final set of non-dominated 

solutions for the B-MC case. The thresholds were then subjectively adjusted (reduced if 

possible, or increased if the threshold was so tight that it became difficult to find feasible 

solutions) and a re-calibration performed. Final values selected for the thresholds were 

TBRR=10%; TBFMS=20%; TBFHV=10%; TBFLV=25% and TBFMM=10%..  
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4. RESULTS 

 

4.1 Pareto Frontier obtained after the calibration 

Figure 1 shows the objective function space obtained by the B-MC and SI-MC 

calibrations respectively. The black dots indicate the non-dominated solutions (Pareto 

frontier) and the grey dots indicate the dominated solutions. The B-MC calibration (Fig 

1a.) clearly shows at least two regions of attraction, indicated by the gap in the grey dots 

around 1<MSEL<2. Note that the scale of MSEL in the SI-MC plot is one order of 

magnitude smaller than in the B-MC plot. This occurs because the SI-MC calibration 

problem is better conditioned by the use of signature measure, resulting in a ‘smoother’ 

response surface and smaller feasible region.  

 

 

Figure 1: Objective function space after B-MC (1a.) and SI-MC (1b.) calibrations. 

(a) (b) 
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4.2 Signature measures 

Figure 2 shows box and whisker plots of the distributions of the signature measures at the 

Pareto frontier (corresponding to black dots in Fig. 1), and the modified correlation 

coefficient (converted to %), indicating the lower, median and upper quartiles. The 

whiskers extend up to 1.5 times the inter-quartile range and the extreme values are 

represented by a ‘+’ sign. In the B-MC calibration we observe a large % bias in the 

BFLV and BFMM signature measures during both calibration and evaluation. During 

calibration the median BFLV is close to 100% and the lower quartile extends beyond the 

limits of the plot. During evaluation the median BFLV improves, but the lower quartile 

for both BFLV and BFMM still extend beyond the plot limits. In the SI-MC calibrations 

this problem is corrected during, with very small spread in the values of the biases and all 

signature measures having deviations less than 25% during calibration and 50% during 

evaluation. In both cases ModR is similar except for some outlier values. 
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Figure 2: Signature measures after B-MC (2a,2c) and SI-MC (2b,2d) calibrations. 

 

4. 3 Flow Duration curves  

Figure 3 shows flow duration curves for the compromise solutions selected from the B-

MC and SI-MC non-dominated solutions. The SI-MC calibration result improves the 

simulation of mid level flows during both calibration and evaluation. However, we also 

observe a slight deterioration in simulation of low flows during the evaluation period.  
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Figure 3: Simulated and observed flow duration curves comparing B-MC and SI-MC. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This study has investigated a calibration approach using simple spatial regularization (via 

scalar multipliers) to reduce the dimension of the calibration problem, and five signature 

measures to improve conditioning while guiding the search towards more 

‘hydrologically’ consistent values for the parameters. The approach is demonstrated for 

the Blue River Basin in Oklahoma. When signature measures were not used, the search 

space contained at least two regions of attractions (local minima) causing some solutions 

to converge to high values of MSEL with poor simulation of low flows. This resulted in 

the river going almost dry, as can be inferred by the very high values of BFLV. This 

problem was corrected by the use of signature measure constraints, reducing BFLV to be 
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less than 25%, resulting in a ‘hydrologically’ more consistent result. However, use of the 

modified correlation coefficient to select a compromise solution resulted in only small 

improvements by the SI-MC approach over B-MC. In summary, use of signature 

measures as regularization constraints improves the conditioning of the optimization 

problem, but further testing will be needed to establish whether the approach consistently 

provides ‘hydrologically consistent’ parameter estimates. 
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ABSTRACT 

Hydrologic models require the specification of unknown model parameters via 

calibration to historical input-output data. For spatially distributed models, the large 

number of unknowns makes the calibration problem poorly conditioned. Spatial 

regularization can help to stabilize the problem by facilitating inclusion of additional 

information. While a common regularization approach is to apply a scalar multiplier to 

the prior estimate of each parameter field, this can cause problems by simultaneously 

changing both the mean and the variance of the distribution.  

This paper explores a multiple-criteria regularization approach that facilitates adjustment 

of the mean, variance and shape of the parameter distribution, using prior information to 

constrain the problem while providing sufficient degrees of freedom to enable model 

performance improvements. We also test simple squashing functions to help in 

maintaining conceptually reasonable parameter values throughout the spatial domain. We 

apply the method to three basins in the context of the Distributed Model Intercomparison 

Project (DMIP2), obtaining considerable performance improvements at the basin outlet. 

However, the prior parameter estimates are found to give much better performance at the 

interior points (treated as ungaged), suggesting that the spatial information has not been 

properly exploited. The results also suggest that basin outlet hydrographs may not be 

particularly sensitive to spatial parameter variability, and that an overall basin mean value 

may be sufficient for flow forecasting at the outlet, although not at the interior points. We 

discuss weaknesses in our study approach, and suggest diagnostically more powerful 

strategies to be pursued. 
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Keywords: Multiple-criteria calibration, spatial regularization, distributed modeling, 

parameter multipliers, parameter constraining, performance evaluation, interior points.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Hydrologic models typically assume some universality in model structure (Gupta et al. 

2003), meaning that there is an expectation that the model can provide acceptable input-

state-output (ISO) simulations for the watersheds of interest. Therefore, for a particular 

watershed, the modeling problem becomes ‘simply’ that of specifying values for the 

model parameters. Because many parameters are not directly observable (or easily 

inferred from measurement data), they must be estimated indirectly by an inverse 

(calibration) process that conditions the parameter estimates (and hence the model 

response) on historically observed input-output data (Beven 1996, Gupta et al. 1998; 

Gupta et al. 2003, Madsen, 2003; Vieux and Moreda, 2003; Refsgaard and Storm, 1996; 

and many more). Some degree of calibration is therefore generally unavoidable in 

hydrologic modeling (Beven 1989, Gupta et al. 1998, Refsgaard and Storm, 1996, among 

others).  

When implementing a spatially distributed hydrologic model, the large number of 

unknowns results in a high dimensional parameter search space, which significantly 

complicates the optimization problem (Beven 1996, Leavesly et al. 2003, Pokhrel et al. 

2008, Refsgaard 1997, Vieux 2001, and many more). When this dimension becomes so 

large that the unknowns cannot be uniquely constrained by the data, the problem is said 

to be ill posed or poorly conditioned. ‘Regularization’ is a mathematical strategy that 

helps to stabilize ill-posed problems by the enabling the inclusion of additional 

information (Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977, Lawson and Hanson 1995, Weiss and Smith 
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1998, Doherty and Skahill 2005, Linden et al. 2005, Tonkin and Doherty 2005, Isaaks 

and Srivastava 1989, among others). By using prior information (either direct or indirect) 

related to the parameters, regularization is able to ‘better-condition’ the objective 

function response surface, either via some kind of penalty function (Neuman and Carrera 

1986, Doherty and Skahill 2005) or by imposing constraints that reduce the 

dimensionality of the parameter search space (see Pokhrel et al. 2008, 2009). 

 

1.2 Strategies for Spatial Regularization 

In spatially distributed watershed modeling, a common and simple approach to 

regularization is to apply a scalar multiplier ‘m’ to each prior parameter field (specified 

from data describing watershed characteristics – soils, vegetation, topography, land use 

etc.) and to estimate a ‘best’ value for this multiplier via calibration (Bandaragoda et al. 

2004, Canfield and Lopes 2004, Eckhardt and Arnold 2001, Frances et al. 2006, Pokhrel 

et al. 2008, Vieux et al. 2004, Yatheendradaas et al. 2008, and many more). In a model 

with Ng grid cells and Np parameters per cell, the dimension of the calibration problem is 

thereby reduced from Ng*Np to 1*Np. This so-called ‘multiplier’ approach makes the 

(hopefully reasonable) assumption that the prior parameter field properly describes the 

spatial pattern of parameter variation (the pattern of relative magnitudes from cell to cell), 

but that the magnitudes of all the parameter values must be adjusted to achieve a better 

simulation of the model response. For example, the calibration approach described in the 

manual for the Hydrology Lab Distributed Hydrology Model (NOAA 2007) uses prior 

spatial estimates of the model parameters derived via the (Koren et al., 2000) method 
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from watershed soils information (STATSGO/SSURGO), land use, vegetation and other 

data. Koren et al. (2000) and Anderson et al. (2006) report that these estimates provide 

good initial approximations, which can be refined via manual and/or automated 

calibration using the multiplier approach. Bandaragoda et al. (2004) used the multiplier 

approach to refine spatial parameter estimates for the TOPNET model derived from 

remote sensing and GIS information. Vieux et al. (2004) used an ‘Ordered Physics-based 

Parameter Adjustment’ methodology in which scalar multipliers, applied to the prior 

estimates of a parameter field, were adjusted in stepwise fashion to calibrate a physically 

based hydrologic model.  

In essence, the multiplier approach reduces the dimension of the ‘distributed’ model 

optimization problem to that of an equivalent ‘lumped’ model, so that existing 

optimization algorithms (developed for lumped watershed modeling) can be applied. But, 

under what circumstances should the multiplier approach be used, and what are the 

implications of its use? Simple examination shows that the multiplier simultaneously 

changes both the mean and the variance of the parameter field. Let ][ 1 gθθθ K= represent 

the prior values of parameters in the Ng grid cells and ][ 1 gφφφ K=  represent the 

corresponding posterior values after adjustment by the multiplier ‘m’ (i.e. jj m θφ ×= ). 

The mean and variance of the posterior distribution are given by: 

   E{φ}= m ⋅ E{θ}        (1) 

   Var{φ}= m2 ⋅Var{θ}        (2) 
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showing clearly that the mean and variance of the distribution are adjusted in a linked 

fashion, whereby ‘small’ prior values are adjusted by only small amounts while ‘large’ 

prior values are adjusted by much larger amounts.  

One way to avoid this problem, less widely reported, is to instead apply a scalar additive 

constant ‘a’ to each spatial parameter field so that only the mean of the parameter 

distribution is adjusted (i.e. ajj +=θφ ) while leaving the variance (and the absolute 

differences between the parameter values in the grid) unchanged (Vieux 2001). By 

extension, the two approaches can be combined:  

 
  
φ j = m ⋅ (θ j − E{θ}) + a       (3) 

to allow the mean and variance of each parameter field to be adjusted independently 

(Vieux 2001); in this case there are two values to be adjusted per spatial parameter field, 

and the dimension of the regularized problem becomes 2* Np. 

By further extension, non-linear transformations of the following form can also be used: 

 
  
φ j = m ⋅ (θ j )

b + a
       (4)

 

This approach has three values to be adjusted per spatial parameter field (the multiplier 

‘m’, additive constant ‘a’ and power term ‘b’), increasing the dimension of the 

regularized problem to 3*Np. By increasing the degrees of freedom, this strategy allows 

the optimization method to deform the probability distribution of each parameter field in 

more complex ways. Pokhrel et al. (2008) developed this non-linear regularization 

approach for application to watershed models in a different manner, where the θ j  terms 
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refer instead to the soils properties and other watershed characteristics rather than the 

inferred prior parameter estimates. 

Regularization approaches of the kind mentioned above are reasonable ways for using 

prior information to constrain the calibration problem, making the optimization problem 

better conditioned while allowing the model sufficient degrees of freedom to match the 

observed behavior of the watershed. To ensure clarity of communication, we adopt the 

terminology introduced by Tonkin and Doherty (2005) and refer to the coefficients of the 

regularization constraint equations as ‘super-parameters’. 

 

1.3 Dealing with Parameter Constraints 

When applying regularization strategies an interesting question is how to deal with 

‘feasible parameter bounds’. For reasons of conceptual-physical consistency and realism, 

model parameters are usually expected to remain within (or close to) some range 

described by an upper and lower bound. In spatially distributed models, these constraints 

must be obeyed by the values in each and every cell. However, when adjusting an entire 

parameter field, some of the grid cell values can move outside the feasible range, even 

though the spatial mean (and much of the distribution) remains feasible.  If the 

boundaries can be considered ‘soft’ (not well specified by prior information), this might 

not matter much.  But when the boundaries are ‘hard’ (e.g., to prevent storage capacities 

from becoming negative or to restrict drainage rate parameters to a [0-1] range), 

violations of the boundaries can have severe computational or conceptual implications. 
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If the feasible parameter-range constraints are treated as hard boundaries, the 

optimization procedure can become severely constrained, particularly if the variance of 

the priori parameter distribution is initially large (with values close to the feasible 

parameter bounds). This will prevent it from adjusting the shape and location of the 

parameter field, One solution is to ‘soften’ the constraint boundaries and allow the 

parameter probability distribution to partially violate the constraints, but this cannot be 

done for capacity and rate parameters that must obey constraints imposed by 

computational and conceptual consistency.  An alternative approach is to deform or 

‘squash’ the shape of the parameter probability distribution to keep it within the 

boundaries, thereby maintaining the degrees of freedom facilitated by parameter 

regularization. To our knowledge the use of squashing functions for this purpose has not 

been examined in the literature.   

 

1.4 Model Performance at Interior Forecast Points 

A significant advantage of spatially distributed models is their ability to simulate 

hydrologic responses of the watershed at interior locations. Brath et al. (2004) reported 

obtaining good performance in simulating streamflows at interior locations of a mid-sized 

catchment in north-central Italy, based on calibrations at the outlet. Similar, findings were 

reported by Bandragoda et al. (2004), Behenaz et al. (2009) and Reed et al. (2004), 

although they generally reported interior point performance to be worse than at the outlet. 

Results from Phase 1 of DMIP (Reed et al. 2004) also suggest that reasonable interior 

point performance can be achieved based on calibration to watershed outlet hydrographs, 
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but with a few notable exceptions. In general, not enough investigations into this matter 

have been reported to confidently say whether spatially distributed watershed models are 

currently able to provide reliable estimates of hydrological fluxes at ungaged interior 

locations. 

 

1.5 Objectives and Scope of this Paper 

This paper is part of a broad investigation into how prior information about the spatial 

distribution of model parameters can be used to enhance the performance of a distributed 

hydrological model.  In particular, we seek a spatial parameter estimation strategy that 

will a) preserve and exploit information regarding spatial ordering and variability 

provided by prior parameter distributions, b) constrain the dimensionality of the 

optimization problem to enable conventional search algorithms to be used, c) allow 

sufficient degrees of freedom to enable significant improvements in model performance 

at the gauging points where observational data are available, and d) provide accurate 

estimates of streamflow at ‘ungaged’ locations along the river network.  

Specifically, this paper examines the degree to which the spatial parameter information 

provided by the Koren et al. (2000) approach can serve as a suitable prior for the 

Distributed Hydrology Model University of Arizona (DHMUA) when applied to three 

test basins in the Oklahoma-Arkansas area. The fundamental assumption is that the 

Koren approach provides valuable information regarding the relative spatial ordering and 

magnitude of the parameter fields, but that adjustment of the shape and position of their 
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frequency distributions can help to improve the behavior and performance of the model. 

This adjustment is achieved by multiple-criteria calibration of the super-parameters of a 

non-linear spatial regularization strategy, constrained using squashing functions, to obtain 

improved model performance at the basin outlet. Model performance is evaluated at both 

the basin outlet from which data was used for model calibration, and at interior gage 

points for which data is available but withheld from use during calibration. 

This work was performed in the context of DMIP2 which encouraged the development of 

spatially distributed watershed scale models, with the specific goal of improving 

operational flood forecasting by the US National Weather Service (Smith et al. 2006, 

http://www.nws.noaa.gov/oh/hrl/dmip/2/index.html). 

 

2. STUDY APPROACH AND METHODS  

2.1. Spatially Distributed Watershed Model 

The DHMUA model is a research version of the Hydrology Lab Distributed Hydrologic 

Model (HL-DHM), programmed in MATLABTM (version 7.0.1, www.mathworks.com) 

and designed to run at an hourly time step on a personal computer. The water balance 

component consists of the Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting Model (SACSMA; 

Burnash et al. 1973) having 16 parameters (see Table 1) and 6 state variables, applied to 

each grid cell. Eleven of the parameters are spatially distributed and five are spatially 

lumped. Prior estimates for the spatially distributed parameter fields were computed 

using the Koren et al. (2000) approach (based mainly on soils information in the top 2 

meters) and values for the lumped parameters were fixed at values specified by the NWS 
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(Reed et al., 2004). The routing component has been simplified by removing the within-

grid hill slope routing and by using the Muskingum approach (with 2 spatially lumped 

parameters) instead of kinematic wave for channel routing; Pokhrel (2007) showed the 

impact of this modification to be insignificant. Applying equation (4) with 3 

regularization super-parameters to 11 distributed parameter fields and including 2 routing 

parameters results in 35 calibration terms (3*11+2) that can be adjusted to improve the 

performance of the model. 

2.2. Study Watersheds and Data 

The study was conducted on three DMIP2 study basins – the Illinois and Baron Fork 

River basins straddling the Oklahoma-Arkansas border, and the Blue River basin in 

southern Oklahoma (Figure 1).  The gently sloping 1645 km2 Illinois River basin is 

comprised mostly of silty-clay and silty-clay-loam, and ranges in elevation from 202 to 

486 m. The gently sloping 795 km2 Baron Fork river basin is comprised mostly of silty-

clay and silt-loam, and ranges in elevation from 214 to 443 m. The 1233 km2 Blue River 

basin is a narrow elongated river valley, ranging in elevation from 154-427 m, comprised 

mostly of clay and loam (see Smith et al. 2004 for details).  

Spatially distributed precipitation estimates are derived from a combination of Next 

Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) and rain gage data, and quality controlled by the 

NWS. The data have a temporal resolution of 1 hour, and spatial resolution of 

approximately 4 x 4 km2 over a rectilinear HRAP (Hydrologic Rainfall Analysis Project) 

grid with 100 units over the Illinois, 50 units over the Baron Fork, and 78 units over the 

Blue. Potential evaporation estimates are based on annual free water surface (FWS) 
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evaporation maps and mean monthly station data (Koren et al. 1998) available from the 

DMIP website (www.weather.gov/oh/hrl/dmip/2/evap.html), and corrected to account for 

the effects of vegetation.  

For each basin, the U.S. Geological Survey records hourly instantaneous river discharge 

estimates at the basin outlet. The average annual rainfall at Illinois, Baron Fork and Blue 

are 1175 mm, 1160 mm and 1036 mm respectively and the average annual flow at their 

outlets are 302 mm, 340 mm and 176 mm respectively. The long-term runoff ratios are 

approximately 0.26, 0.29 and 0.17 (Smith et al. 2004). Additional streamflow data are 

available at interior gauging points for the Illinois and Baron Fork. For the Illinois, the 

interior point gage at Savoy drains an area of 433 Km2 (about a quarter of the entire 

basin), and for Baron Fork, the interior point gage at Dutch drains an area of 105 Km2 

(less than a quarter of the basin). The long-term runoff ratios at Savoy and Dutch are 

approximately 0.29 and 0.23 respectively. 

Six years of data (1st Oct 1999 to 30th Sept 2005) were used for this study - the first water 

year (WY 99-00) for model spin-up to reduce sensitivity to state initialization errors, the 

next two years (WY 00-02) for model calibration, and the final three years (WY 02-05) to 

evaluate model performance. Model performance for the Illinois and Baron Fork was also 

evaluated at interior points, to examine to what degree the distributed modeling approach 

(with regularized parameter fields) was able to provide satisfactory streamflow estimates 

at ungaged locations. 
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2.3 Regularization Methods Tested  

It should be pointed out that no hydrologically relevant reason has yet been presented in 

the literature for why any specific kind of spatial regularization – multiplicative, additive, 

power transformation, or any other form - should be applied in the case of watershed 

modeling. In general, however, we can assume that a) the regularization strategy should 

preserve the relative spatial ordering of the magnitudes of the parameter values from grid 

cell to grid cell (i.e., the parameter values should retain their sort order in the probability 

distribution function, regardless of spatial location), and b) the adjusted parameter 

distribution must not violate boundaries imposed by conceptual-computational 

consistency. Based on this, we adopt a general non-linear regularization approach 

(equation 4) with three super-parameters per parameter field, similar to that proposed by 

Pokhrel et al. (2008). Specifically, we explore the impact (and relative value) of using 

each of the three super-parameter types (multiplicative, additive & power) independently 

and in combinations, to determine: a) if the dimension of the super-parameter 

optimization problem can be further reduced, and b) whether certain types of super-

parameters (or combinations) are better suited to certain kinds of model parameter fields 

(capacities, rate constants etc).  

Our test of regularization methods was conducted as follows. First, we evaluated the 

impact and relative value of using each super-parameter independently, to see there are 

clear advantages to using only multipliers (φ j = m ⋅ (θ j ) ), adders (
  
φ j = (θ j ) + a ), or 

power terms (
  
φ j = (θ j )

b ) to regularize the fields. These three regularized multiple-criteria 
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optimization cases are called RMO-m, RMO-a and RMO-b respectively. Next, we 

examine the marginal benefit of increasing degrees of freedom, by using the linear two-

super-parameter strategy (
  
φ j = m ⋅ (θ j ) + a ; RMO-ma) and the nonlinear three-super-

parameter strategy (
  
φ j = m ⋅ (θ j )

b + a ; RMO-mba). In each calibration case, we also 

optimize the two routing parameters along with the super-parameters. 

 

2.4 Methods to handle parameter boundaries  

For reasons of conceptual-physical consistency and realism, the model parameters must 

remain within (or close to) their feasible parameter ranges specified in terms of upper and 

lower bounds. When the values in one or more grid cells try to pass outside of the 

feasible parameter bounds, we can either make the feasible ranges wider (while still 

maintaining conceptual realism such as non-negativity, etc.) or permit the shapes of the 

parameter distributions to deform. For this study we explore the following four boundary 

settings: 

Setting 1: Tight bounds (TB): The parameter constraints are set as ‘hard’ and fixed at the 

feasible bounds used by the NWS (Koren et al. 2003; Table 1), with one exception - 

because the largest prior value for parameter UZK in the Blue was already at the upper 

bound, the bound was increased from 0.75 to 0.8 to allow more space for the distribution 

to move. 

Setting 2: Loose bounds (LB): Where possible, the parameter bounds were widened to 

create a relaxed set of hard constraints (Table 1). Capacity parameter ranges were 
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expanded more than double maximum values and to bring minimum values close to zero.  

Rate parameter ranges were increased to the maximum extents allowable, while ensuring 

computational stability and preserving their physical-conceptual properties.  

Setting 3: Loose bounds with tight initialization (LBTI): The loose bounds specified in 

Setting 2 were used, but the optimization was initialized at points wholly inside the tight 

bounds specified in Setting 1. This biases the search to the region of the NWS feasible 

values (tight bounds) but allows it wander outside to improve calibration performance. 

Setting 4: Tight bound squash (TBS): The tight bounds specified in setting 1 were used, 

in conjunction with a simple ‘squashing function’ that deforms the parameter distribution 

as it approaches the boundaries (Leavesly et al. 2003). If a parameter tries to pass outside 

the NWS feasible range it is constrained to remain at the boundary. Hence, the 

distribution can vary freely within the boundaries, and in the extreme case all the grid 

cells can be assigned the same upper or lower boundary value. 

 

2.5 Method for Multiple-Criteria Optimization 

Model calibration was performed via multiple-criteria optimization using the Multiple 

Objective Shuffled Complex Evolution Metropolis global search algorithm (MOSCEM; 

Vrugt et al. 2003). To obtain balanced model performance on both high and low flows at 

the basin outlet, two criteria were used, – the Mean Squared Error to emphasize high flow 

performance (MSE, equation 5) and the MSE applied to log-transformed flows to 

emphasize low flow performance (MSEL, equation 6):  
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where n is the number of time steps used for the evaluation, S is the simulated flow and  

O is the observed flow.  Optimizing both criteria at once, results in a set of mutually non-

dominated parameter combinations (Gupta et al. 1998, 2003), also called Pareto-optimal 

solutions, which have the property that when moving from one to another point at least 

one criterion is improved while another gets worse (a trade-off occurs) and it is not 

possible to find any other solution within the feasible parameter space for which all the 

criteria can be simultaneously improved. The method has been widely applied in 

calibration of hydrological models (e.g., Vrugt et al.2003, Leplastrier et al. 2002, Xia et 

al. 2002, Demarty et al. 2005).  

Four additional criteria were used in manual selection of a single compromise solution 

from the set of non-dominated solutions - the percentage volume bias (PVB; equation 7; 

Boyle et al. 2000), the modified correlation coefficient (MCC; equation 9; Smith et al. 

2004, McCuen and Snyder 1975), the cumulative sum of absolute monthly volume bias 

(CMVB, equation 11), and the difference between the observed and simulated variance 

(Δσ2).  
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where N is the total number of time steps, S is the simulated flow and O is the observed 

flow. 
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MCC = r
min(σ sim ,σ obs )
max(σ sim ,σ obs )

      (9) 

where, S is the simulated flow, O is the observed flow, N is the number of time steps, 

σsim is the standard deviation of the simulated flow and σobs is the standard deviation of 

the observed flow. 
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where MB is the monthly volume bias and m is the number of time steps in the kth month. 

The compromise solution was subjectively chosen so that PVB, CVMB and Δσ2 were 

close to zero and MCC was as close to 1.0 as possible. 

 

2.6 Method for Model Performance Evaluation 
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The basin outlet (calibration point) performance of the regularized-calibrated model was 

evaluated over an independent three-year period not used for model calibration. For the 

Illinois and Baron Fork basins performance was also evaluated at interior gauging points 

for which data were available but withheld from use in model calibration.  

In each case, model performance was compared against three benchmark runs.  The first 

benchmark (labeled NWS-U), used the parameter values obtained by NWS via manual 

calibration of the ‘lumped’ SACSMA model (Reed et al., 2004), applied in uniform 

fashion to all of the grids of our distributed structure model. This corresponds to 

transferring parameters from a lumped to distributed version of the model. The second 

benchmark (labeled NWS-K), applies the Koren et al. (2000) spatially distributed 

parameter estimates to the basin; this corresponds to use of prior parameter estimates 

without calibration. The third benchmark (labeled NWS-KU), applies the means of the 

Koren spatially distributed parameter values in uniform fashion over all grids of the 

distributed model; when compared to the previous case this illustrates the marginal loss 

of using uniform instead of distributed parameter fields. For all three benchmark cases, 

the two routing parameters were adjusted to optimize model performance using the same 

multiple-criteria calibration approach described above. 

Finally, one additional comparison case was run (labeled MO-U), in which the model 

parameters were treated as uniform over the basin, but calibrated to optimize 

performance at the basin outlet; this corresponds a lack of prior parameter information to 

constrain the calibration.  
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 Baseline Performance Provided by the Benchmark Runs 

The benchmark runs provide a basis against which to compare performance of the 

various regularized calibration strategies. The top row of subplots in Figure 2 shows 

basin outlet performance at each study basin and the bottom row shows interior gauging 

point performance (no interior point available for Blue) - calibration period is indicated 

by black symbols and evaluation period by grey symbols. Performance is evaluated using 

two normalized criteria - the NMSE statistic that has a high flow emphasis (MSE 

normalized by the variance of the observed flows) and the NMSEL statistic that has a low 

flow emphasis (MSEL normalized by the variance of the log transformed flows). The 

normalization facilitates comparison across locations and time-periods, while partially 

accounting for temporal non-stationarity of the data variance between data periods (see 

Pokhrel et al. 2009 for a discussion of data non stationarity in the Blue River basin). 

Note that 1.0-NMSE corresponds to the popular Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency measure (NSE; 

Nash & Sutcliffe 1970; see limitations discussed in Schaefli & Gupta 2007) and 1.0-

NMSEL corresponds to its counterpart in the log-transformed space (NSEL). Therefore 

NMSE>1 and NMSEL>1 each indicate very poor performance in their corresponding 

flow-transformation space.  

Surprisingly, at the outlets of all three basins, the NWS-U benchmark (  symbol) 

consistently provides best model performance (~0.2-0.4) on both calibration and 

evaluation periods, with similar performance during both calibration and evaluation. In 
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contrast, the two cases based on Koren prior parameter estimates (☐ and + symbols) give 

relatively poor low flow performance (NMSEL criterion), particularly on Illinois and 

Baron Fork, and show marked deterioration in performance from calibration-to-

evaluation periods. In the Blue, we see somewhat different behavior with significant 

deterioration of high flow performance. Meanwhile, the uniform (NWS-KU, +) and 

distributed (NWS-K, ☐) versions of the Koren prior parameter estimates give very 

similar performance to each other. 

At the interior gauging points the results are not so clear-cut. For the Baron Fork 

calibration period (black symbols), the NWS-KU (+) is better than NWS-K (☐), which is 

better than NWS-U ( ); in other words the spatially distributed and uniform applications 

of the Koren prior parameter estimates both perform better than the NWS manually 

calibrated estimates. For the evaluation period, NWS-U ( ) and NWS-K (☐) are similar 

and better than NWS-KU (+).  For Illinois, the evaluation performance is better than 

calibration for all cases and the Koren prior parameter estimates perform better than 

NWS-U.  

Overall, the tendency is for the NWS-U uniform parameter set to give better performance 

at the outlet and for the Koren-based NWS-K spatially distributed prior parameter 

estimates to give better performance at the interior point. Also, the best model 

performance is generally poorer at the interior point than at the basin outlet. 
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3.2 Performance using regularized multiple-criteria optimization  

The multiple-criteria optimization cases illustrate the impact and relative value of using 

different types of parameter regularization, and also whether a preferred boundary setting 

exists for parameter constraining. Each calibration case was run with the 4 boundary 

settings. For the RMO-m, RMO-a, RMO-b and MO-U cases, the problem dimension was 

13 (1 super-parameter for each parameter field, plus 2 routing parameters), and 

MOSCEM was run with 20 complexes (population size 540 points) and generally 

terminated after 65 loops, requiring ~24 hours on a Macintosh Xserve Quad Xeon 

2.66GHz, 4GB RAM machine. For the RMO-ma case, the problem dimension was 24 (2 

super-parameters per field plus 2 routing parameters), and MOSCEM was run with 35 

complexes requiring ~72 hours of computer time. For the RMO-mba case, the problem 

dimension was 35 (3 super-parameters per field plus 2 routing parameters), and 

MOSCEM was run with 45 complexes requiring ~144 hours of computer time.  

The results are first presented for the Illinois and Baron Fork River basins which are quite 

similar (and for which interior point data is available), and then for the Blue River basin.  

For each case we examine the multiple-criteria function tradeoff curve (Pareto frontier), 

flow duration curve, and posterior parameter distribution.  

3.2.1. Illinois and Baron Fork River basins  

Multiple-criteria NMSE-vs-NMSEL performance at the basin outlets:  

Each row of Figure 3 corresponds to a calibration case, and each column corresponds to a 

basin.  In each subplot, we show both calibration period (dot symbols) and evaluation 
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period (square symbols) performance. The  symbol corresponds to the best performing 

benchmark (NWS-U) with calibration performance indicated by black and evaluation 

performance by grey. For the Illinois and Baron Fork river basins (columns 1 & 2), these 

plots show that: 

1) The four boundary settings performed comparably well, due to several related 

reasons; (a) the prior parameter distributions for these basins are narrow 

compared to their feasible parameter ranges (relative spatial variation is small), 

(b) the optimization did not try to push the parameter distributions outside of the 

bounds, and (c) parameter sensitivity was low for the few parameter fields that did 

hit the bounds. Therefore, to keep the plots simple we show only the TB (black 

symbols) and TBS cases (gray symbols). 

2) All six calibration cases (the five regularized cases RMO-m, RMO-a, RMO-b, 

RMO-ma, and RMO-mba, and the un-regularized MO-U case) generally perform 

better than the best benchmark run (NWS-U) at the outlet, during both calibration 

and evaluation, indicating that the calibration strategy is successful at finding 

improved (posterior) parameter fields. Further, the performance change from 

calibration to evaluation periods is similar for all five regularization cases. 

3) There is no significant performance difference between the multiplier (RMO-m), 

power (RMO-b) and adder (RMO-a) types of regularized calibration (the 

positions of the NMSE-vs-NMSEL Pareto frontiers are almost identical).  
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4) There is only slight improvement when increasing the degrees of freedom to 

RMO-ma, and no added benefit in using RMO-mba. For this reason, the latter 

results are not shown.  

5) The MO-U calibration case, which uses a uniform (as opposed to spatially 

varying) parameter distribution, gives comparable performance during calibration 

but does not perform as well during evaluation for Baron Fork (middle column 

fifth row).  

Admittedly these are only two study locations, but the results suggest that calibration 

using regularized spatially distributed parameter fields gives some performance benefit at 

the basin outlet (compared to spatially uniform fields), albeit marginal. The surprising 

result is that the different kinds of individual super-parameter regularization (RMO-m, 

RMO-b and RMO-a) give very similar NMSE-vs-NMSEL performance. 

Parameter values: Figure 4 shows the posterior parameter distributions (we show only 

the TB case for the Illinois). Each row shows a different model parameter, arranged from 

top to bottom as: UZTWM, UZFWM, UZK, REXP, PFREE, LZTWM, LZFPM, LZFSM, 

LZPK, LZSK and ZPERC (parameter functions explained in Table 1). The x-axis shows 

the parameter range, the gray-scale indicates the shape of the parameter frequency 

distribution (darker values indicate higher frequency), and the y-axis shows how the 

parameter distribution varies from one end of the Pareto frontier to the other (indicated in 

terms of the NMSE value; high NMSE corresponds to low NMSEL and vice versa). 

These plots show that: 
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1) The RMO-m, RMO-b and RMO-a strategies have all arrived at similar posterior 

parameter distributions (compare the 3 left columns).  

2) For some parameters (UZK, REXP, LZFPM, LZFSM), the distribution does not 

vary significantly across the Pareto frontier (top to bottom along the y-axis), 

indicating little sensitivity to high-flow/low-flow performance tradeoff. Other 

parameters (UZFWM, PFREE, and LZPK) show strong high-flow/low-flow 

performance sensitivity.  

3) The three right-side columns show the corresponding optimized values of the 

super-parameters, leading to a similar conclusion. Here, m=1, b=1 or a=0 

indicates no change of the posterior parameter distribution from its prior value. A 

sloping line indicates high-flow/low-flow tradeoff sensitivity across the Pareto 

frontier while a vertical line indicates none. The degree of identifiability of each 

parameter field is indicated by the thickness of the top-bottom line – a thin line 

with little scatter indicates greater identifiability (UZFWM, LZPK) than a line 

having large scatter (ZPERC, REXP, LZPK). 

Multiple-criteria NMSE-vs-NMSEL performance results at interior points:  

Figure 5 shows the multiple-criteria performance results, with calibration and evaluation 

period results separated into different plots. It is immediately clear that: 

1) Simulation performance is considerably worse at the interior basin points than at 

the basin outlets, in terms of both high flow (NMSE) and low flow (NMSEL) 

performance (compare Figure 5 with Figure 3).  
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2) The model performance obtained by the multiplier, power and adder super-

parameter regularization strategies (RMO-m, RMO-b and RMO-a) and the un-

regularized case (MO-U) are similar.  

3) The multiplier-plus-adder regularization case (RMO-ma) gives slightly better high 

flow and worse low flow performance.  

4) When compared with the prior parameter estmates, the calibration runs generally 

provide better reproduction of high flows (lower NMSE) while the Koren-based 

NWS-K (☐) and NWS-KU (+) parameter estimates provide better reproduction of 

low flows (lower NMSEL). However, there is some inconsistency - on Baron 

Fork, the NWS-KU (+) prior parameter set gives better overall performance 

during calibration but worse overall performance during evaluation.  

5) The NWS-K (☐) provides the most consistent overall performance (although poor 

on high flows). 

Flow duration curves:  

Figure 6 shows the flow duration curves (FDCs; more correctly called flow exceedance 

plots or cumulative distribution curves) for the compromise solution parameter set 

selected for the Illinois Basin. The top row shows the benchmark cases and the bottom 

row shows the calibration cases. The first and second columns correspond to the basin 

outlet while the third and fourth columns correspond to the interior point. For ease of 

comparison, a thick black line is used to indicate the observations. The results show that: 
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1) The three regularized calibration cases (different kinds of stars) all show 

remarkably good (and very similar) fits to the observed FDC at the basin 

outlet during calibration, but with a slight tendency towards underestimation 

during evaluation. At the interior point, they show a strong tendency towards 

overestimation of low flows. 

2) The NWS-K ( ) and NWS-KU ( ) benchmarks behave almost alike and tend 

to underestimate the FDC at the basin outlet (on both calibration and 

evaluation periods). At the interior point, they give the best performance of all 

the cases (calibrated and benchmark). 

3) The NWS-U ( ) benchmark parameter set and the MO-U (Δ) calibrated 

parameter set track the observed FDC well at the basin outlet (on both 

calibration and evaluation periods), but tend to overestimate low flows at the 

interior point. 

In summary, the regularized calibration runs give best performance at the basin outlet 

while the NWS-K and NWS-KU benchmark parameter sets (based on the Koren spatially 

distributed prior parameter estimates) give the best performance at the interior point. The 

three types of super-parameter regularization give similar calibration and evaluation 

period performance. Increasing the degrees of freedom (by increasing complexity of the 

regularization equation) did not provide significant performance improvements for these 

two basins. The use of different boundary settings did not provide added benefit over the 

use of hard constraints. 
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3.2.2. Blue River basin  

Multiple-criteria NMSE-vs-NMSEL performance results at basin outlets:  

The results show (column 3 of Figure 3): 

1) There is little apparent difference in performance among the three individual 

super-parameter regularized calibration cases.  

2) The best overall performance is provided by the RMO-ma calibration (during 

both calibration and evaluation periods), indicating that the increased degrees of 

freedom results in improved performance, mainly in reproduction of high flows. 

3) The Blue behaves differently from the Illinois or Baron Fork. In contrast with 

those basins, the main deterioration in calibration to evaluation period 

performance is in the reproduction of high flows (NMSE).  

4) Because the prior parameter distributions for the Blue are much wider relative to 

the feasible parameter ranges, the squashing function enables significant 

improvements in high flow model performance by permitting distortions of the 

parameter distributions (compare TBS Pareto frontier - grey dots, to TB Pareto 

frontier - black dots). This performance improvement persists from calibration to 

evaluation periods. 

5) The MO-U calibration (using uniform parameter sets) achieves similar 

performance to the RMO-ma calibration (using spatially distributed parameter 

sets), at the basin outlet.  
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In addition, FDCs at an interior point (selected roughly at the middle of the basin) 

showed that the RMO-ma results in lower flow volumes compared to MO-U (plots not 

shown). Unfortunately, no data exists to test the model performance at this (interior) 

point. 

Parameter values:  

Figure 7 shows the posterior parameter distributions obtained by regularized calibration 

using the Tight Boundary setting (TB).  This case is shown because it clearly illustrates 

the problems of imposing feasible parameter constraints when performing distributed 

parameter calibration.   

1) Contrary to Illinois and Baron Fork, the parameter distributions obtained by the 

different regularization schemes are quite different.  

2) Variations in parameters UZTWM (top row) and UZK (third row) account for 

most of the calibration performance improvements obtained on this basin, 

particularly with respect to high flows (NMSE).  

These results are explained by the following facts.  First, the Blue has a lower runoff ratio 

than the other two basins (0.17 compared to 0.26-0.29), and its fractional contribution of 

interflow is around 65-70% (compared to 15-20%). UZTWM, which controls about 90% 

of the total evapotranspiration (ET), therefore needs to be large to simulate the larger ET 

losses. This in turn reduces the fraction of time that the upper zone is saturated, and 

results in the need for larger values of the parameter UZK to generate sufficient interflow 

to match the shape and timing of the flood peaks. These findings are consistent with 

Yilmaz et al. (2008) and Wagener et al. (2008). 
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Second, a problem arises in the way that the optimization wants to modify the prior 

spatial distributions (Figures 7 and 8 top rows). For UZTWM (size of the upper zone 

tension storage capacity), the multiplier (RMO-m) and power (RMO-b) regularization 

strategies cause the variance (width) of the UZTWM parameter distribution to increase, 

so that the distribution runs up against the feasible bounds and the mean value is 

prevented from changing. When the adder (RMO-a) strategy is used, the parameter 

variance remains constant allowing the parameter mean to change without being 

constrained by the bounds – hence the mean of the UZTWM distribution can vary 

significantly across the Pareto frontier (Figure 7 top row), preferring higher values at 

lower NMSE (high flow performance), consistent with a tradeoff between high and low 

flow fitting. 

Third, the prior distribution of UZK (upper zone lateral drainage rate) covers most of the 

feasible parameter range (Figure 8 row three), so that none of the individual super-

parameter regularization strategies can distort the distribution sufficiently to allow the 

parameter mean to increase. We conducted an additional regularized calibration run (not 

shown here), in which all parameters were treated as spatially distributed while UZK was 

made spatially uniform; the value of UZK moved very close to the upper bound.  

Together, this explains why the squashing function (TBS setting) and looser bounds (LB 

and LBTI settings) improved the NMSE (high flow) performance on the Blue River 

basin. It also explain why RMO-ma and MO-U calibrations did so well; RMO-ma can 

vary the mean and variance of the distribution independently thereby remaining relatively 
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unconstrained by the boundaries (the final distribution for UZK has a mean close to the 

upper boundary and a very small variability - see Figure 8, row three, column 5).   

Overall, for the Blue River at the outlet, the mean values of the parameter fields may be 

more important than their spatial distributions. Of course, this result is very likely not true 

for flow simulations at interior points, which cannot be checked without the existence of 

interior point data. 

 

4. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Summary  

This study has examined whether a regularized multiple-criteria calibration strategy, 

based on the use of prior spatial parameter distribution information, can improve the 

performance of a distributed hydrological model. Our non-linear regularization strategy 

has three super-parameters per parameter field and is designed to preserve the relative 

spatial ordering of the magnitudes of the parameter values across grid cells. We explored 

the impact (and relative value) of using each of the three super-parameter types 

(multiplicative, additive & power terms) independently and in combinations. We also 

examined the use of simple squashing functions to ensure that the adjusted parameter 

distribution does not violate any boundaries imposed by conceptual-computational 

consistency, thereby maintaining reasonable values throughout the spatial domain. 

The method was tested on three study basins, using spatial parameter distribution 

information provided by the Koren et al. (2000) approach. Our fundamental assumption 

is that these prior parameter estimates provide valuable information about relative spatial 
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ordering and magnitude of the parameters, but that adjusting the shape and position of 

their frequency distributions can help to improve model performance. The calibration was 

performed using streamflow data at the basin outlets, and performance was evaluated on 

an independent evaluation period and at the basin interior points. 

The overall results can be summarized as follows: 

1. The regularized multiple-criteria calibration considerably improved performance 

at the basin outlet, indicating success in finding improved (posterior) parameter 

fields.  

2. At interior points, the Koren prior parameter estimates give better performance 

than the calibrated posterior fields, although model performance is generally 

much poorer than at the basin outlet. 

3. None of the three super-parameter types showed clear advantages when used 

individually. They tended to arrive at similar posterior parameter distributions. 

4. Increasing degrees of freedom to allow more complex distortions of the parameter 

distributions did not help for basins where prior spatial variability of the 

parameter fields was small compared to the feasible ranges, but did help where 

the prior spatial variability of the parameter fields was large.  

5. Use of a squashing function in conjunction with the commonly used ‘tight-

bounds’ parameter constraining strategy helped to improve model performance. 

6. Un-regularized multiple-criteria calibration, using uniform parameter fields 

(ignoring prior spatial information), provided basin outlet performance 
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comparable to that achieved by regularized calibration (except for Baron Fork). 

However, interior point performance was poor, especially for high flows.  

 

4.2 Conclusions and Discussion 

In conclusion, multiple-criteria regularized calibration significantly altered the prior 

distributions of parameter values, giving consistent improvements in model performance 

at the basin outlet that persisted during evaluation. However, calibration using uniform 

parameters gave comparable performance, indicating that spatial parameter variability 

was not particularly helpful in improving basin outlet performance.  These results suggest 

that the outlet response for these basins is not strongly sensitive to spatial parameter 

variability so that an overall basin mean parameter value performs just as well. However, 

we cannot conclude from these results that the spatial parameter information is not 

valuable, because our approach has the characteristic of lumping together all the temporal 

hydrograph information into a single time-aggregated measure, making it difficult to 

extract information about spatial parameter variability from the basin outlet hydrographs. 

Further, there can be several causes of the lack of outlet sensitivity to spatial parameter 

variation, including structural considerations such as the smoothing effects of channel 

routing, and in general the reasons will require considerable additional investigation to 

uncover. The temporal sensitivity of hydrographs to spatial information (e.g., van 

Werkhoven et al. 2008) is one factor that needs to be pursued, so that methods for 

improving information extraction can be designed.  
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In this regard, an important result is that the Koren prior parameter estimates (NWS-K 

and NWS-KU) gave better performance at the interior points, than obtained by any of the 

calibrations. Clearly these prior parameter distributions provide considerable value, and 

calibration made matters worse at the interior points. Two major questions that arise from 

this are 1) Do outlet hydrographs provide sufficient information to properly infer the 

catchment behavior in the interior? 2) What calibration methods can be used to obtain 

better representation of watershed behavior at interior points? 

Clearly, there is a clear need to design improved calibration strategies that achieve 

performance improvements at the calibration points, incorporate regularization based on 

spatial parameter patterns, and prevent prior parameter estimates from being changed in 

locations showing little sensitivity to calibration point data.  By extension, this sensitivity 

should be evaluated for both spatial and temporal variations (rather than treated as fixed, 

as in this study), to improve overall information extraction (suggested also by Gupta et 

al. 2005, and Wagener and Gupta 2005). 

Overall, our results support the use of a regularization strategy having the form 

  
φ j = m ⋅ (θ j − E{θ}) + E{θ}+ a , where the adder ‘a’ shifts the distribution mean and the 

multiplier ‘m’ adjusts the distribution variance. In this way, the super-parameters will 

have a clearer interpretation, such that: 

   E{φ}= E{θ}+ a        (12) 

   Var{φ}= m2 ⋅Var{θ}       (13)  
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Finally, this work has explored using two kinds of information to enhance the calibration 

of distributed models - (1) information in hydrographs, and (2) information in prior 

estimates of spatially distributed parameter fields. However, more sophisticated ways of 

extracting information from these two sources need to be explored, including use of 

diagnostically more powerful criteria that have better hydrological relevance (Gupta et al. 

2008 and 2009, Yilmaz et al. 2008, Pokhrel et al. 2009, Herbst et al. 2009) and are better 

able to recognize and exploit spatial and temporal variability in the input activations (van 

Werkhoven et al. 2008, van Werkhoven et al. 2008a).  Other strategies for constraining 

the parameter space could include the use of interior point data (Khu et al. 2008), soft 

information (Seibert and McDonnell, Dunn 1999), and manual calibration within a 

Tikhonov regularization framework (Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977, Tonkin and Doherty 

2005). As always, we invite dialog on these and related issues related to hydrological 

model identification. 
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LIST OF FIGURES 

 

Figure 1: top left, Oklahoma State showing the positions of the Blue, Illinois and Baron 

Fork River basins; Bottom left, Blue River basin with the model grid overlay (HRAP 

grids); Right, Illinois and Baron Fork River basin with grid overlays and the location of 

the gauging stations 

 

Figure 2: Benchmark runs in all the three basins, arrows indicate the change in function 

values when going from calibration to evaluation period.  

 

Figure 3: Pareto frontier obtained (during calibration and evaluation periods) from model 

simulations using the data from the outlet of Illinois, Baron Fork and Blue River basins. 

First row: Pareto frontier obtained during RMO-m; Second row:  RMO-b; Third row: 

RMO-a. Fourth row: RMO-ma and Fifth row: MO-U; Black = TB & Grey =TBS; Solid 

dots represent Pareto frontier at the calibration period and the solid squares represent the 

evaluation period. Bench mark symbol O=NWS-U (black O represents calibration 

period; grey O represents evaluation period). 

 

Figure 4: 2-D parameter distribution plots for Illinois River basin, using the TB 

boundary settings. Columns 1 to 3 represent SACSMA parameter distribution for RMO-

m, RMO-b and RMO-a cases. Columns 4 to 6 represent super parameter distributions in 
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the same order. Rows 1- 11 represent SACSMA parameters UZTWM, UZFWM, UZK, 

REXP, PFREE, LZTWM, LZFPM, LZFSM, LZPK, LZSK, and ZPERC respectively. 

The grey vertical broken lines in columns 4, 5 and 6 correspond to the range within 

which the super parameters were allowed to vary for the TB boundary setting (the total 

range of the plot corresponds to TBS setting). The solid grey lines correspond to prior 

values of the super parameters (either 0 or 1).  

 

Figure 5: Pareto frontier obtained (during the calibration & evaluation periods) from 

model simulations using the data from the interior points of Illinois and Baron Fork River 

basins. Rows 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 represent RMO-m, RMO-b, RMO-a, RMO-ma and MO-U 

respectively; Black Pareto represent TB settings & grey Pareto represents TBS settings. 

Bench mark symbols, + represents NWS-KU, T  represents NWS-K & O represents 

NWS-U. 

 

Figure 6: Flow Duration curves obtained using the simulations from the outlet and the 

interior of the Illinois River Basin 

 

Figure 7: 2-D parameter distribution plots for Blue River basin, using the TB boundary 

settings. Columns 1 to 3 represent SACSMA parameter distributions for RMO-m, RMO-

b and RMO-a cases. Columns 4 to 6 represent super parameter distributions in the same 

order. Rows 1 to 11 represent SACSMA parameters UZTWM, UZFWM, UZK, REXP, 

PFREE, LZTWM, LZFPM, LZFSM, LZPK, LZSK, and ZPERC respectively. The grey 
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vertical broken lines in columns 4, 5 and 6 correspond to the range within which the 

super parameters were allowed to vary for the TB boundary setting (the total range of the 

plot corresponds to TBS setting). The solid grey lines correspond to prior values of the 

super parameters (either 0 or 1).  

 

Figure 8: Blue River basin, parameter distribution plot for RMO calibration (TB 

settings). Column 1) grey histogram = NWS-K, solid black line = NWS-U, dashed black 

line = NWS-KU; Column 2, 3 and 4) grey histogram represent RMO-m, RMO-b, and 

RMO-a respectively and dash-dot line represent MO-U. Column (4) grey histogram 

represents RMO-ma and the dash-dot line represents MO-U. Rows 1- 11 (UZTWM, 

UZFWM, UZK, ZPERC, REXP, PFREE, LZTWM, LZFPM, LZFSM, LZPK, LZSK). 
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Table 1: SACSMA parameters, states and parameter ranges used for calibration. 
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Figure 1. (Top left) Oklahoma State showing the positions of the Blue, Illinois, and 

Baron Fork River basins, (bottom left) Blue River basin with the model grid overlay 

(HRAP grids, extending from -33o54’N, 96o480W bottom left corner to 34o42’N, 

96o12’W top right corner), and (right) Illinois and Baron Fork River basins (extending 

from -35o44’N, 94o52’W bottom left to 36o24’N, 94o40’W top right) with grid overlays 

and the location of the gauging stations. 
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Figure 2: Benchmark runs in all the three basins, arrows indicate the change in function 

values when going from calibration to evaluation period.  
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Figure 3: Pareto frontier obtained (during calibration and evaluation periods) from model 

simulations using the data from the outlet of Illinois, Baron Fork and Blue River basins. 

First row: Pareto frontier obtained during RMO-m; Second row:  RMO-b; Third row: 

RMO-a. Fourth row: RMO-ma and Fifth row: MO-U; Black = TB & Grey =TBS; Solid 

dots represent Pareto frontier at the calibration period and the solid squares represent the 

evaluation period. Bench mark symbol O=NWS-U (black O represents calibration 

period; grey O represents evaluation period). 
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Figure 4: 2-D parameter distribution plots for Illinois River basin, using the TB 

boundary settings. Columns 1 to 3 represent SACSMA parameter distribution for RMO-

m, RMO-b and RMO-a cases. Columns 4 to 6 represent super parameter distributions in 

the same order. Rows 1- 11 represent SACSMA parameters UZTWM, UZFWM, UZK, 

REXP, PFREE, LZTWM, LZFPM, LZFSM, LZPK, LZSK, and ZPERC respectively. 

The grey vertical broken lines in columns 4, 5 and 6 correspond to the range within 

which the super parameters were allowed to vary for the TB boundary setting (the total 

range of the plot corresponds to TBS setting). The solid grey lines correspond to prior 

values of the super parameters (either 0 or 1).  
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Figure 5: Pareto frontier obtained (during the calibration & evaluation periods) from 

model simulations using the data from the interior points of Illinois and Baron Fork River 

basins. Rows 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 represent RMO-m, RMO-b, RMO-a, RMO-ma and MO-U 

respectively; Black Pareto represent TB settings & grey Pareto represents TBS settings. 

Bench mark symbols, + represents NWS-KU, T  represents NWS-K & O represents 

NWS-U. 
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Figure 6: Flow Duration curves obtained using the simulations from the outlet and the 

interior of the Illinois River Basin 
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Figure 7: 2-D parameter distribution plots for Blue River basin, using the TB boundary 

settings. Columns 1 to 3 represent SACSMA parameter distributions for RMO-m, RMO-

b and RMO-a cases. Columns 4 to 6 represent super parameter distributions in the same 

order. Rows 1 to 11 represent SACSMA parameters UZTWM, UZFWM, UZK, REXP, 

PFREE, LZTWM, LZFPM, LZFSM, LZPK, LZSK, and ZPERC respectively. The grey 

vertical broken lines in columns 4, 5 and 6 correspond to the range within which the 

super parameters were allowed to vary for the TB boundary setting (the total range of the 

plot corresponds to TBS setting). The solid grey lines correspond to prior values of the 

super parameters (either 0 or 1).  
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Figure 8: Blue River basin, parameter distribution plot for RMO calibration (TB 

settings). Column 1) grey histogram = NWS-K, solid black line = NWS-U, dashed black 

line = NWS-KU; Column 2, 3 and 4) grey histogram represent RMO-m, RMO-b, and 

RMO-a respectively and dash-dot line represent MO-U. Column (4) grey histogram 

represents RMO-ma and the dash-dot line represents MO-U. Rows 1- 11 (UZTWM, 

UZFWM, UZK, ZPERC, REXP, PFREE, LZTWM, LZFPM, LZFSM, LZPK, LZSK). 
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ABSTRACT 

Spatially distributed models can potentially provide improved hydrologic predictions 

because of their ability to exploit spatially distributed data while providing estimates of 

hydrologic variables at interior catchment locations. However, attempts to estimate 

spatially distributed parameter fields via model calibration have been fraught with 

difficulty. This paper examines the factors that can influence the observability, and hence 

identifiability, of spatial properties of a distributed model, when the only information 

available for model evaluation is catchment streamflow response. In particular, we 

investigate the conditions under which spatial variability in parameters and rainfall cause 

sufficiently strong variations in the streamflow hydrographs to justify their representation 

in catchment models, and whether such information can be detected via commonly used 

model performance measures. Our results show that spatial variability in parameter and 

precipitation fields can indeed have a detectable impact on the properties of the 

streamflow hydrograph, but that this impact can be so greatly diminished by the 

damping/dispersive effects of routing that it is virtually non-detectable by conventional 

performance measures by the time the water reaches the catchment outlet. And although 

information theoretic measures are better capable of detecting subtle variations of this 

kind, the information may not be ultimately be useful in the face of model structure and 

data errors. The only reasonable way forward therefore seems to be to explore other kinds 

of catchment information (including multiple interior flow gauging locations) for use in 

estimation of spatially distributed parameter fields. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The recent interest in the use of distributed hydrologic models for flood prediction is 

attributable to the availability of spatially distributed data, improvements in computation, 

and the need for accurate predictions of the river stage at interior locations of a 

catchment. In principle, a spatially discretized model should provide better predictions 

than its lumped counterpart, because the latter does not account for spatial heterogeneities 

and non-linearities that can influence the system response (Krajewski et al. 1991; 

Carpenter et al. 2001; Smith et al. 2004a). However, recent studies suggest that 

distributed models may not provide detectably better streamflow simulations at the 

catchment outlet over those achieved by lumped models (Reed et al. 2004, Smith et al. 

2004a). Our own previous attempts to calibrate a distributed hydrologic model to three 

catchments in Oklahoma (Pokhrel et al 2008, Pokhrel and Gupta 2010) found that the 

model outlet response was not strongly sensitive to spatial variability of the parameters as 

indicated by the conventional mean squared error (MSE) type measures; in general the 

overall basin mean parameter value performed just as well. The goal of this paper is to try 

and understand these findings, and to investigate the factors that may influence the 

observability, and hence identifiability, of the spatial properties of a distributed model, 

when only information about catchment output streamflow response is available. 

1.2 Review of the Relevant Literature 

1.2.1 Influence of spatial parameter variability on model response 
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Hydrological parameters can vary considerably in space. Nielsen et al. 1973, in a field 

measurement study of a fairly homogenous plot of land, found the variation in the soil 

hydraulic conductivity to be of several orders of magnitude, even in soils belonging to the 

same class. Beven 1985 pointed that that given the spatial variability of catchment 

characteristics, it may be impossible to specify a homogenous equivalent parameter value 

that correctly represents the flow characteristic of a spatially variable system.  

Smith and Hebbert 1979 provided one of the earliest demonstrations of the influence 

of stochastic and structured spatial variability of infiltration parameters on model 

response. Using a simple infiltration model consisting of Smith and Parlange (1978) 

equations and randomly sampled log normally distributed hydraulic conductivity, they 

showed that increasing spatial variability can result in earlier occurrence of runoff. 

Similarly, they also demonstrated the influence of structured spatial variations in 

hydraulic conductivity, using a simple Kinematic model. Sivapalan and Wood 1986 

derived quasi-analytical expressions for mean infiltration rate for two cases - spatially 

distributed soil parameters with uniform rainfall, and distributed rainfall with uniform 

parameters. Using an approximate model for point rainfall infiltration, based on Philip’s 

equation (Philip 1957) and the time compression approximation of Sherman (1943) and 

Reeves and Miller (1975), they demonstrated that spatially uniform and distributed soil 

properties can lead to significant differences in infiltration rates. Using field measurement 

experiments, Seyfried and Wilcox (1995) analyzed hydrologic responses to spatial 

variability over a range of scales, and reported that changes in scale or location 

introduced larger scale, dominant, sources of variability that ‘subsumed’ the smaller scale 
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variability. They recommend that location specific spatial characterization of larger scale 

variability is required, and that smaller scale variability can be characterized in a 

statistical manner. Woolhiser and Goodrich (1988) and Saghafian et al. (1995) conducted 

Monte Carlo studies and found significant differences in hydrographs generated using 

uniform and distributed hydraulic conductivity fields. They also reported that rainfall 

intensity affected the model sensitivity to spatial distribution. Merz and Bardossy 1998 

examined the influence of structured variability of infiltration parameters (created using 

the topographic index and soil type as external drift) on runoff response of a quasi 3D 

model in southern Germany, and reported significant impacts on model response. In 

contrast, un-structured randomly varying parameter fields provided responses that were 

very similar to those from homogenous fields; overall their findings are consistent with 

those of Seyfried and Wilcox (1995). However, Brath and Montanari (2000) found the 

effect of spatial variability of infiltration parameters to be significant only for low peak 

events in a catchment dominated by Hortonian flow processes.  Similarly, Bormann et al. 

(2009) found that neither structured or random re-distribution of the land use had any 

significant effect on the simulated flood response of a distributed model used for 

sensitivity and scenario analyses, commenting that “spatially distributed models may 

over-represent their advantages compared to lumped models to analyze the effects of the 

patterns of land use change.” 

 

1.2.2 Influence of spatial variability of rainfall on model response 

The spatial variability of the storm is well known to exert significant influence on the 
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streamflow response of a catchment (Wilson et al. 1979, Beven and Hornberger 1982, 

Ogden and Julien 1993, Julien and Moglen 1990, Krajeswki et al. 1991, Singh 1997 and 

many more). Through a synthetic study, Wilson et al. (1979) concluded that failure to 

account for the spatial variability of rainfall can lead to serious errors in hydrograph 

simulation. Beven and Hornberger (1982) found the most significant influence of spatial 

rainfall variability to be differences in the timing of peak flows, with secondary effects of 

the peak magnitude; the effects on runoff volume were found to be minor. Krajewski et 

al. (1991) also found that ignoring the spatial distribution of rainfall results in severe 

under estimation of peak flow magnitude. Julien and Moglen (1990) and Ogden and 

Julien (1993) found the spatial variability of precipitation input to be significant when the 

storm durations are shorter than the time for kinematic equilibrium of the catchment.  

However, the findings seem to be different for different kinds of catchments. Naden 

(1992), found the effects of spatial rainfall variability to be negligible in the limestone 

and chalk dominated River Thames catchment; apparently storage and subsequent slow 

release from the hill slope effectively smoothed out the spatial effects of variation in 

rainfall. Brath et al. (2004) investigated a mid sized catchment in north-central Italy and 

reported that spatial representation of rainfall was not important to model response at the 

outlet. Nicótina et al. (2007) reported similar findings. Obled et al. (1994) found the 

outlet hydrograph peak flows to be insensitive to spatially distribution of rainfall, with the 

only noticeable impacts being on the secondary peaks; they speculated that the spatial 

variability in rainfall might not have been “sufficiently organized in time and space” to 

overcome the smoothing/dampening mechanism of the catchment. Van Werkhoven et al 
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(2008) conducted a SOBOL global sensitivity analysis and reported that the region of 

parameter sensitivity was not stationary, but varied spatially in relation with the spatial 

distribution of rainfall.  

The results of the Distributed Model Intercomparision Model Project Phases 1 and 2 

(Reed et al. 2004, Smith et al. 2004b) show that in the majority of cases, distributed 

models are unable to improve upon lumped models in regard to streamflow simulations at 

the catchment outlet. However, in a few noteworthy cases, the distributed models did 

provide better outflow hydrographs. Smith et al (2004a), therefore tried to identify under 

what basin and/or rainfall event configurations distributed models might perform better, 

and examined the hypothesis that “basins characterized by (1) marked spatial variability 

in precipitation, and (2) less of a filtering effect of the input rainfall signal will show 

improved outlet simulations from distributed versus lumped models.” To avoid model 

specific conclusions, they analyzed the influences of spatial rainfall variability in terms of 

summary indices derived from the observed rainfall and streamflow data. Of the three 

basins studied, only one demonstrated improvements resulting from distributed modeling.  

 

1.3 Objectives, context, and scope of this study 

There is a clear lack of consensus in the hydrologic community regarding the impacts 

of spatial distribution (of rainfall and parameters) on the streamflow response of a 

catchment. The answers to the questions “is the spatial distribution of parameters and 

rainfall important enough to justify their distributed representation in catchment 
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models?” and consequently “can the spatial structure of parameter fields be inferred 

from the information contained in the outlet hydrograph?” remain unclear, although they 

are very relevant to the practical implementation of distributed hydrologic models. The 

primary objective of this paper is to make progress towards answering these questions. 

Regarding the context and scope of this study, our interest in understanding the 

observability of the spatial distribution of parameters and rainfall arises from our 

previous experience with spatially regularized calibration of distributed models for three 

DMIP2 study catchments in Oklahoma, USA (Pokhrel et al. 2008, Pokhrel and Gupta 

2010). In that work, model calibrations conducted using uniform and distributed 

parameter fields resulted in model responses that were very similar. Further, the posterior 

parameter distributions obtained using different spatial regularization schemes had very 

similar mean values but very different variances, indicating that the model outlet 

responses for these basins were not strongly sensitive to spatial parameter variability. In 

other words the overall basin mean parameter values performed just as well.  

Therefore, prior to conducting any further studies involving calibration of distributed 

models using outlet hydrographs (the common practice in flood forecasting applications), 

it is important to understand whether the information content of the outflow hydrograph 

is sufficient for identification of spatial characteristics of the catchment parameter fields. 

Further, since this information is extracted using some kind of model performance 

criteria, the selection of these criteria becomes a major factor in deciding the outcome of 

the calibration process. Since a possible reason for the findings of Pokhrel et al. (2008), 

and Pokhrel and Gupta (2010) is that conventional measures (e.g., mean squared error of 
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the flows MSE, or of the log-transformed flows MSEL) and/or volume bias may not be 

powerful enough to extract information regarding spatial parameter variability from the 

streamflow hydrograph, a major issue of interest is whether some alternative measuring 

criterion may be able to detect the variations, however subtle, between the model 

responses using spatially distributed and lumped representations of catchment properties 

and inputs? We are not aware of other studies that have addressed this issue in detail.  

As in our previous studies, we will use a typical distributed conceptual rainfall-runoff 

model structure to investigate these issues, and as such the results should be transferable 

to other models. The work is performed in the context of DMIP2, which has two goals - 

to encourage the development of spatially distributed catchment scale models and to 

improve operational flood forecasting by the US National Weather Service (Smith et al. 

2004b, http://www.nws.noaa.gov/oh/hrl/dmip/2/index.html). However, since, our primary 

goal is to examine the problem of spatial parameter identifiability, we will employ a 

synthetic study approach so that the problems of model structural and data errors, and 

issues of convergence of optimization algorithms can be avoided. As a consequence, 

what remains are the primary issues of informativeness of the data used for model 

identification and the measuring criteria used to extract that information. 

In section 2 we briefly discuss the data, catchment and the model used for the study; 

further details can be found in our previous work (Pokhrel et al 2008, Pokhrel and Gupta 

2010) and in Smith et al (2004b). Sections 3 and 4 present the details of this study, and 

Section 5 summarizes our findings and their implications. 
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2.0 DATA, CATCHMENT AND MODEL USED IN THIS STUDY 

2.1 Data and Catchment 

This study was conducted on two DMIP 2 study basins – the Illinois River basin 

straddling the Oklahoma-Arkansas border, and the Blue River basin in southern 

Oklahoma (Figure 1). The Illinois has a shape that is typical and representative of 

catchments in the US, while the Blue is unusual in that it is long and narrow, and 

therefore provides an interesting case for implementation of a distributed model. The 

gently sloping 1645 km2 Illinois River basin (elevation 202 to 486 m) is comprised 

mostly of silty-clay and silty-clay-loam. The 1233 km2 Blue River basin (elevation 154-

427 m) is a narrow elongated river valley comprised mostly of clay and loam (see Smith 

et al. 2004b for details). Average annual rainfall at Illinois and Blue are 1175 mm and 

1036 mm respectively, and average annual flow at their outlets are 302 mm and 176 mm 

respectively, giving long-term runoff ratios of approximately 0.26 and 0.17 (Smith et al. 

2004b). 

Spatially distributed precipitation estimates are derived from a combination of Next 

Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) and rain gage data, and quality controlled by the 

NWS. The distributed precipitation data are available at temporal resolution of 1 hour and 

were aggregated to a six hourly time step. The data has a spatial resolution of 

approximately 4 x 4 km2 over a rectilinear HRAP (Hydrologic Rainfall Analysis Project) 

grid with 100 units over the Illinois and 78 units over the Blue. Potential evaporation 

estimates are based on annual free water surface evaporation maps and mean monthly 

station data (Koren et al. 1998) available from the DMIP website 
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(www.weather.gov/oh/hrl/dmip/2/evap.html), and adjusted to account for effects of 

vegetation.  

 

2.2 Spatially Distributed Catchment Model  

The DHMUA model is a research version of the Hydrology Lab Distributed 

Hydrologic Model (HL-DHM), programmed in MATLABTM (version 7.0.1, 

www.mathworks.com) to run at an six-hourly time step on a personal computer. The 

water balance component consists of the Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting Model 

(SACSMA; Burnash et al. 1973) having 16 parameters and 6 state variables, applied to 

each grid cell. The routing component has been simplified by removing within-grid hill 

slope routing, and by using the 2-parameter Muskingum approach (the parameters being 

spatially constant) for channel routing instead of kinematic wave; Pokhrel (2007) showed 

the impact of this modification to be insignificant. Simulated streamflow responses are 

computed at the catchment outlet, and at several upstream locations along the river 

network (see Figure 1). 

In this model, eleven of the parameters were treated as being spatially distributed (see 

Table 1) and their values were derived from soils information using the Koren et al. 

(2000) approach (hereafter called Koren A Priori parameters, or KAP).  The remaining 

five parameters were treated as being spatially uniform; SIDE and RSERV were fixed at 

values specified by the NWS (Reed et al., 2004), while ADIMP, PCTIM, RIVA and the 
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two routing parameters were adjusted to provide a close match to the observed 

streamflow at the outlet. 

Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution for each of the spatially distributed 

parameter in the two basins; in each subplot the dotted line indicates the “equivalent” 

uniformly distributed value (computed as the arithmetic average of the distributed 

estimates), and the range of the x-axis corresponds to the feasible bounds used by the 

NWS (Koren et al., 2003; see table 1). The spread of values in these plots indicates the 

degree of spatial variability for each KAP parameter field. Note, for example, that 

parameter UZK in the Blue River basin is highly variable while parameter LZFSM has 

relatively small variability.  

3.0 PERTURBATION ANALYSIS STUDIES  

3.1 Methodology 

To establish a baseline for the studies conducted here, we first ran the model with 

spatially distributed precipitation and parameters fields (as described in section 2.2), for 

eight water years WY 1997 to 2004.  One previous year (WY 1996) was used to initialize 

the state variables. This provided baseline synthetic streamflow hydrographs at the 

catchment outlet, and at each of the upstream points along the river. In the perturbation 

studies that follow, we replace either the parameter or precipitation fields with spatially 

uniform equivalents and examine the impacts of those actions on the streamflow 

hydrographs at each location. The differences between the perturbed and baseline 

hydrographs were evaluated in terms of five summary statistical measures; the 
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normalized mean squared error (NMSE; eqn 1), the normalized mean squared error of the 

log transformed flows (NMSEL; eqn 2), the ratios of the long-term means (α; eqn 3) and 

standard deviations (β; eqn 4) of the hydrographs subtracted from 1.0, and the entropy 

based uncertainty coefficient (UC; eqn 5), computed as:  
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where QB is the discharge generated using baseline conditions, QP is the discharge 

generated using a perturbation, H(QB) is the entropy of QB, H(QP) is the entropy of QP 

(see Mishra and Knowlton (2003)), and i = 1: n represents the number of time steps.  

Each measure was selected for a reason. The NMSE and NMSEL are normalized 

versions of statistical measures commonly used as criteria in model calibration and 

evaluation studies (e.g. Pokhrel and Gupta 2010). Measures α and β appear as important 

components in a decomposition of the MSE criterion (Gupta et al. 2009); they reflect 
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signature properties of the probability distributions of the flows (commonly represented 

as flow duration curves, or flow exceedance probability curves) and indicate differences 

in water balance and hydrologic variability respectively. UC measures the degree of 

association between two hydrographs; 1 indicates perfect association (although not 

necessarily equivalence) while 0 indicates no association.  Unlike the linear correlation 

coefficient, UC measures strength of association even if non-linear and, being based on 

entropy computations, is sensitive to variability at all magnitudes (while NMSE and 

NMSEL which give differing emphases to different flow levels).  We also investigated 

other properties of the hydrographs, including rising and decaying sections (Boyle et al, 

2000), lag-1 autocorrelation coefficients, cross-correlations (Gupta et al 2009), and 

properties of the model residuals, but interesting results were obtained only for the 5 

measures presented here.  

 

3.1 Parameter Perturbation Analysis using A Priori Parameter Fields 

The first step in this study was to investigate the degree to which spatial variability 

and structure in the parameter fields has a detectable effect on the properties of the 

simulated streamflow hydrograph. Therefore, a perturbation study was conducted in 

which each of the eleven spatially distributed parameter fields was replaced (one at a 

time) by its “equivalent” spatially uniform value, and the streamflow hydrograph for the 

perturbed run compared with the baseline run.  
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The results are shown in Figure 3. The top row of plots is for the Blue River basin 

and the bottom for the Illinois. Each subplot corresponds to a statistical measure with 

river locations (headwater to basin outlet) indicated from bottom to top and individually 

perturbed parameter fields indicated from left to right. An additional column (case 

ALLPAR) corresponds to all 11 spatially distributed parameter fields being 

simultaneously made uniform. The grey-color-scale indicates the strength of difference 

from the baseline hydrograph as detected by the corresponding measure; white (measure 

value 0.0) indicates no difference and black (measure value 1.0) indicates a significant 

difference. Overall, the only measure that shows significant sensitivity (greater than the 

10% resolution of the plot) to spatial distribution of individual parameters is UC. The 

other measures show some sensitivity to simultaneous perturbation of all parameters 

(case ALLPAR) but only at certain interior nodes and sensitivity is virtually zero at the 

basin outlet. Clearly, UC is able to extract more information from the hydrograph than 

the other measures and is able to do so at all flow locations. In general, it indicates 

strongest sensitivity to the lower zone capacity parameters, which control the low 

frequency component of catchment response. 

Comparing the two basins (top and bottom rows) it is clear that the Illinois is less 

sensitive to spatial parameter distribution (see case ALLPAR), probably due to its smaller 

degree of parameter variability (see Figure 2).  

For completeness, and to check these results, we ran three more perturbation studies, 

one being similar to the study describe above but with spatially uniform precipitation 

fields, and the other two being the complementary cases where the baseline used uniform 
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parameter fields and each field was replaced (one at a time) by its spatially distributed 

value. The results did not add anything new and are therefore not included here. 

 

3.2 Parameter Perturbation Analysis using Analysis using Synthetic Parameter Fields 

The analysis reported above indicates that basin outlet hydrographs can show 

relatively low sensitivity to spatial variability in the distributed parameter fields. 

However, the KAP parameter fields provide only a limited (i.e. anecdotal) representation 

of parameter field distributions and are limited in their range of spatial variability (see 

Figure 2). For a more comprehensive analysis we performed a Monte Carlo study in 

which 2000 synthetic sets of parameter fields were randomly generated that preserved the 

spatial correlation structure of the KAP parameter fields. This provided a large number of 

different parameter fields having realistic spatial correlation structures.  By adjusting the 

variance and mean of each parameter field, we were able to simulate a greater degree of 

degree of spatial parameter variability than with the original (KAP) fields.  Because this 

technique allows us to vary the parameter field means, it also better activates “threshold” 

type parameters that may lack sensitivity over certain ranges of values. 

From Figure 4 we see that the KAP parameter field semi-variograms for the Blue and 

Illinois can be modeled using either an exponential or Gaussian form, and have strong 

horizontal spatial correlation structures with correlation lengths ranging from 2 to 10 grid 

cells (i.e. 8 to 40 km, since each grid cell is approximately 4 km on a side). Using these 

semi-variograms to generate the necessary covariance matrices, 2000 spatial correlated 
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random parameter fields were drawn from a Normal distribution (Rasmussen and 

Williams, 2006), while varying each parameter field mean over 10-90% of its feasible 

range, and while varying the parameter coefficient of variation (CV = σ/μ) from 0.0 to 

1.25. Following Pokhrel and Gupta (2010) a squashing function was used to prevent any 

of the parameters from violating the feasible parameter bounds. 

Figure 5 shows the results of this Monte Carlo analysis for the Blue River basin; 

results for the Illinois are similar (but with lower sensitivity) and therefore omitted. 

Results are presented for the 8 parameters (columns) showing strongest effects on the 

outlet hydrographs as indicated by the five measures (rows), when each parameter is 

perturbed (one at a time) to be spatially uniform. Each grey dot indicates one of the 2000 

runs. The box plots to the right are for the case when all parameters are simultaneously 

perturbed to be spatially uniform (ALLPAR). We also show results for four runs 

generated using the actual KAP parameter fields (o), and by increasing the variability of 

the KAP fields via the equation δμθμφ ×−+= )( ii , by making δ equal to 2 (*), 3 (◊) 

and 4 (Δ) respectively; μ is the mean of the spatial parameter field, and θi and �i are the 

KAP and correspondingly modified parameter values in the ith cell.  

Two things are immediately apparent. First, at the level of variability of the KAP 

parameter fields (CV ~ 0.25-0.5), the only measure showing significant sensitivity to 

spatial parameter distribution is UC (bottom row). The other measures begin to show 

sensitivity only when the CV exceeds 0.5, and only for some of the parameters. Second, 

when all parameters are simultaneously treated as spatially uniform (ALLPAR), thereby 
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incorporating the influence of parameter interactions, the median sensitivity for measure 

UC is 2.5 times higher (~ 0.7) than for the other criteria (~ 0.2-0.3).  

 

3.3 Perturbation Analysis of both Parameter and Rainfall Fields  

Next we investigate the degree to which spatial variability and structure in rainfall 

fields has a detectable effect on properties of the simulated streamflow hydrograph. The 

baseline case for this analysis is the same as in section 3.1, consisting of synthetic 

streamflow hydrographs at the catchment outlet, and at each of the upstream points along 

the river, for the case of spatially distributed rainfall and parameter fields. In this study 

we look at two situations, one where we maintain the spatially distributed parameter 

fields but replace the rainfall field at each time step by its “equivalent” spatially uniform 

value (case PRECIP), and another where we replace both the parameter and rainfall fields 

by their equivalent uniform values (case BOTH). We compare these to the results of 

section 3.1 (case ALLPAR). 

Figures 6 and 7 (left column) show results for the Blue and Illinois respectively. Each 

subplot shows measure values obtained at different locations along the river from 

headwater to basin outlet (left to right). For the Blue it is apparent that NMSE is more 

sensitive to spatial variability in rainfall (PRECIP) than to spatial variability in parameter 

fields (ALLPAR) and this sensitivity increases progressively from outlet to headwater. 

Interestingly, the combined effect of spatial variability in parameter and precipitation 

(BOTH) seems to approximately be a linear combination of the two individual effects. 
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Note that the sensitivity remains almost constant in the lower half of the basin, but 

increases significantly in the higher elevations. Measure NMSEL, which is more sensitive 

than NMSE to changes in hydrograph recessions, shows much more similar sensitivity for 

cases PRECIP and ALLPAR.  Measure α (water balance) generally shows less than 10% 

change, with almost no sensitivity to PRECIP close to the centroid of the basin where the 

rainfall events tend to be centered.  Measure β (hydrograph variance) shows greater 

sensitivity to PRECIP than ALLPAR at the basin outlet but this sensitivity also 

diminishes at interior nodes. Once again, the measure showing strongest sensitivity to 

spatial distribution is UC, which ranges in value from 0.56 to 0.75 along the river, and the 

degree of sensitivity is not dramatically different among the three cases (ALLPAR, 

PRECIP and BOTH). This result raises the question as to whether the individual effects 

of spatial variability in parameters and precipitation can be detectable from the 

hydrograph. 

The results for the Illinois are similar (Figure 6 left column), but show some 

additional aspects of interest. First, NMSE, NMSEL, α and β show almost no sensitivity 

at the basin outlet to spatial variability in either parameters or precipitation. However, 

NMSE and β both show strong and increasing sensitivity to precipitation towards the 

upper portions of the basin.  From Figure 1 we see that nodes 35 to 28 correspond to the 

higher and steeper elevations. There are also similar effects on NMSEL and α but these 

are much smaller. Clearly the structure of the catchment has a role to play here since 

higher intensity precipitation is generally found at the higher elevations. Again UC shows 
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strongest sensitivity, but the effects of parameter and rainfall variability do not appear to 

be additive in this basin.  

 

3.4 The Information Damping Effect of River Routing  

The results reported in sections 3.1 to 3.3 indicate that conventional statistical 

measures such as NMSE and NMSEL, used to evaluate model performance and for 

calibration of parameter fields, show remarkably little sensitivity to information 

regarding spatial variability (in either parameters or precipitation) carried by the 

hydrographs. One possible reason may be that the ‘low pass filter’ effects of the river 

routing process dampen the effects of such variability en route to the basin outlet.  To 

investigate this we use the same five statistical measures are computed at each river node 

with the river routing process removed – in other words the flow at each node 

corresponds only to the contributing area for that node.  These results appear in the right 

columns of Figures 6 and 7.  Comparing right and left columns it is clear that the routing 

process plays a major role, acting to progressively reduce informativeness of the 

hydrograph signal from headwater to outlet, with progressively longer sections of routing 

having stronger damping effects. It is also clear that the non-linear effects of combined 

parameter and precipitation variability are also significantly damped. In contrast, the 

effects of routing do not seem to strongly impact the information detection capabilities of 

UC, although the effects are clearly more pronounced on the Illinois than the Blue. 
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3.5 Summary of the Perturbation Analysis Studies 

The perturbation analysis studies reported suggest several things: 

e) First, spatial variability in the parameter and precipitation does seem to have a 

detectable impact on the properties of the streamflow hydrograph observed at 

various locations along the river, but this impact is greatly diminished by the 

damping/dispersive effects of routing, so much so that the effects can become 

quite small by the time the water reaches the catchment outlet. When the degree 

of spatial variability in parameter fields is relatively small (CV < 0.5) the impacts 

are so diminished by channel routing that conventional measures, such as NMSE 

and NMSEL, are no longer able to properly detect them. In the two catchments 

examined, it was necessary to increase the CV of parameter variability to around 

0.75 or greater before significant impacts could be detected at the catchment 

outlet. 

f) Second, the relative impact of spatial variability in precipitation tends to be higher 

than of spatial variability in the parameter fields.  This is probably going to be 

generally true for many catchments and is likely caused by the fact that the spatial 

CV of precipitation exceeds that of the parameters.  In the case of the Blue and 

Illinois basins, the mean CV of precipitation (over all time steps) was 0.75 and 

could be as large as 3.0 and higher, and is generally larger than the parameter 

CV’s which were around 0.25 to 0.5.  
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g) In general, the sensitivity to both parameter and precipitation variability tends to 

be larger in the upper portions of the catchment. This is likely caused by a 

combination of effects – the damping/dispersive effects are less due to shorter 

channel routing lengths, and the degree of spatial variability tends to be larger in 

the headwater regions.  

h) Measuring criteria that are based in information theory, such as the Uncertainty 

Coefficient (UC), seem to be much better able to detect the impacts that spatial 

variability can have on the streamflow hydrographs, even when these impacts are 

passed through the low-pass filtering effects of channel routing. As a consequence 

the sensitivity of this measure to spatial variability remains relatively consistent 

over the entire river length. We speculate that the reason for this improved 

sensitivity is that UC measures the differences in the probability distributions of 

the observed and simulated hydrographs in a scale independent manner; while 

conventional criteria are highly sensitive to data transformations (e.g. MSE is 

more influenced by large flow values), UC provides more even weighting to all 

values in the flow distribution.  

4.0 ABILITY OF THE MEASURES TO DISTINGUISH SPATIAL PATTERNS IN 

THE PARAMETER FIELDS 

 Although our results indicate that the UC measure is able to extract information 

related to spatial parameter variability from the streamflow hydrograph, it is still not clear 

whether the measure could actually be used to better inform model calibration studies.  
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One concern is that the problem of parameter estimation is not so much one of detecting 

parameter variability as it is of detecting the spatial ‘pattern’ of the variability in the 

parameters. To explore this issue we conducted one final parameter perturbation 

experiment. As before, our baseline case consists of a model simulation using KAP 

spatially distributed parameter fields and spatially distributed precipitation. Next 

following the approach in section 3.2, we generated 1500 Monte Carlo sample parameter 

fields having the same mean, variance and spatial correlation structure as the KAP 

parameter fields. This time, however, in addition to measuring the distance between the 

perturbed and baseline hydrographs (using UC), we also measure the distance between 

the randomly generated parameter field and the baseline (KAP) parameter fields using 

NMSE.  In general, for UC to be potentially useful as a performance measure in 

calibration of spatially distributed parameter fields, we would expect its value to be low 

when a parameter field has a similar spatial pattern as the baseline (low NMSE) and large 

when the spatial pattern is dissimilar (large NMSE). Figure 8 shows that in general this 

tendency holds, although there is considerable scatter in the results. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

In previous attempts to calibrate distributed hydrologic models using the information 

in catchment outlet hydrographs, investigators have reported that the model outlet 

response did not seem to be strongly sensitive to spatial variability of the parameters as 

indicated by conventional mean squared error (MSE) type measures, and our own studies 

have suggested that the overall basin mean parameter value may actually perform just as 

well. In this paper we have sought to understand these findings by investigating the 
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factors that influence observability, and hence identifiability, of the spatial properties of a 

distributed model, when only information about catchment streamflow response is 

available. 

In general, the answer to the question “is the spatial distribution of parameters and 

rainfall important enough to justify their distributed representation in catchment 

models?” seems to be that it depends on the combined effect of two factors – the actual 

degree of variability of the parameter field and the extend to which the hydrograph is 

subjected to the damping/dispersive effects of channel routing.  This suggests that it may 

in fact be possible to infer the spatial structure of parameter fields from information 

contained in the hydrograph but that two aspects must be properly factored into the 

identification process.  First, it will be necessary to obtain streamflow measurements at a 

number of gauging points along the river, spaced sufficiently close together that the 

dispersive effects of channel routing do not eradicate valuable information about spatial 

variability – i.e., we cannot rely on catchment outlet hydrographs alone. Second, proper 

attention must be given to the proper design of measure for extracting information from 

those data. 

Further, the answer to the question “does some alternative measuring criterion exist 

that is able to detect the variations in streamflow hydrographs caused by spatial 

variability in the catchment properties and inputs?” is a “qualified yes”, but the issue 

clearly needs much more detailed investigation. The reason for the “qualified yes” is that 

while the Uncertainty Coefficient seems to be well suited to detecting subtle variations in 

a time series, in actual practice there will be many factors that give rise to such variations 
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and it may not be possible to properly distinguish between them.  In this investigation we 

conducted a synthetic study with no model or data error, but in practice the confounding 

effects of model structure and data errors (both inputs and outputs) may act to mask our 

ability to detect the particular effects of spatial variability in the streamflow data.  One 

might suspect that the answer lies, as suggested before, in the relative strengths of the 

different types of variability. However, as long as model structural and data errors remain 

larger than the hydrograph variations caused by spatial variability (then dampened by 

routing effects), it seems likely that attempts to calibrate spatially distributed parameter 

fields will be prone to failure.  The only reasonable way forward seems to be to insist that 

more and different kinds of catchment information must be exploited; examples might 

include spatial information about soil moisture and evapotranspiration and higher 

densities of streamflow gauging along the river.  In the latter context, since the addition 

of gauging points at upstream locations should be expected to provide useful information 

regarding spatial processes, an important question is where such gauges should be located 

and how such information can best be exploited. Synthetic studies of the kind reported 

here can help to evaluate the potential benefits of such information for model 

identification. As always, we invite dialog with other investigators interested in such 

matters. 
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LIST OF FIGURES 

Figure 1: The study basins, with location of each nodes and the model grid overlay (left 

Blue River basin, right Illinois River basin)  

 

Figure 2: Parameter distributions in Blue (top) and Illinois (bottom) river basins; the 

uniform parameter field is shown by the dotted lines. 

 

Figure 3: Parameter sensitivity analysis, Blue(top) and Illinois River basin (bottom); 

Case 1. [For Illinois we show only results for nodes 43 (basin outlet) to node 28 (river 

head) along the main stem of the river (marked by black diamonds in figure 1)] 

 

Figure 4: Variograms fitted to a priori parameters in Blue River basin (top) and Illinois 

River basin (bottom).  

 

Figure 5: Results of the Monte Carlo analysis in Blue River basin [the middle line in the 

boxplot  indicates the median, the outer lines indicate the lower and upper quartiles, the 

whiskers extend till 1.5 times the inter-quartile range, and ‘+’ is used to denote outliers] 

 

Figure 6: Sensitivity of the model to perturbation of all 11 parameters (ALLPAR), 

rainfall (PRECIP) and both (BOTH) in Blue river basin. The left plot shows model with 

the routing mechanism turned on and the right shows the sensitivities without the routing.  
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of the model to perturbation of all 11 parameters (ALLPAR), 

rainfall (PRECIP) and both (BOTH) in Illinois river basin. The left plot shows model 

with the routing mechanism turned on and the right shows the sensitivities without the 

routing.  

 

Figure 8: Sensitivity of the measures to the difference in the spatial patterns of the 

parameter fields in Blue River basin. 
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Table 1: SACSMA parameters, states and parameter ranges used for calibration. 

List of the SACSMA parameters that were distributed 

Name Description 

Parameter   

Feasible range 
UZTWM Upper zone tension water capacity (mm)  10-300 
UZFWM Upper zone free water capacity (mm)  5-150 
UZK  Interflow depletion rate from upper layer free water storage (hr-1) 0.1-0.8
REXP Shape parameter of the percolation curve 1-5 
LZTWM Lower zone tension water capacity (mm) 5-500 
LZFSM  Lower zone supplemental free water capacity (mm)  5-400 
LZFPM  Lower zone primary free water capacity (mm) 10-1000 
LZSK Depletion rate of the lower layer supplemental free water storage (hr-1) 0.01-0.35 

LZPK Depletion rate of the lower layer primary free water storage (hr-1) 0.001-0.05 
PFREE  Percolation fraction that goes directly to the lower free water storages 0.0-0.8 
ZPERC  Ratio of maximum and minimum percolation rates  5 - 350 

List of SACSMA parameters that were used as uniform parameters, and their values  
  Illinois 

River  
Blue 
River  

RSERV  Fraction of lower zone free water not transferable to lower zone 
tension water storage 

0.3 0.3 

SIDE Ratio of deep percolation from lower layer free water storages 0 0 

PCTIM  Permanent impervious area fraction  0.005 0.005 
ADIMP  Maximum fraction of an additional impervious area due to saturation 0.1 0.0 

RIVA  Riparian vegetation area fraction 0.02 0.03 
State Variables of SACSMA model 

ADIMC  Tension water contents of the ADIMP area 
(mm) 

LZTWC
  

Lower zone tension water 
contents (mm) 

UZTWC  Upper zone tension water contents (mm) LZFSC
  

Lower zone free supplemental 
contents (mm) 

UZFWC 
  

Upper zone free water contents (mm) LZFPC
  

Lower zone free primary 
contents (mm)  
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FIGURES 

 

 

Figure 1: The study basins, with location of each nodes and the model grid overlay (left 

Blue River basin, right Illinois River basin)  
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Figure 2: Parameter distributions in Blue (rows 1 and 2) and Illinois (rows 3 and 4) river 

basins; the uniform parameter field is shown by the dotted lines. 
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Figure 3: Parameter sensitivity analysis, Blue(top) and Illinois River basin (bottom); Case 1. [For Illinois we show only results 

for nodes 43 (basin outlet) to node 28 (river head) along the main stem of the river (marked by black diamonds in figure 1)] 
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Figure 4: Variograms fitted to a priori parameters in Blue River basin (top) and Illinois River basin (bottom).  
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Figure 5: Results of the Monte Carlo analysis in Blue River basin [the middle line in the boxplot  indicates the median, the 

outer lines indicate the lower and upper quartiles, the whiskers extend till 1.5 times the inter-quartile range, and ‘+’ is used to 

denote outliers] 
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Figure 6: Sensitivity of the model to perturbation of all 11 parameters (ALLPAR), 

rainfall (PRECIP) and both (BOTH) in Blue river basin. The left plot shows model with 

the routing mechanism turned on and the right shows the sensitivities without the routing.  
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of the model to perturbation of all 11 parameters (ALLPAR), 

rainfall (PRECIP) and both (BOTH) in Illinois river basin. The left plot shows model 

with the routing mechanism turned on and the right shows the sensitivities without the 

routing.  
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Figure 8: Sensitivity of the measures to the difference in the spatial patterns of the 

parameter fields in Blue River basin. 

 


